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ABSTRACT

This thesis describes a research programme on three-phase (liquid/liquid/gas)

stratified flow in both horizontal and downwardly inclined pipelines. The principal

objectives of the work were:

(1) To conduct an experimental study of phase holdups, pressure gradient and flow

patterns in three-phase stratified flow;

(2) To develop a framework for the one-dimensional phenomenological modelling of

three-phase stratified flow;

(3) To compare the measured flow parameters (phase holdup, pressure gradient and

velocity profile) with those predicted by using various models with the one-

dimensional framework (see (2) above);

(4) To investigate flow behaviour in three-phase stratified flow using an isokinetic

sampling technique.

These four objectives were successfully met and the conclusions drawn are reported

in this thesis. The experimental work was performed in the Imperial College WASP

facility where the three phases were respectively water, air and a lubricating oil (Shell

Tellus 22). A new data set for mean phase holdups, pressure gradient and detailed flow

patterns for three-phase flow has been generated, covering the pressure range of 0.0 to

12.5 bar(g). Using an isokinetic sampling probe, the flow rate distribution of each

individual phase across the pipe was determined. These measurements demonstrated

clearly the intermixing of the liquid phases which occurred as the velocities increased.

The theoretical studies have been based on the development of a three-fluid

computer model of stratified three-phase flow (PRESBAL), which predicts phase holdup
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and pressure gradient. The code has been written in a modular form, allowing various

closure relationships to be investigated. This three-fluid model has been tested against

the published experimental data of Sobocinski (1955) and the present WASP data for

three-phase stratified flows. PRESBAL has been utilised as a tool to optimise the choice

between the many closure relationships for friction factors which have been published in

the literature. From the extensive work done, recommendations have been made on the

choice of friction relationships which provide the best representation of the data.
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Roman Symbols

a constant used in Srichai's correlation (Equation 2.174)

constant used in Srichai's correlation (Equation 2.175)

augmentation of the oil-water interfacial friction factor

constant used in Equation 2.27; constant used in Srichai's
correlation (Equation 2.176)

C1, C2	 constants used in Equations 2.138 and 2.139

C3	 constant defined in Equation 2.146

A	 cross-sectional area 	 m2

Ci	constants; where i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 (Hall's model, Section
2.6.2.1);

constants used Blasius equation (1913) where i = G, L, 0, W

C •	 phase distribution parameter for phase j

C2	 constant used in Equation 2.19 and defined in Equation 2.21

Cm	 mixing degree coefficient

dp clz	 pressure gradient	 N I11-2

Pp tiz)Gs l magnitude of single phase gas pressure gradient (defined in

Equation 2.6)	 N IT1-2

Pp dz) j magnitude of single phase liquid pressure gradient (defined in

Equation 2.7)	 N m-2

pipe diameter

Deff	 effective diameter

D,	 hydraulic diameter of phase i

specific internal energy	 J tre kg-1

friction factor

acceleration due to gravity	 N kg-1

mass flowrate	 kg s-1

Grp	 two-phase mass flux	 kg M-2S-1

, G 	 fluxes of gas or liquid phase at probe mouth 	 kg m-2

hL	 liquid height
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specific enthalpy or heat transfer coefficient 	 J kg-1K-1

dimensionless liquid film height

h'	 root mean square fluctuation of liquid height (Equation 2.171)

average liquid height

Ahr..	 root mean square wave height

API	 impact pressure	 N

apparent/effective interfacial roughness

kw	 pipe wall roughness

1	 constant used in Blasius equation

constant used in Blasius equation

mass flux	 kg m-2s-I

total number of data point

n,	 constant used in Blasius equation, where i = G, L, 0, W

pressure	 N M-2

volumetric flowrate m3 s

heat transferred across the phase interfaces or to the walls

Radius of pipe

Rh 	 hydraulic radius

radius or radial coordinate

sheltering coefficient

wetted perimeter

time

actual / interficial velocity 	 m

ua 	 average velocity (used in Equations 2.128 and 2.139) 	 m s

-1u r	 friction velocity (r, I p 5	 S

UGAI	 drift velocity between air and the average volumetric velocity of
the air-oil-water mixture	 m s

-
Ual	 the critical gas velocity defined by Equation 2.109	 m s 1

superficial velocity	 m

dummy superficial liquid velocity (Equation 2.32) 	 m s

UM

UL dummy

total mixture velocity 	 m
-1

UGs,t	 critical gas superficial velocity as defined in Equation 2.126	 m s
-1

Vas or UGs superficial velocity of gas phase	 m s

or UL, superficial velocity of liquid phase	 m s
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(x)
	

cross sectional average of parameter x	 rn
2

Y
	 radial distance from pipe bottom	 m

Greek Symbols

)0	 input liquid fraction

c	 volume fraction/holdup

a	 volume fraction (used by Roberts, 1996)

71-	 pi number

p, q	 viscosity	 kg ni l s4

17	 constant ( = 180) used in Sinai's correlation; slip ratio (Equation
7.5)

v	 kinematic viscosity, 17 p 2 -Im s

r	 ratio of oil-water interfacial shear stress to oil-wall shear stress
(see Equation 2.47, Hall, 1992)

p	 density	 kg m3

a	 surface tension	 N m4

4- 	factor introduced by Sinai for roughness relationship shown by
Equation 2.107

parameter defined in Equation 2.159

5	 liquid film thickness/height 	 m

0	 angle of pipe inclination	 rad

X	 Lockhart-Martinelli flow parameter; local quality (Equation 7.6)

Aw	 water cut as defined in Equation 2.33

A	 parameter used in Baker's flow map (defined in Equation 2.30) 	 kg tn-3

W	 parameter used in Baker's flow map (defined in Equation 2.31)

r	 shear stress	 N M.2

rc	shear stress as defined in Equation 2.128	 N ni-2

F	 momentum transfer due to phase change (PLAC) 	 kg K

0	 constant defined in Equation 2.147

00	 constant defined in Equation 2.146

Dimensionless Number Symbols

F
	

Dimensionless parameter used in Taitel & Dukler (1976) flow
regime map (defined in Equation 2.4)

Fr
	

Froude number
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K
	

Dimensionless parameter used in Taitel & Dulder (1976) flow
regime map (defined in Equation 2.5)

NA/	 liquid viscosity number as defined in Equation 2.141

N6v
	 dimensionless parameter in Xiao's correlation (Equation 2.160)

Xs,
	 dimensionless parameter in Xiao's correlation (Equation 2.161)

ND
	 dimensionless parameter in Xiao's correlation (Equation 2.162)

NL,
	 dimensionless parameter in Xiao's correlation (Equation 2.163)

Re
	

Reynolds number

Re l	 superficial Reynolds number of liquid phase (involved in

Equation 2.100)

Re;	 critical gas phase Reynolds number (Equation 2.102)

Re	 liquidliquid superficial Reynolds number

T	 Dimensionless parameter used in Taitel & Dukler (1976) flow
regime map (defined in Equation 2.2)

We	 Weber number

WeG	 Weber number of gas phase (Equation 2.140)

X	 Lockhart-Martinelli parameter (defined in Equation 2.1)

Y	 Inclination parameter (defined in Equation 2.3)

Subscript

A air phase m mixture

cont

eff

continuous
phase

effective

max

0

OW

maximum

oil phase

oil-water
G gas phase interface

GO

i

L

gas- oil
interface

interfacial

liquid phase

TP

W

w

two-phase

water phase

wall

Superscript

S
	 superficial

*	 critical value

-	 average

-	 dimensionless
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

A	 Absolute

AAE	 Arithmetic average fraction error

AC	 Alternate current

AOSW	 Air-oil stratified wavy; oil-water stratified smooth (flow pattern)

CFD	 Computational fluid dynamics

DP	 Differential pressure

DTI	 Development of Trade and Industry

DOS!	 Water dispersed in oil continuous phase slug (flow pattern)

DWS1	 Oil dispersed in water continuous phase (flow pattern)

DOSW	 Oil and water fully mixed; water dispersed in oil continuous phase (flow

pattern)

DWSW	 Oil and water fully mixed; oil dispersed in water continuous phase (flow

pattern)

EPSRC	 Engineering and Physical Science Research Council

Gauge (for pressure reading)

I.D.	 Internal diameter

OWSW	 Air-oil stratified smooth; oil-water stratified wavy (flow pattern)

PDSS	 Air-oil stratified smooth; oil and water partially mixed (flow pattern)
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PDSW	 Air-oil stratified wavy; oil and water partially mixed (flow pattern)

PC	 Personal computer

PLAC	 PipeLine Analysis Code

PRESBAL PREssure Gradient BALance (three-fluid model)

SMUBS	 Shell Multiphase Underwater Booster Station

SS	 Stratified smooth (flow pattern)

SW	 Air-oil stratified wavy; oil-water stratified wavy (flow pattern)

SW-A	 Stratified wavy with oil-wetted upper tube (flow pattern)

STDEV	 Standard Deviation

TOWER	 Two-phase Oil and Water Experimental Rig

WASP	 Water, Air, Sand and Petroleum
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1	 MULTIPHASE FLOW IN PETROLEUM INDUSTRY

In offshore hydrocarbon recovery, normal crude oil and natural gas from

reservoirs located under the sea bed pass successively through the well, through flow

lines located on the sea bed and through the riser to the platform, where the phase

separation takes place. The streams delivered to the platforms often contain water

(arising naturally in the reservoir or from water injected into the reservoir for enhanced

recovery) and thus these streams are three-phase in nature (sometimes they also have a

significant amount of entrained sand, making them a four-phase mixture). After

separation of the water and sand on the platform, the valuable substances (oil and gas)

are then transported to the shore by tankers or by pipelines. However, many of the

prospected oil fields in offshore regions (for instance in the North Sea) have insufficient

hydrocarbon content to justify building a platform. These marginal oil fields can

sometimes be exploited by using pipelines to transfer the well fluids to shore or to an

existing platform. These pipelines lie at the bottom of the sea in horizontal or near

horizontal positions; the maximum distance of satellite systems from the host platform is

around 200 km. The further away from the host platform a satellite well is, the greater

the problem of maintaining oil and gas flow at the required rate. The pressure drop and

stability characteristics of the flow in these transfer lines are thus crucial and they depend

intimately on the flow regimes that occur in the pipelines. To exploit these marginal

fields, technologies such as multiphase pumping and metering have also become

important. The Shell Multiphase Underwater Booster Station (SMUBS) is the world's

first subsea commercial application of multiphase technology. Thorough understanding

of the characteristics of multiphase flow in pipelines is essential to exploit these

technologies.

During the past four decades, the widespread use of multiphase fluid systems has
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prompted considerable research into multiphase flow. Although many applications

involve the flow of two or more liquids, experimental emphasis has been primarily on the

study of two-phase gas and liquid flows. There has been only a limited amount of

published work on three-phase flows. Awareness of the abundance of three-phase flow

applications in the petroleum and chemical industries has made it clear that a better

understanding of the complex flow phenomena is vital.

1.2	 THREE-PHASE GAS-LIQUID-LIQUID FLOW:

GENERAL

Three-phase gas-liquid-liquid flow has many of the characteristics of two-phase

gas-liquid and two-phase liquid-liquid flows. Three-phase gas-liquid-liquid flow

therefore can often be conceptually considered as the two-phase flow of a gas and a non-

uniform liquid, the latter being a mixture of the two liquids (Pan, 1996). However, this

non-uniform liquid exhibits spatial and temporal variations in viscosity and density, which

makes the three-phase flow considerably different from a normal two-phase gas-liquid

flow. Hence, it is crucial to investigate three-phase gas-liquid-liquid flow as a new type

of multiphase flow.

Since three-phase gas-liquid-liquid flow is strongly related to two-phase gas-

liquid flow, the methods, theories and correlations which have been developed for two-

phase gas-liquid flow can be utilised as a starting point in the study of the three-phase

flow. The flow structure and flow behaviour of the gas-liquid interface is crucially

important in both gas-liquid and gas-liquid-liquid flows. However, an extra interface —

liquid-liquid interface — has to be taken into account in the gas-liquid-liquid flow because

it can make the flow behaviour very different from the gas-liquid case.

The available published literature and data on three-phase flows are very limited

(though it is probable that a wider range of experimental data and results exist in a

commercially confidential form). Thus, conclusions about three-phase flows are often

drawn from limited experimental data and are based on specific fluid properties, pipe

geometry and operating conditions.
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1.2.1 THREE-PHASE FLOW SYSTEMS

A typical offshore oil recovery systems is shown schematically in Figure 1.1. The

key feature of exploiting marginal fields is subsea well completion and the transport of

the well fluids either to an existing platform or to shore (the latter is often accomplished

only if multiphase pumping is used).

The existence of the water phase in transportation of unprocessed reservoir fluids

can cause the following problems:

• Introduction of an additional interface which complicates prediction.

• Formation of oil-water dispersions which influence the pressure drop and the capacity

of the production system, especially in oil fields.

• Increased liquid accumulation in the pipelines, particularly in gas/condensate fields.

• Pipe corrosion.

• Formation of hydrates with light hydrocarbons.

Figure 1.1 Typical plan of petroleum platform and its transporting lines
(Pan, 1996)
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The work described in this thesis was concerned with the first three problems,

namely the hydrodynamic aspects of three-phase flows. The focus has been on stratified

flows, though an important part of the work has been concerned with the breakdown of

stratified flow as a result of intermixing of the liquid phases. Other parallel work at

Imperial College has been concerned with slug flows.

1.2.2	 THREE-PHASE STRATIFIED FLOW

Three-phase stratified flow is a flow where the three different phases are flowing

simultaneously and concurrently in three distinct separate layers along a channel. It is

vital to understand the nature of stratified flow and to describe its flow characteristics in

terms of mathematical models since it is one of the most important flow regimes found in

pipelines, especially at low flowrates and large tube diameters.

1.2.2.1 Structure of Stratified Flow

A two-phase gas-liquid stratified flow can be defined as a flow pattern in which

the liquid and gas flow in separated layers along the bottom and top of the pipe

respectively. Two types of stratified flow are normally distinguished, namely smooth

stratified flow (SS) where the gas-liquid interface is relatively smooth and wavy stratified

flow (SW) where the interface is covered by a pattern of waves which travel in the

direction of flow (Perry, 1984). Stratified liquid-liquid flows are also of importance;

however, for liquid-liquid flows the interface is often less clear due to inter-entrainment

of the phases and is much dependent on the density ratio and viscosity ratio of the

liquids. In three-phase stratified flow, the most dense fluid (usually water) flows along

the bottom of the pipe, with the second liquid (usually oil) flowing in a layer above it.

The lightest fluid (gas) flows in a third layer at the top of the pipe section. The stratified

flows studied in the work described here were of the co-current type, which means the

three fluids flow along the pipe section in the same direction. It should be noted that

stratified flow can only occur in horizontal or inclined pipelines, but not in vertical pipes.
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Detailed classifications of flow regimes in three-phase flow have been made by

Lahey et al. (1992) and Pan (1996) based on their experimental studies, thus allowing

the delineation of the regions of occurrence of stratified flow.

1.2.2.2 Conditions For Occurrence of Stratified Flow

Stratified flow occurs in both horizontal and inclined pipelines. Its occurrence

depends on several parameters, for instance, flow velocities, fluid properties, operating

conditions and conduit geometries. Flow pattern maps can be used as a tool to present

the regions of existence of stratified flow. Flow data can be presented into groups of

coordinates where the relations between the flow parameters and the flow patterns can

be unambiguously expressed. So far, the most common coordinates used in flow pattern

maps are gas and liquid superficial velocities (for the gas-liquid case; Taitel & Dukler,

1976; Weisman et al., 1979, etc.). For three-phase flows, similar plots may be

constructed in terms of the superficial velocities of the gas and of one of the liquid

phases, the velocity of the other liquid phase being kept constant (Lahey et al., 1992;

Pan, 1996; Donnelly, 1997). Stratified flow occurs over a rather narrow region where

both the gas and liquid flowrates are low. However, the extent of this region is

dependent on the fluid properties, pipe geometry and operating conditions. For large

diameter multiphase pipelines, the design is often such that stratified flow occurs; this

avoids the complications (high pressure drop and intermittency) associated with slug

flow.

1.3	 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

This thesis is the culmination of a research programme on three-phase gas-liquid-

liquid stratified flow in both horizontal and downwardly inclined pipelines. The

objectives of the work included:

(a) To conduct an experimental study of three-phase stratified flow using the

Imperial College high pressure multiphase flow facility (WASP) covering a range

of pressures, from 0.0 to 12.5 bar(g);
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(b) To develop a framework for the one-dimensional phenomenological modelling of

three-phase stratified flow;

(c) To compare the measured flow parameters (phase holdup, pressure drop and

velocity profile) with those predicted from models and to optimise the closure

relationships in these models;

(d) To investigate velocity profiles and flow behaviour at interfaces in three-phase

stratified flow using an isokinetic sampling technique.

1.4	 STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS

The research presented in this thesis is divided into five main parts. The first part

(Chapter 2) reports and summarises the work which has been done in the past on two-

phase and three-phase flows. Particular attention is focused on stratified flow because it

is the core topic of the research work reported here.

The second main part of the thesis (Chapters 3 and 4) deals with the three-phase

air-oil-water stratified flow experiments and analysis of the results obtained. More than

300 experimental runs on three-phase air-oil-water stratified flow (over a range of

pressures) have been conducted using a horizontal pipe and approximate 80 runs (at

pressures of 0 and 5 bar(g)) on stratified flows in a 1.5° downwardly inclined pipeline.

Data on flow pattern, pressure drop, phase holdup and degree of mixing between the

liquid phases have been collected and analysed.

The third part (Chapters 5 and 6) includes a one-dimensional three-fluid model

named PRESBAL which has been developed for the phenomenological modelling of

three-phase stratified flow. The closure relations applied in the model are described, in

particular an extensive selection (more than 25) of friction factor correlations for

calculating the fluid-wall, gas-liquid and liquid-liquid interfacial shear stresses. From a

comparison study of the calculated flow parameters, such as pressure gradient and phase

holdups, to their respective measured values (as determined in the experimental studies —
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Chapters 3 and 4), a selection of friction factor correlations is recommended. The

applicability of the proposed methodology is also compared to the published three-fluid

methodology of Taitel et al. (1995) and with a new non-dimensional methodology which

is analogous to that of Hall (1992).

The fourth part of the thesis (Chapter 7) describes the development of an

isolcinetic sampling technique for measuring the local volume flux of each individual fluid

across the pipe section, which provides information about interfacial entrainment at the

gas-liquid and the liquid-liquid interfaces in three-phase gas-liquid-liquid stratified flows.

The measurement principle and design considerations for the isolcinetic sampling

technique are discussed in detail. A series of commissioning experiments using such

technique are performed, and the results obtained enabled velocity profiles of each phase

to be presented.

The final part of the thesis (Chapter 8) summarises all the conclusions which have

been drawn from the previous sections, and provides recommendations for future work

in this research area.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

In this chapter, a brief survey of the literature on two-phase gas-liquid and liquid-

liquid flows is first presented, followed by a comprehensive outline of work that has been

done on three-phase gas-liquid-liquid flow. Particular attention is devoted to stratified

flow studies since it is the core theme of this thesis.

2.1	 TWO-PHASE GAS-LIQUID FLOW

Research on two-phase flows began to grow rapidly in the 1950's; most of the

experimental studies then and since have been performed with simple flow systems such

as air-water flow at near—atmospheric pressure. This simple air-water flow system is

popular due to the great advantages that it provides in visual observation, in the use of

inexpensive electronic measuring devices and in low operational costs. Nevertheless, the

results and flow parameters obtained from this kind of system are difficult to adapt for

use in predicting the behaviour of actual high pressure gas and oil production lines. The

main scale up parameters required are pipe geometry (i.e. diameter and length), pipe

inclination and operating conditions (i.e. pressure and temperature).

From an experimental study on flow pattern transitions at 20, 45 and 90 bar,

Hansen (1985) found that the region of gas-liquid stratified flow increased as the

pressure increased. This founding was later supported by the study of Srichai (1994) on

stratified-slug transitions at different pressures (5, 10 and 15 bar(g)). By comparing the

flow pattern maps for different pipe diameters, Jepson and Taylor (1988) concluded that

the stratified-slug transition occurred at higher liquid velocities in larger pipe diameters.

Kaisser & Iversen (1988) conducted some two-phase flow experiments in horizontal and

0.5° downwardly and upwardly inclined test sections to investigate the influence of pipe

inclination on stratified flow region. From their experiments, Kaisser & Iversen found
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that there was a wider region of stratified flow in the downwardly inclined pipe than for a

horizontal pipe; in contrast, a narrower region of stratified flow was found for the

upwardly inclined pipe. Additionally, stratified flow could only occur at very high gas

velocities (i.e. UGs> 6.7m/s) in an upward inclined pipe.

Pressure drop and liquid holdup are the two most important parameters in

stratified flow (see for instance, Wu et al., 1987). Hanratty and Engen (1957) have

classified stratified air-water flow into five subregimes based on the interfacial structure:

(1) stratified flow with hydrodynamically smooth interface,

(2) two-dimensional waves with small amplitude and long crests,

(3) three-dimensional waves which travel at a velocity similar to that of the two-

dimensional waves,

(4) roll waves with large amplitude, and

(5) waves forming liquid droplets where the liquid droplets depart from the crest of

the waves and entrain into the gas phase.

The interfacial properties of stratified gas-liquid flow have been studied by Strand

(1993) and Srichai (1994). Strand (1993) investigated velocity profiles in a stratified

liquid phase and discovered that liquid circulations were caused by interfacial waves and

this affected the mean velocity profiles. Liquid droplet formation in the gas core was

investigated by Tayebi et al. (1995) using an isokinetic probe to measure the local flux of

droplets. Tayebi et al. concluded that the droplet concentration was very inhomogenous

and exhibited an exponential distribution which was dependent on the fluid flowrates.

An analysis was done of the measured gas velocity profiles and this analysis indicated

that the interfacial friction increased significantly due to droplet deposition increased the

effective roughness due to the waves.

A large range of studies have been reported focusing on the prediction of flow

pattern transition and the modelling of hydrodynamic behaviour in two-phase stratified

flow. The pioneering work in flow pattern transition was done by Taitel & Dukler
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(1976) and Taitel et al. (1980). Barnea et al. (1982a & b, 1985) extended the modelling

approach to flows at other inclination angles, and Barnea (1987) was able to formulate a

unified model for the entire range of pipe inclination angles. The onset of slugging has

been investigated through linear stability theory by various researchers including Lin &

Hanratty (1986), Andritsos & Hanratty (1987 a & b), Wu et al. (1987), etc. Significant

recent work on stratified flow modelling were carried out by Taitel & Dukler (1976),

Cheremisinoff & Davis (1979), Shoham & Taitel (1984) and Issa (1988). Kokal &

Stanislav (1986) showed that models considering the liquid phase velocity profile did not

necessarily give better results.

2.2	 TWO-PHASE LIQUID-LIQUID FLOW

There have been a multitude of publications over the past four decades presenting

experimental data and predictive models for gas-liquid flow; in contrast, there is still a

very limited availability of experimental data for liquid-liquid flow, despite a minor peak

in the rate of publication in the early 1960's (Charles et al., 1961; etc.). Many of

published models for liquid-liquid flows represent extension of gas-liquid models rather

than a methodology in their own right. For example, Kurban (1997) has used the gas-

liquid flow pattern classification presented in the book of Ishii (1975) and the flow

pattern criteria of Taitel & Dukler (1976) as the framework to introduce a proposed

liquid-liquid flow pattern standardisation.

2.2.1	 FLOW PATTERN

Towards the end of the 1950's and beginning of the 1960's, a series of papers

about simultaneous flow of two immiscible liquids in circular pipes and square conduits

was published by a team of researchers from the University of Alberta (Canada), namely

Russel et al. (1959), Russel & Charles (1959), Charles et al. (1961) and Charles &

Redberger (1962). Since then, until recently, there have been fewer publications; the

experimental work done on two-phase oil-water flow (from 1959 — 1997) is summarised

in Table 2.1.
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Ishii (1975) presented a classification of two-phase gas-liquid flows based on the

interfacial structures and topology of each phase. The three main categories were:

separated flows, mixed or transition flows and dispersed flows as shown in Table 2.2.

Kurban (1997) developed a general classification for liquid-liquid flow (as shown in

Table 2.3) by combining the categorisations of Ishii (1975), the experimental

observations obtained from the Imperial College TOWER and WASP rigs (Kurban,

1997) and those reported by Guzhov eta!. (1973), Oglesby (1979) and Arirachakaran et

al. (1989). Kurban claimed that although the phases for all the studies subsumed in

Table 2.3 were oil and water, such classifications should be valid for any two-phase flow

of two immiscible liquids. Kurban also proposed two criteria for the stratified/non-

stratified boundary for liquid-liquid flows (extending the work of Taitel & Dukler, 1976

and Wicks & Fraser, 1975) but these criteria predicted a smaller area for the occurrence

of stratified flow than that observed in the experiments. The models did not provide for

the existence of an intermediate stratified-with-dispersion flow pattern, which by itself

might require the definition of transition criteria to both stratified and dispersed flow.

Trallero et al. (1996) have proposed a new flow pattern classification for oil-water flows

where six flow patterns were identified and classified into two categories:

(1 )
	

"segregated" flow with two sub-regimes of stratified and stratified with mixing at

the interface;

(2)	 "dispersed" flow with two sub-regimes of water dominated dispersed flow and oil

dominated dispersed flow.

Liquid droplet formation and dispersion between the liquids are a normal feature

of a liquid-liquid flow. This tendency to disperse is due to the nearly unity density ratio,

high viscosity ratio and possibility of complex interfacial chemistry between the two

liquid phases. Onset of droplet formation may be predicted by the generalised theory of

Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. The break-up of the interface can take place at small

velocities when the liquids are laminar. At high velocities, complete dispersion of one

phase in the other occurs. With large water fraction, a water-continuous dispersion is

formed; at small water fraction, an oil-continuous dispersion is formed. The transition

between the two types of dispersions (oil-in -eater and water-in-oil) is termed phase
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inversion.

Both oil— and water—continuous dispersions have vertical concentration gradients

of the dispersed phase. The dispersed phase can only be considered as a homogeneous

mixture at high mixture velocity or when it is a very stable emulsion. The study of the

size distribution of liquid droplets is not covered in this work. A throughout literature

review on this topic is available from the studies of Angeli (1996), Soleimani (1997) and

Valle (1997). Apart from fluid properties (particularly densities, viscosities and

interfacial tension), other factors that influence the flow behaviour in liquid-liquid flows

are pipe geometry (configuration, diameter and length), pipe material, pipe inclination

and the presence of additional components (such as surfactants).

2.2.2	 PRESSURE DROP

Pressure drop is an important parameter of oil-water systems and there is an

increasing need to evaluate this parameter in naturally occurring multiphase flows in the

oil industry. Since 1960, a number of studies have confirmed the fact that the pressure

drop in a liquid-liquid flow is determined by the inlet superficial flowrate ratio of the

liquids. However, no concrete generalised conclusions have been drawn due to the

complicated flow behaviour of liquid-liquid flows. Guzhov et al. (1973), Nadler &

Mewes (1995) and Trallero et al. (1996) found that for oil-water flows with medium or

high viscosity oil, the pressure drop decreased gradually when the water fraction

increased from zero to unity. Other (e.g. Angeli, 1996) have observed a peak in the

pressure gradient in the phase inversion region. Table 2.4 summarises work that has

been done over the past four decades to study the pressure drop of liquid-liquid flow. It

is evident that the study on liquid-liquid flow is still limited and is insufficient to draw

more concrete conclusions or theories.

2.2.3	 PHENOMENOLOGICAL MODELS

In the past four decades, a number of analytical, numerical and phenomenological

models for two-phase liquid-liquid flow has been proposed (Russel & Charles, 1959;
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Charles & Redberger, 1962; Gemmel & Epstein, 1962; Achutaramaya & Sleicher, 1969;

Bentwich, 1964, 1976; Bentwich et al., 1970; Hasson & Nir, 1970; Maclean, 1973;

Everage, 1973; William, 1975; Ooms et al., 1984; Joseph et al., 1984; Wu et al., 1986;

Zubillage et al., 1985; Issa, 1987; Kurban, 1989 & 1997; Kurban & Bannwart, 1990;

Brauner & Maron, 1992 a & b; Hall & Hewitt, 1993).

Recent analytical work on two-phase oil-water is reported by Kurban (1997) who

proposed a one-dimensional model which was an extension of the Taitel & Dukler

(1976) gas-liquid flow model, using different relationship for liquid-liquid interfacial

shear stress. An example of the computational results evaluated from Kurban's model is

presented in Figure 2.2. In this model, the more viscous phase was modelled as an open

channel flow whilst the less viscous phase as a closed conduit flow. Kurban presented

his results in terms of dimensionless variables (namely the generalised Lockhart-

Martinelli parameter, non-dimensional wall and interfacial shear stresses and the

superficial friction factors) in order to provide flexibility for the future development of

the model.

Kurban's extended model was applied to the analysis and interpretation of the

works of Andritsos & Hanratty (1987a) and Martinelli & Nelson (1948) and it was

shown that the assumption of a equality of interfacial shear stress and wall shear stress

for the less viscous phase (as assumed by Taitel & Dukler, 1976) would be unrealistic

and could induce significant error. For the limiting case of a laminar pseudo-stratified

flow where the two fluids had the same properties, it was shown that the interfacial shear

stress was in fact constant, but that its ratio to the wall shear stress was equal to the ratio

of the pipe radius to the length of the perpendicular distance of the interface to the axis

of the pipe. The model was compared with data obtained from the Imperial College

TOWER and WASP facilities. TOWER is a liquid-liquid flow facility and uses a low

viscosity (kerosene-like) oil; it has two 25.4 mm diameter test sections, one made from

stainless steel and the other from an acrylic resin ("transpalite"). The WASP facility is a

general purpose multiphase flow facility (described in more detail in Chapter 3) which

has a 77.92 mm diameter test section and in which the oil is a lubricating oil which had a

density of 865 kg/m3 and a viscosity of 0.048 Pa s at 25°C. The Kurban model agreed
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well with the results obtained for the stainless steel tube in the TOWER facility but

underpredicted the data for the acrylic tube. The model underpredicted the WASP data

by more than 50%.

2.3	 THREE-PHASE GAS-LIQUID-LIQUID FLOW:

OVERVIEW

Previous publications on three-phase gas-liquid-liquid flows can be divided into

two main categories based on pipe inclination angle, normally horizontal or slightly

inclined or vertical. The most recent experimental studies on horizontal and slightly

inclined pipelines were conducted by: AcikgOz et al. (1992), Stapelberg & Mewes (1990

a & b, 1991), Nuland et al. (1991), Lahey et al. (1992), Hall (1992), Lee et a!. (1993),

Pan eta!. (1995a & b), Pan (1996), Nadler & Mewes (1995a & b) and Donnelly (1997);

the vertical case was considered by Pleshko & Sharma (1990) and Chen et al. (1993).

The literature on three-phase gas-liquid-liquid flow is extremely limited (less than 50

references have been identified so far), although the first paper was published as early as

in 1950's (Poettmann & Carpenter, 1952).

Among the literature identified (as summarised in Table 2.5), nearly two thirds of

the reported studies were done recently in the 1990's (AcikgOz eta!., 1992; Chen, 1990;

Chen et al., 1993; Donnelly, 1997; Donnelly et al., 1997; Donnelly & Behnia 1997; Hall,

1992, 1997; Hall et al., 1993; Khor et al. 1996a & b, 1997a & b), Lahey et al., 1992;

Lee et al., 1993; Lunde et al., 1993; Nadler & Mewes, 1992; Neogi et al. 1995; Nuland

et al., 1991; Pan, 1996; Pleshko & Sharma, 1990; Roberts, 1996; Sobocinski, 1955;

Stapelberg et al., 1991; Stapelberg & Mewes, 1989, 1990a & b, 1991, 1994; Taitel et

al., 1995; Valle, 1997), driven by an increasing interest from the petroleum industries.

However, most investigations reported in the literature focused only on three-phase flow

at atmospheric pressure, which is obviously far from the actual situation encountered in

the petroleum industries where the multiphase flows are at elevated pressures.

An overview of work done on three-phase gas-liquid-liquid flow in horizontal,
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inclined (and vertical) pipes is included in this chapter. Further descriptions about the

three-phase flow studies cover both the experimental studies (as listed in Table 2.5) and

the published mechanistic methods.

2.4	 HORIZONTAL GAS-LIQUID-LIQUID FLOW

The majority of studies of three-phase flow reported in the literature were done

using horizontal tubes. The following sections review the available literature on flow

pattern, pressure drop and phase holdup, respectively.

2.4.1	 FLOW PATTERN

The term flow pattern (or flow regime) refers to the geometrical configuration of

the phases in the pipe. When there is more than one fluid flowing in a pipe, they can

distribute themselves in a variety of flow patterns. Extensive research has been carried

out to investigate and understand flow patterns since flow pattern is recognised to be an

important factor in determining the hydrodynamic features of the flow. The prediction of

flow pattern is a central problem in multiphase flow; design parameters such as pressure

drop, heat and mass transfers are strongly dependent on the flow pattern. Various

methods such as visual observation and pressure fluctuation have been proposed for flow

pattern identification, and different types of flow regime maps have been developed for

flow pattern prediction under various flow conditions.

Many studies of flow pattern in two-phase flows have been published the

information for the three-phase is much more limited. With the presence of an extra

plane, certainly, more flow configurations are observed in a three-phase flow than in a

two-phase flow. The flow patterns in multiphase flow are dependant on a wide range of

parameters, i.e. phase ratio, input flowrate, phase viscosity and phase density, pipe

geometry and wettability, design of the pipe inlet, surface tension and other interfacial

properties.
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In what follows, the experimental techniques for identifying flow patterns are first

discussed (Section 2.4.1.1). The classifications of flow patterns in two-phase is then

reviewed (Section 2.4.1.2) and this is followed by a discussion of flow pattern maps for

horizontal two-phase flow (Section 2.4.1.3). This latter section gives a detailed

description of the two-phase gas-liquid flow maps of Taitel & Dukler (1976) and

Weisman et at (1979) which are the most commonly referred to and have been applied

also to three-phase flow. Finally, Section 2.4.1.4 presents the maps which have been

developed for three-phase (gas-liquid-liquid) flow.

2.4.1.1 Method of Flow Pattern Identification

Visual observation is the most common method to obtain flow pattern

information. This can be done with the aid of photographic/video techniques to view the

flow through the wall of a transparent pipe or through viewing windows. For

visualisation at high pressures and temperatures, there is a possible danger of breakage of

the window or the transparent pipe; special materials are hence required for the

construction of the visualisation section, e.g. windows made of sapphire or calcium

fluoride for high temperature flows, or thick walled transparent acrylic or polycarbonate

tubes for high pressure, low temperature flows. High speed photography/video is often

necessary to capture the interfacial behaviour, especially at high gas flowrates.

The major difficulty with visual observation was the interpretation of the image

because of the complex series of refractions occurring at the various (gas-liquid, liquid-

liquid, etc.) interfaces (Hewitt, 1977). This problem can be solved by using X-

radiography (Arnold & Hewitt, 1967) though this technique is expensive and has limited

applicability. Thus, there has been a continuing search for a more objective method of

delineating flow patterns.

The non-visual methods for flow pattern determination usually rely on measuring

a fluctuating quantity. Thus, Jones & Zuber (1975) and Vince & Lahey (1982)

interpretated the output signal of an X-ray densitometer (measuring the instantaneous

void fraction) as a means of delineating flow patterns. The flow patterns were identified
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from the probability density of the measured void fraction. Jones & Zuber (1975)

reported that for bubble flow and annular flow the probability density showed a single

peak at low void fraction and high void fraction, respectively, whereas double peaks

occurred for slug flow.

Another method to identify the flow patterns was to study the fluctuation of the

local pressure (or pressure drop) along the pipe section (Hubbard & Dukler, 1966;

Weisman et al., 1979; Tutu, 1984; Lin & Hanratty, 1987). Through this technique, the

flow patterns are differentiated by analysing the local pressure fluctuations statistically

and computing the power spectral density function of the measured void fraction. Flow

patterns can also be identified by comparing the amplitude and frequency of the pressure

loss fluctuation. To classify between the slug and pseudo-slug flow patterns, two

differential pressure transducers are positioned apart with a distance that permits a

sufficient pipe length for slug development. The passage of a slug in the flow system are

identified as large pressure peaks in both pressure transducers, whilst, the pseudo-slug

has smaller peaks and it is not detected at both transducers (i.e. transient slugging, Lin &

Hanratty, 1987).

The interpretation of continuous liquid film thickness or holdup measurements

using conductivity probes (Barnea et al., 1980; Sekoguchi & Takeishi, 1989; Kang &

Kim, 1992) or capacitance probes (Hoogendoorn, 1959; Geraets & Borst, 1988), is an

alternative option to identify the flow patterns. Abel & Resch (1978) used a hot-wire

probe to distinguish the flow patterns in non-conductive fluids.

It is found that flow patterns can be identified more precisely by using a

combination of various techniques. For instance, Reimann et al. (1981) used a

conductance probe, a pressure transducer and a five-beam gamma densitometer in the

investigation of slug and annular flows. Hand (1991), Ferguson (1993) and Spedding &

Spence (1993) used a combination of high speed video and the pressure drop fluctuation

method to identify flow patterns. A combination of high speed video camera, pressure

transducers and gamma densitometer was applied by Hall (1992), Roberts (1995) and

Pan (1996) in their studies of three-phase flow on the WASP Facility. Srichai (1994),
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Hale (1994), Manolis (1996) and King et al. (1996) used a combination of a gamma

densitometer, a high speed video camera and a series of pressure transducers and

conductivity probes to distinguish between stratified and slug flows in their studies of

two-phase flow. A summary of the methods used to identify flow patterns is listed in

Table 2.10.

2.4.1.2 Classification of Flow Pattern

In the past four decades, a large number of investigations on the flow patterns of

two-phase gas-liquid flow have been conducted; the definition of the main two-phase

flow patterns has been fully established (Hewitt, 1982) and accepted by most of the

research workers in the field. The major two-phase flow patterns in horizontal pipes

include stratified, wavy, plug, semi-slug, slug, bubbly and annular flows which are

schematically presented in Figure 2.1 (Hewitt, 1982). In contrast, the study on three-

phase gas-liquid-liquid flow patterns is still not sufficient to establish any commonly

acceptable definitions. Some investigators (Stapelberg & Mewes, 1990a & b;

Malinowslcy, 1975; Laflin & Oglesby, 1976) directly adopted the definitions developed

for two-phase flow patterns for their three-phase flow patterns. In their classifications,

the two immiscible liquids (oil and water) were not distinguished from each other and the

difference in flow behaviour between oil-continuous flow and water-continuous flows

(i.e. where the water is dispersed in the oil or vice versa) was neglected. Some other

investigators (Acikgôz et al., 1992; Hall, 1992; Pan, 1996) developed new definitions

specially for the flow patterns of gas-liquid-liquid flow.

The three principal elements that a flow pattern definition strategy are based on

are: (a) the relationship between the total liquid phase (oil and water) and the pipe wall;

the liquid phase which is mainly in contact with the pipe wall is called the main

continuous phase. Acikgôz et al. (1992) referred to the oil-continuous case as "oil

based" and the water-continuous case as "water based"; (b) the relationship between oil

phase and water phase; (c) the relationship between gas phase and the total liquid phase.

For example, in the classification of Acikgstiz et al., oil-based/dispersed/slug flow stands

for (i) oil phase is mainly in contact with the pipe wall and the three-phase flow looks
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like a two-phase gas-oil flow; (ii) the oil and the water phases are mixed together and

form a uniform dispersion; (iii) the flow is a slug flow from the point of view of a two-

phase gas-liquid flow. It is noticeable that the first two parts of the three-phase flow

pattern definition are new and specially developed for gas-liquid-liquid flow but the third

part is exactly the same definition as that for two-phase flow. In the work of Pan (1996),

these definitions have been further developed to recognise the distinction between

separated and dispersed flows more clearly.

Sobocinski (1955) was the first researcher to classify three-phase flow patterns

using new definitions rather than those for two-phase flow because he noticed the

variable configuration relationship between the two liquid phases. Nine flow patterns

were identified in his three-phase air-oil-water flow experiments. These experiments

were carried out at atmospheric pressure in a horizontal transparent plastic tube of length

11.6 m and I.D. 79.25 mm with superficial velocities of 2.4-16.3 m/s for air; 0.006-0.090

m/s for oil and 0.002-0.088 m/s for water. Sobocinski's flow pattern definitions are

listed in Table 2.6 where "incipient emulsion" is used to define systems in which a

portion of either the oil or the water layer or both is visibly unmixed with the other liquid

phase; "partial emulsion" defines a more intense mixture where both liquids are visibly

mixed completely and seemingly homogeneous, but where the in-situ liquid holdup data

indicates that a non-zero relative liquid velocity exists.

Compared to the three-term definition given by Acikgôz et al. (1992), it is

obvious that Sobocinski's three-phase flow pattern terminology is not complete because

it contains only the last two parts of the three-part information. Sobocinski only

identified the relationship between oil phase and water phase, and the relationship

between air phase and the total liquid phase. The third column of Table 2.6 shows the

interpretation of Sobocinski's flow pattern terminology in terms of Acikgôz et al.'s

terminology (Pan, 1996). It is shown that Sobocinski had described the oil and water

relationship in three categories in terms of the Acikgäz et al.'s terminology, i.e.

separated, separated-dispersed (i.e. partially separated and partially dispersed) and

dispersed.
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Aeikgiiz et al. (1992) carried out a number of three-phase air-oil-water tests in a

horizontal Plexiglas tube of length 5.78 m and I.D. 19 mm at atmospheric pressure with

the superficial velocity ranges of 0.15-50 m/s for air, 0.043-0.24 tn/s for oil and 0.004-

0.66 m/s for water, and visually identified ten three-phase flow patterns listed in Table

2.7. The list includes many interesting new flow regime configurations not seen in two-

phase flow. Figure 2.3 shows the schematic sketches of the flow patterns described in

Table 2.7. From Table 2.7, it is seen that AcikgOz et al. (1992) classified the first part of

their three-part three-phase flow pattern terminology (liquid-wall relationship) into two

categories: "oil-based" and "water-based"; the second part (liquid-liquid relationship)

including three categories: separated, separated-dispersed and dispersed; for the third

part (gas-liquid relationship), six configurations were identified.

Pan (1996) proposed a methodology of defining three-phase flow patterns, based

on his experimental observations, with a 3-element (or 2-element) term as shown in

Table 2.8. The first element is used to describe the configuration relationship between

the oil and water phases, namely "dispersed" and "separated". The second classification

element exists only if the first element is "dispersed" and has the two categories "oil

continuous" and "water continuous" which are used to indicate which of the two liquid

phases flows in a continuous state and hence is mainly in contact with the pipe wall; the

third element is used to describe the configuration relationship between the gas and the

total liquid phase using exactly the same terms as those for two-phase gas-liquid flow

patterns. Table 2.8 shows that a total number of fifteen flow pattern descriptions are

available based on the present definition and classification and it is believed that these are

sufficient to cover the most important basic flow patterns for three-phase horizontal

flow. However, Pan believed that it is possible to increase the number of the three-phase

flow patterns defined if one is interested in distinguishing the flow in more detail. Based

on the classifications above, Pan experimentally identified eight three-phase flow patterns

which are listed in Table 2.9.

Donnelly (1997) recorded a series of experimental observations for isothermal,

adiabatic two-phase air-water and three-phase gas-oil-water flows within 0.0259 m and

0.05008 m horizontal pipes. From the extensive range of flow regimes encountered in
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his experiments, Donnelly proposed a novel flow regime mapping which relates flow

pattern for two and three phase systems accounting for variations in diameter and

physical properties through the use of abscissa and ordinate mapping parameters

08
((JWeReFr/315 ) /Re)L, and ( 1/WeReFrg 5 ) respectively; regime transition lines

were shown on the plot. Comparison of the new map has been made against those of

Taitel & Dukler (1976), Baker (1954), Mandhane eta!. (1974) and Beggs & Brill (1973)

yielding favourable results for a three-phase flow database encompassing an oil viscosity

and pipe diameter range of 116.4 cP to 1 cP and 0.1 and 0.019 m respectively.

2.4.1.3 Two-Phase Flow Pattern Maps

For horizontal flow the earliest and perhaps the most durable of pattern maps for

two-phase gas-liquid flow was proposed by Baker (1954). Other examples of the

numerous flow pattern maps that have been suggested are those of Kosterin (1949),

White & Huntington (1955), Govier & Omer (1962) and Mandhane et al (1974). Al-

Sheikh et al. (1970) defined a variety of dimensionless groups and concluded that no two

groups characterise all of the transitions and all of the data. Two-phase flow pattern

maps can be classified into two principal groups, namely purely empirical (Baker, 1954;

Mandhane et al., 1974) and semi-mechanistic (Taitel & Dulder, 1976; Barnea, 1987;

Weisman et al., 1979). Transition line correlations are available in the Taitel & Dukler,

and Weisman et al. maps; and, those of Barnea are basically the same as those of Taitel

& Dukler.

Taitel & Dukler (1976) proposed a semi-mechanistic model for flow regime

transition prediction in horizontal and near horizontal two-phase flow. In this model,

functional relationships connecting the variables — gas and liquid mass flowrates, fluid

properties, pipe diameter, and angle of inclination — are given to determine the flow

regime transition lines in a flow pattern map. The model is based on a semi-analytical

and semi-mechanistic approach, though it embodies a number of heuristic assumptions.

Five basic flow regimes (stratified smooth, stratified wavy, intermittent, annular and

dispersed bubble) are considered and transitions between them are controlled by the
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following five dimensionless parameters:
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where 0 is the angle between pipe axis and the horizontal (positive for downward flow),

D is the pipe internal diameter, and

1(ciP / clz)Gs1=

 4C
9
 ( VvGGs j na pGV,

D 2

nL V4C V	 '
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(

L Lj
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2

where,	 CG= CL = 0.046, nG = ni, = 0.2 for turbulent flow

CG = Ct. = 16,	 nG = ni, = 1.0 for laminar flow

All the five dimensionless parameters can be determined from operational conditions and

it is shown in Table 2.12 that the particular transitions are controlled by particular

dimensionless parameter groups. A key feature of the Taitel & Dukler method is that all

the transitions can be related to dimensionless liquid height. This can be determined by

combining the momentum balance equations for the gas and liquid phases, Taitel &

05
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Dulder obtained the following equation:

x 2 [(kbLyl 	 1-[(17015G)-n° 2 (k7 ±	 +	 — 4Y =	 (2.8)L
AG AL 74GG 

where, all variables with the superscript "—" are dimensionless and are functions of /IL

only where TIL is the dimensionless liquid level which is defined as

where k is the liquid level in stratified flow. The dimensionless cross sectional areas

occupied by the gas and liquid phases are

AG
AG D2 = 1[cos (21; — 1) — (2 -11 — 1)v'l — (2r7 — 1)2

—	 L IC —
A L = 1.7.2 = —4 — AG

(2.10)

(2.11)

and the dimensionless perimeters for the gas phase, the liquid phase and gas-liquid

interface are written as:

The dimensionless hydraulic diameters for the gas and liquid phases are given as:

D = 	 G

G SG +Si

L	 4;1-L

(2.15)

(2.16)
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and the dimensionless velocities for gas and liquid phases are defined as:

71	 7r/4
1 i 0 = .... = -

AG AG

_	 A rc I 4
UL = ,..=— = ....,

A L AL

(2.17)

(2.18)

Transition Between Stratified and Intermittent or Annular-Dispersed Liquid Regimes

Transition between stratified and intermittent or annular-dispersed liquid regimes

can be determined by applying a theoretical approach similar to that for the Kelvin-

Helmholtz model. The dimensionless criterion for such transition is

Fr2 [ I 17G2dA L / dill ] > 1
LC:	 AG	 ]

where Fr is the Froude number,

PL	 u2LFr—
(13 L — PG) gi)

and C2 is arbitrarily defined as:

C2 = 1- III,

It follows from geometrical considerations that:

dA	 1	 ,,,-
L = V1 — (2nL —1)2

diiL

(2.19)

(2.20)

(2.21)

(2.22)

Although the above equations predict the transition from stratified to intermittent flow in

horizontal and slightly inclined tubes at atmospheric pressure, data for higher pressures

obtained from the Imperial College WASP facility (Manolis, 1996) indicate that the

effect of pressure on the liquid velocity for transition is opposite to that predicted by the

model.
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Transition Between Intermittent and Annular-Dispersed Liquid Regimes

Taitel & Dukler simply suggested that intermittent flow will develop when the

equilibrium liquid level in the pipe is above the pipe central line; and if FiL < 0.5, annular

or annular dispersed liquid flow will result. Therefore, the transition takes place at a

constant value of fiL = 0.5, which means that a single value of X (equal to 1.6 for

horizontal pipes) characterises the annular/intermittent transition for a given value of Y.

Transition between Stratified Smooth and Stratified Wavy Regimes

This transition line is based on a formula given by Jeffreys (1925, 1926). The

criterion is as follows:

where s is the Jeffreys "sheltering coefficient". Jeffreys suggested s = 0.3. However,

based on theory as well as on experimental results for flowing and fixed wave surfaces,

Benjamin (1959) indicated that s = 0.01 - 0.03. Taitel & Dukler themselves used a value

of s = 0.01. Pan (1996) found that for relatively large oil viscosity (for instance, 50

mPa. ․) in an air-oil system, a value of approximately s = 1.0 should be used in order to

be consistent with the observed transition line between stratified smooth and stratified

wavy flow regimes.

Transition Between Intermittent and Dispersed Bubble Regimes

At high liquid flowrates and low gas flowrates, it is suggested that the

intermittent/dispersed transition takes place when turbulent fluctuations are strong

enough to overcome the buoyant forces tending to keep gas at the top of pipe. The

criterion proposed from the experimental observations of this transition is
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The non-continuity on some of the transition lines in the map is caused by sudden change

in the values of the Reynolds number-dependent coefficients in the transition line

calculation equations due to the transition between laminar and turbulent flow. The

laminar to turbulent transition is assumed to occur when Re = 2000.

The model proposed by Taitel & Dukler (1976) is claimed to be applicable to

horizontal and near horizontal flow, though its authors did not state what the limit in

inclination angle is. In the paper (Taitel & Dukler, 1976), the largest angle of inclination

used in the examples demonstrating the application of their model is 0.1 0 . However,

Barnea (1987) has applied the Taitel & Dukler model to air-water flow in a 10 upward

inclined pipe and Pan (1996) has compared the transition lines calculated from the Taitel

& Dukler model to his three-phase flow pattern data obtained in a 10 upward inclined

pipe. The comparisons showed a peculiarity in the stratified/annular transition with an

extended region of stratified flow at higher gas velocities for air-water flow. However,

this peculiarity was not observed for air-oil flow. Pan (1996) also found that the Taitel

& Dukler map predicted annular flow in some circumstances where his experiments

showed slug or stratified flows.

Weisman et al. (1979) proposed several empirical flow pattern transition

correlations for horizontal two-phase flow which were tested against data covering a

wide range of fluid properties and which was for pipe diameters of 12, 25 and 51 mm.

The suggested correlations for different flow pattern transitions are described as follows:

Separated to Intermittent Transition

1.1
U Gs

(gD)°5 — 
0.25H (2.25)

Transition to Annular Flow

0 125 0 2 	 018
U U

1.9( gD) (2.26)
U

Cg( pL 	 p G ) co° .25
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Transition to Dispersed Bubble Flow

where c is a constant (which Weisman et al. did not specify; Pan (1996) used a value of

43).

Stratified Smooth to Wavy

0 2

	

	 0I6
Dm' G

) 045

— 8PLU
(gD2 — PG))	 Pc	 U

(2.28)

From the above expressions, it is sees that the pressure influence is taken into account in

Weisman et al.'s map, principally through the effect of gas density.

2.4.1.4 Three-Phase Flow Pattern Maps

Flow pattern maps (empirical or theoretical) are used to classify the regions of

occurrence of various flow regimes and the transitions between them. Each flow pattern

map presents the data of flow patterns which occur at a particular combination of the

fluid properties, pipe diameter and the flow rates of the gas and liquid phases. Typical

empirical flow pattern maps are constructed by plotting experimental data using

coordinates which may be dimensionless groups or the superficial phase velocities;

theoretical flow pattern maps attempt to characterise the flow pattern transitions in terms

of the parameters that control the mechanism(s). The prediction of flow pattern is an

essential precursor to more accurate predictions of three-phase flow behaviour; however,

no generalised three-phase flow regime map is yet available.

The proposed flow pattern maps for horizontal three-phase gas-liquid-liquid flow

can be classified into two categories: (a) two-dimensional maps where two independent

mapping parameters are used and mapping methods for two-phase flow are adopted for

three-phase flow, i.e. simply treating the two liquids as a single liquid phase

(Malinowsky, 1975; Laflin & Oglesby, 1976; Stapelberg & Mewes, 1990a & b), and (b)
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three-dimensional maps where three independent mapping parameters are used for the

three-phase flow, i.e. the liquid phases are considered as two independent phases rather

than a single liquid phase (Sobocinski, 1955, Pleshko & Sharma, 1990; Acikgaz et al.,

1992; Pan, 1996).

It is doubtful that a two-dimensional map is sufficient to distinguish all the

different flow patterns observed in three-phase flows because it uses the total liquid

flowrate instead of the individual oil and water flowrates. This means the method does

not account for the fact that different oil-to-water ratio may cause quite different flow

behaviour and consequently significant different pressure drop and other flow

characteristics (even if the total liquid flowrate and the other flow conditions are kept the

same). A three-dimensional map which treats the three flowrates of air, oil and water

separately as three independent variables, is able to avoid the disadvantages associated

with the use of a two-dimensional map

In the three-phase flow literature, Sobocinski (1955), Malinowsky (1975), Laflin

et al. (1976), Stapelberg et al. (1990) and AcikgOz et al. (1992) reported very brief

investigations on flow pattern maps. Extensive comparisons of some existing three-

phase flow pattern maps and some widely used two-phase flow pattern maps against

three-phase flow pattern data had been accomplished by Pan (1996). Among the

proposed three-dimensional flow pattern maps, those suggested by AcikgOz et al. and

Pan appear to be the most comprehensive.

Most of the flow pattern maps published in the literature were developed from

flow data at atmospheric pressure; Pan (1996) however produced a number of three-

phase flow pattern maps at different operating pressures (0, 5 and 10 bar(g)). The rest

of the investigators (Malinowsky (1975), Lain et al. (1976), Stapelberg et al. (1990))

only tested or slightly modified some existing two-phase flow pattern maps using their

limited three-phase flow pattern data and did not propose any new flow pattern maps.

The following section describes some of the work done on three-phase flow which have

been identified from the literature.
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Sobocinski (1955) was the first author to present three-phase flow pattern maps.

He experimentally observed the nine three-phase flow patterns (see Table 2.6) and

plotted these flow pattern data on maps with three independent mapping variables,

namely, air mass flux, total liquid mass flux and the ratio of water to oil mass fluxes (see

Figures 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6). Sobocinski's three-phase flow pattern maps are three-

dimensional but due to the incomplete flow pattern information in his terminology and

slight inconsistency with more recent studies, his three-phase flow pattern maps are of

limited interest.

Malinowsky (1975) carried out 33 three-phase air-oil-water tests in a horizontal

transparent acrylic tube of length 29.7 m and I.D. 38.1 mm at the pressure of 2 bar(A).

The experimental ranges for superficial velocities were: 1.615 - 4.328 m/s for air; 0.285 -

0.932 rn/s for; 0.286 - 1.341 m/s for water. All the three-phase flow tests were in the

slug flow region (with the liquids appearing to be homogeneously dispersed), with the

exception of those at the highest air velocities which were in the transition region

between slug and annular mist flows. Malinowsky (1975) plotted his flow pattern data

together with Sobocinski's on the Beggs & Brill (1973) flow pattern map which was

originally developed for two-phase gas-liquid flow. All the data fell on a small part of

two of the four designated flow pattern regions in the map, as shown in Figure 2.7,

Malinowsky (1975) concluded his results were sufficient to prove that two-phase flow

pattern maps were adequate in describing the three-phase flow patterns. However, Pan

(1996) disagreed with Malinowsky's conclusion on the basis of his three-phase flow data

and stressed that the two-phase flow pattern map could not be extended for the use in

three-phase flow.

Laflin et al. (1976) used the same three-phase flow rig as that used by

Malinowslcy (1975) to conduct three-phase flow experiments; the experimental

conditions were similar to those in Malinowslcy's study. 30 air-oil-water tests in the

region of intermittent or slug flow were conducted. Laflin et al. plotted the flow pattern

data on the two-phase flow pattern maps proposed by Beggs & Brill (1973) and

Mandhane et al. (1974) (see Figures 2.8 and 2.9 respectively). Laflin et al. claimed that

the two-phase flow pattern maps could accurately predict the flow pattern of three-phase
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air-oil-water flows based on the fact that their data for slug flow lay in the intermittent

region in the two-phase flow maps, this conclusion is clearly a limited one!

Stapelberg et al. (1990a, 1990b, 1991a, and 1994) conducted three-phase air-

oil-water experiments in two different horizontal transparent tubes of length 8 m and I.D.

25 mm, and length 36 m and I.D. 59 mm, respectively, both at atmospheric pressure.

Instead of developing a three-phase flow pattern map, Stapelberg et al. (1990)

transformed the Baker (1954) two-phase flow pattern map for their three-phase flow.

The two mapping parameters as X and Y co-ordinates in Baker's original map (Figure

2.10) are:

(998) 21 73r
w

=Ho
1.01

(2.31)

and the parameters th, p, p, a denote respectively the mass flux based on total pipe

cross-section area (kg/m2. ․), density (kg/m 3), viscosity (mPa . ․) and surface tension

(N/m). The subscripts G and L denote gas and liquid, respectively. In the Stapelberg et

al.'s modified version of the Baker map (Figure 2.11), the co-ordinates are superficial

gas and liquid velocities. Instead of using the real total liquid superficial velocity for the

three-phase flow, Stapelberg et al. replaced it with a dummy superficial liquid velocity,

UL.dummy

ULA„,„,, = (1— A, )UO3 + AwUw,	 (2.32)

is the input water fraction in the liquid or "water cut" and the subscripts 0 and W denote

oil and water, respectively.
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In Figure 2.11, It is noticed that there are two sets of transition boundary lines

used by Stapelberg et al. (1990), corresponding to air-water and air-oil systems,

respectively. If the assumption that the three-phase flow pattern transition lines lie

between those of two-phase flow (for only water (4= 1) or only oil (4 = 0) flowing

together with air) is true, it indirectly indicates that the properties of the oil-water

mixture lies between those of the oil and the water. These assumptions are certainly

untrue because liquid viscosity, liquid density and gas-liquid interfacial tension are

involved in the original Baker's map. It has been found that the oil-water mixture

viscosity is usually not a simple linear interpolation between those of the oil and the

water but can be several times larger than that of the oil (Monson, 1938; Mkpadi & Igho,

1990)). Malinowslcy (1975), Laflin et al., (1976), Hall (1992) and Pan (1996) have

shown that the oil-water mixture viscosity cannot always fall between those of the oil

and the water, hence, the corresponding three-phase transition boundary lines cannot

always fall between those of air-oil and air-water systems, either.

The Baker map is (in principle, at least) generally applicable to any fluids at any

pressure. Therefore, any attempt to transform this general map into one using superficial

velocities as coordinates requires the specification of fluid properties. After the

transformation, the map obtained is only applicable to fluids with the same properties.

For the three-phase flow situation, the total superficial liquid velocity would be naturally

defined as the sum of those of the oil and the water phases:

U,=U0s+U,,,,, 	 (2.34)

Stapelberg's "dummy" superficial liquid velocity is always smaller than the true

superficial liquid velocity in three-phase flow case, i.e.:

UL,d„,„„,),

{

<U„,	 0<it, <1

= UL„ A s = 0, or A s = 1
(2.35)

The use of U ',dummy is clearly inappropriate if the physical properties of the two liquid

phases are similar.
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Acikgiiz et al. (1992) identified ten three-phase flow patterns (see Table 2.7) and

plotted their flow pattern data onto maps using superficial air and water velocities as co-

ordinates and with a constant superficial oil velocity for each map. Three three-phase

flow pattern maps (at atmospheric pressure) at different constant oil velocities were

presented. Taken together, the maps of AcikgOz et al. (1992) present a three-

dimensional mapping in terms of the superficial velocities of the three phases; one of the

maps is shown in Figure 2.12. The Acikgtiz et al. maps show that the positions of the

transition lines on the maps change with water volume fraction ("water cut") at a given

total liquid superficial velocity though the relative positions between the flow pattern

regions remain the same. Since their flow pattern maps are developed based on the data

obtained in a small pipe of 19 mm I.D. at atmospheric pressure, further work is obviously

needed to check the validity of their maps for larger pipes and higher pressures.

Nevertheless, the maps of Acikgtiz et al. are amongst the most comprehensive for

representing three-phase flow patterns.

Pan (1996) proposed three three-phase flow pattern maps for horizontal flow at

0, 5 and 10 bar(g), as shown in Figures 2.13, 2.14 and 2.15 respectively. It is seen that

the flow pattern map at 5 bar(g) is the most complete (Figure 2.14) and includes all the

eight flow patterns given in Table 2.9 while the maps at 0 and 10 bar(g) include only six

and five flow patterns respectively (Figures 2.13 and 2.15). By comparing the flow

regime maps, it is found that the region for stratified flow increases as the operating

pressure increases.

Pan compared his three-phase flow pattern data at 5 bar(g) with the Acikgoz et

al. (1992) three-phase flow maps (Figure 2.16) and with the two-phase flow maps of

Stapelberg et al. (1990), Baker et al. (1954), Beggs & Brill (1993), Mandhane et al.

(1974), Taitel & Dukler (1976), and Weisman et al. (1979) as shown in Figures 2.17 to

2.20, 2.21b and 2.22b, respectively. Figures 2.21a and 2.22a show the comparison

between Pan's three-phase flow data at 0 bar(g) with the flow regime maps of Taitel &

Dukler and Weisman et al. In the two-phase flow maps, the predicted transition lines for

oil-gas flow are shown as dotted lines whereas for water-gas flows are shown as solid

lines.
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2.4.2 PRESSURE DROP AND PHASE HOLDUP

Phase holdups and pressure drop are important parameters in the study of three-

phase gas-liquid-liquid flow system; an accurate estimation of the phase holdups and the

pressure drop in multiphase flow is vital for the design and the operation of oil and gas

transporting pipelines.

2.4.2.1 Pressure Drop Models For Three -Phase Flow

The studies of three-phase pressure drop reported in the literature usually have

one or more of the following three aims: (a) to investigate the effective viscosity of the

oil-water mixture and the related phase inversion phenomenon (Hall, 1992; Malinowsky,

1975; Laflin et al., 1976); (b) to explore the differences between three-phase and two-

phase pressure drops (Stapelberg, 1991; Sobocinski, 1955); (c) to develop new methods

for three-phase pressure gradient prediction, particularly in identifying two-phase

pressure drop correlations and oil-water mixture viscosity prediction correlations that

may be suitable for three-phase pressure drop prediction (Hall, 1992; Stapelberg, 1991;

Pan, 1996).

Most research workers adapted the existing pressure drop prediction correlations

and models developed for two-phase gas-liquid to three-phase flows. Here, we

summarise three of the mere comprehensive contributions, namely those of Sobocinski

(1955), Stapelberg et al. (1989, 1990b) and Pan (1996).

Sobocinski (1955) obtained 114 pressure gradient data points for three-phase

air-oil-water flow, and also some reference two-phase pressure gradient data using air-oil

and air-water mixtures, respectively. By comparing the measured pressure gradients, he

concluded that, for given total liquid and gas flowrates, pressure drops in the three-phase

system always exceeded those obtained in two-phase flow. Sobocinski employed the

correlations developed for two-phase flow by Schneider (1953) and White (1954) to

predict his three-phase pressure gradient data, poor agreement between the measured

data and the predicted values using the two correlations was obtained.
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Stapelberg et al. (1989, 1990b) reported data on pressure drop in three-phase

and two-phase flows in 38.1 mm horizontal pipes. Most of the data were in the slug

flow regime but some results were also reported for stratified flow where the fluids

flowed in separated layers. The pressure drop could be reduced relative to the two-

phase flow cases at the same total liquid and gas velocities. This contrasts with the

observed results of Sobocinski (1955) who always observed an increase. This is

probably because the Stapelberg et al. data were mainly in slug flow whereas the

Sobocinski data were for stratified flow. Stapelberg et aL also observed a reduction in

pressure drop when water was added to a single phase oil flow. By assuming a

homogeneous liquid phase of oil and water and employing linearly interpolated liquid

density and viscosity, Stapelberg et al. used the pressure drop correlations for two-phase

flow by Lockhart & Martinelli (1949) and Theissing (1980) respectively to predict their

measured data. Poor agreement between the measured and the calculated pressure

gradients was reported.

Pan (1996) also extended the pressure gradient calculation methods for two-

phase flow to three-phase flow. He selected nine methods: McAdams et al. (1942),

Lockhart & Martinelli (1949), Dukler et al. (1964a & b), Baroczy (1966), Schlichting

(1970), Beggs & Brill (1973), Beattie & Whalley (1982), Friedel (1979) and Olujic

(1985) to test against his 720 three-phase pressure drop data points obtained on the

Imperial College WASP facility. He found that none of these methods tested could give

consistent prediction accuracy for the oil-continuous and water-continuous flow data,

implying that liquid viscosity effect was poorly represented in these methods. However,

the method of Beggs & Brill was found to give the best prediction accuracy for oil-

continuous flow data while that of McAdams et al. was best for water-continuous flow

data.

2.4.2.2 Phase Holdup Models For Three-Phase Flow

The holdup of the liquid phases in a pipeline is a very important factor in pipeline

operations. Despite its industrial significance, there is no general method available in the

literature to predict oil and water holdup in three-phase flow in all flow regimes. The
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principal experimental contributions in this area have been those of Sobocinski (1955),

Lahey et al. (1992), Hall (1992) and Pan (1996). These contributions are summarised

below.

Sobocinski (1955) obtained 49 data points for holdup in three-phase flow by

using a quick-closing valve method. In the experiments, only one quick-closing valve

mounted near the exit of the test section was utilised, and it seems that the entire test

section upstream of the valve (plus a part of the fluid supply pipelines) was included in

the holdup measurement section. Undoubtedly, the reliability of his data is questionable.

The unit of holdup used by Sobocinslci is weight per unit tube length. Figure 2.8 shows

the relation reported by Sobocinski between the measured total liquid holdup versus air

mass flux at a constant total liquid mass flux and a constant water-to-oil ratio. For

comparison purposes, Sobocinski plotted some similar figures for two-phase air-water

and air-oil flows and he found that, in two-phase flow, liquid holdup decreased

monotonically with increasing air flowrate. Sobocinski attributed the up and down

variation of the curves in Figure 2.8 to the different degree of mixing between oil and

water. He re-plotted the same data using the ratio of water holdup to oil holdup as the

Y-coordinate (Figure 2.9). The letters A, B, C and D on one of the curves in Figure 2.9

denote different configurational relationships between oil and water. The oil and water

flow separately between A and B, start to mix with each other at point B and the mixing

get stronger and stronger from B to C to D. Sobocinski explained that the relatively

large holdup ratio in the separated flow range between A and B was because oil flowed

faster than water in the range. When the air flowrate became very large, the (in-situ)

holdup ratio approached the input holdup ratio denoted by the straight dotted lines in

Figure 2.9. Sobocinski suggested that water could never flow faster than oil in

horizontal three-phase flow because the curve was always above the straight dotted line

as shown in Figure 2.9.

Lahey et al. (1992) obtained 148 data points for three-phase air-oil-water flow

using the same rig and experimental conditions as those used by AcikgOz et al. The

holdups were measured using a quick-closing valve section of length 1.83 m (L/D = 96).

The measured phase fractions data was used to check the validity of the drift-flux model,
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originally developed by Zuber & Findlay (1965) to predict phase fractions in two-phase

gas-liquid upward flow, for horizontal three-phase flow. Air void fraction data was

found to agree very well with Zuber & Findlay's original form of the drift-flux relation

(for the air phase):

However, the oil and water holdup data did not agree with the original form of the drift-

flux model but had excellent agreement with the following modified forms of

expressions, respectively.

(a) For oil-continuous flow:

((Jos) 

[  (60)  1
— C (U L.,) ± UoL

L(60) ± (SO

(b) For water-continuous flow:

(uw 
— Cw (U,)+ uwz,

[ 	 (es,) 

L(60+ (ew)]

(2.37)

(2.38)

where, (/Lc ) = (Uos )+ (Uw,)	 (2.39)

and, c, is the volume fraction of phase j; U p is the superficial velocity of phase j; C, is

the phase distribution parameter for phase j; u Gm is the drift velocity between air and the

average volumetric velocity of the air-oil-water mixture; um (or un. ) is the drift velocity

between oil (water) and the average volumetric velocity of the oil-water mixture; and

UM is the total mixture velocity and (x) is the cross-sectional average of parameter x.

Lahey et al. concluded that the drift-flux model could be applied for air-oil-water

horizontal flow provided that small modifications were made to the drift-flux parameters

of the liquid phases.
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Hall (1992) obtained 32 data points for three-phase holdup also using a quick-

closing valve method. The holdup measuring section has a length of 6.78 m (L/D = 87).

Compressed air was used to blow the liquids out of the holdup section and it was

claimed that 95% of liquid could be recovered. Hall extended the two-phase stratified

flow model of Taitel & Dukler (1976) and the two-phase slug flow model of Dukler &

Hubbard (1975) to three-phase flow. He then compared the measured oil and water

holdups with those calculated using the stratified flow model and the slug flow model

respectively. The measured water holdup was found to follow well the trend predicted

by the stratified flow model but the values were always smaller than those predicted.

The three-phase stratified flow model performed less well in predicting the oil holdup.

Excellent agreement was achieved between the slug flow model and the measured values,

showing a considerable improvement on the stratified flow model. This is not surprising

because most of Hall's data were in the slug flow region. However, for the oil holdup,

this slug flow model produced only a slight improvement over the stratified flow model,

the data still being in poor agreement with the model.

Pan (1996) extended two-phase holdup prediction methods to three-phase flow,

by considering the oil-water mixture as a single liquid phase with a mean (mixed) density

and a viscosity estimated from various models. The ten two-phase holdup prediction

methods proposed by Lockhart & Martinelli (1949), Hoogendoorn (1959), Hughmark

(1965), Eaton et al. (1967), Guzhov et al. (1967), Premoli et al. (1971), Beggs & Brill

(1973), Brill et al. (1981), Mukherjee & Brill (1983) and Minami & Brill (1987) were

selected by Pan to predict his 720 three-phase holdup data points, also obtained on the

Imperial College WASP facility. From an extensive comparisons made with the

mentioned methods, Pan concluded that an improved model was required for the

effective viscosity of the liquid phase in order to achieve better accuracy in holdup

prediction. He proposed the following equation for evaluating the mixture effective

viscosity, lin,:

I/7„, = (1— c „,)[(1 - /1.0 )77,, + 'to ld+ c n, 	
lcont 

(1- A.,0„,)k

(2.41)

where qw and no are the oil and water viscosities, n	is the viscosity of whichever,cont
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phase is continuous, Ao and Avon: are the (input) volume fractions of the oil and

continuous phases; and k is a constant whose value is around 2.5. Cm is a "mixing

degree coefficient" whose value lies between 0 and 1 and which Pan correlated against a

three-phase flow Reynolds number. Equation 10 is an interpolation between the linear

viscosity model and that of Brinkman (1952). The performance of the various methods

depended on the water cut (volume fraction of water in the mixture). For high water

cuts (where water would be the continuous phase if the liquids are mixed), it was found

that the Hughmark (1965) method performed best and for low water cuts (where oil

would be the continuous phase if the liquids are mixed), the method of Premoli et al.

(1971) was found to perform best. Using a combination of these methods, excellent

prediction of the WASP three-phase holdup data was obtained with an average error of

0.43% and a standard deviation of 4.72% (relative to the full span of holdup of 1.0).

Papers describing the development of this model have been presented by Hewitt et al.

(1995) and Pan eta!. (1995 b).

2.5	 INCLINED GAS-LIQUID-LIQUID FLOW

Subsea flow lines and pipelines are often slightly inclined (upwards or

downwards) as they follow the contours of the sea bed. Even for two-phase flows,

studies of the effect of inclination have been limited in extent. The effect of inclination

on gas-liquid flow was studied by Beggs & Brill (1973) and the data was used as a basis

for their widely used correlation for two-phase pressure drop. Barnea (1987) studied the

effect of small inclination on the onset of slug flow in gas-liquid flows and studies of slug

flow in inclined pipes are reported by Bonnecaze et al. (1971) and Singh & Griffith

(1970). Gould et al. (1974) published a flow pattern map for gas-liquid up-flow at 45°

inclination. Of course, the extreme case of inclination is a vertical pipe for which these is

a very wide ranging literature on gas-liquid flow; however, this case is beyond the scope

of the present study. For the three-phase (gas-liquid-liquid) flow system, the literature

on flow in inclined pipes is even more limited than that for two-phase gas-liquid flow.

However, two fairly extensive studies (namely those of Lunde et al., 1993, Langsholt,

1995b and Pan (1996) have been reported and are summarised below.
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Lunde et al. (1993) conducted experiments to obtain data for flow pattern,

pressure drop and phase holdups in a 20 m length and 100 mm I.D. upward inclined pipe

using two different angles (2° and 15°) at pressures of 1.5, 4 and 8 bar, respectively. In

order to more closely simulate the flowing phenomena in the transport pipelines in oil

industries, a dense gas (either Refrigerant 12 or sulphur-hexafluoride, SF,) was used with

water and Faccol D80 oil (density of 800 kg/m3 and viscosity of 2 mPas at ambient

conditions) as the liquid phases. The dense gases had a density of around 6 kg/m' at

ambient conditions, this density rising to around 25 kg/m3 at the maximum pressure used

in the experiments (namely 4 bar). The interfacial tension between the gas and the oil was

22 mN/m. The superficial velocities used were 2-6 m/s for gas, 0.04 — 0.114 m/s for oil

and 0.0 — 0.018 m/s for water. The observed flow patterns were mainly intermittent and

stratified wavy. Of the five sets of three-phase tests conducted, one showed the

difference between three-phase and two-phase flows. However, the three-phase results

were similar to those obtained for two-phase gas-oil flow in the other tests. The

similarities were because of a small input water volume fraction in liquid used (< 0.3).

Lunde eta!. (1993) showed that, for given total liquid flowrate, the water holdup

increased with increasing water fraction in the liquid to a maximum value at an input

water fraction of 0.9 and then decreased; oil holdup generally decreased with increasing

water fraction except in the range of very small water fraction; the total liquid holdup

increased with increasing water fraction to a maximum value at an input water fraction of

0.9 and then decreased. Lunde et al. also demonstrated that the difference between the

in-situ and input water fractions changed sign at an input water fraction of 0.6 which

indicated that the difference between actual oil and water velocities also changed sign at

the same position. Phase inversion took place at an input water fraction of 0.6; the oil

phase had a higher velocity than the water phase when oil was the continuous liquid

phase, and the water phase had a higher velocity than the oil phase when water was the

continuous liquid phase. The present author suggests that differences may occur due to

gravitational separation of dispersed phase (either towards the top of the pipe in the case

of oil droplets in water or towards the bottom of the pipe in the case of water droplets in

oil). Even if the local velocities of the two phases are nearly the same at each point in
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the tube, the average velocities will be different if the distributions of local velocities and

local holdup are different. This is the basis for the existence of the distribution function

(Co) in the drift flux model of Zuber and Findlay (1965).

Langsholt (1995) has investigated three-phase flow mechanisms in 10 and 2°

upward inclined pipes at high gas densities. He observed that higher total liquid holdups

were obtained when the water cut increased. No pronounced discrepancy was found

when comparing the results obtained from 1° and 2° upward inclined pipes.

Pan (1996) carried out some three-phase experiments at two different pressures

(0 and 5 bar(g)) in a 10 upward inclined pipe in the Imperial College WASP facility,

which has been briefly described in the earlier sections and which is described more fully

in Chapter 3. The superficial velocities used were 1.0— 9.88 m/s for gas, 0.1 m/s for oil

and 0.04-0.40 m/s for water. Pan noticed some peculiar trends in the three-phase flow

holdups (in situ phase fractions of the liquid phases), as illustrated in Figures 2.23 (a)—(t)

and 2.24 (a) & (b). The input water fraction in the liquid is defined as :

where Uw, and U0., are the superficial velocities of the water and oil phases respectively.

Based on a number of plots like those in Figures 2.23 (a)—(f) and 2.24 (a) & (b), Pan

discovered that with increasing input water (volume) fraction in the liquid, both total

liquid holdup and pressure drop increased to a maximum and then decreased sharply

before becoming approximately constant. Experimental observations indicated that the

peak occurs in the oil-continuous flow region and the flat part was in the water-

continuous flow region.

The region between the oil-continuous and water-continuous regions is called the

phase inversion region and occurs between the maximum and the minimum points on the

total liquid holdup curve. The peak in the total liquid holdup is caused mainly by the

increasing effective viscosity of the liquid mixture. The sudden decline of the total liquid

holdup between the maximum and the minimum points is caused by the sudden change in
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the effective viscosity of the liquid mixture accompanying the phase inversion. The

holdup data seem to indicate that, in the oil-continuous flow region, the effective liquid

viscosity changes dramatically, but it changes very little in the water-continuous flow

region. Pan also found that with decreasing oil fraction in the total liquid (and hence

increasing water fraction), the oil holdup decreased accordingly. However, with

increasing water fraction the water holdup did not increase monotonically, but increased

initially, then slightly decreased in the phase inversion region before increasing again.

The position of the peaks on the total liquid holdup and pressure drop curves were found

to move slightly towards higher water fraction position with increasing air flowrate.

With increasing air flowrate, the holdups of oil, water and total liquid generally

decreased, but the pressure gradient increased for given oil and water flowrates.

To the present author's knowledge, no information has yet been published in the

literature relating to three-phase flow in downwards inclined pipes. This was the main

motivation for including tests of this type in the present study. Again, the extreme case

of inclination of the tube is that of vertical flow. Studies of three-phase gas-oil-water

flow in vertical pipes were carried out by Shean (1976), Pleshko and Sharma (1990) and

Chen et al. (1993). A brief review of the work on vertical three-phase flow was given by

Pan (1996); since the principal focus of the present work was on horizontal and slightly

inclined flows, a discussion of the vertical three-phase flow literature will not be

presented here.

2.6	 GAS-LIQUID-LIQUID STRATIFIED FLOW

The main focus of the work reported in this thesis has been on three-phase

stratified flow. Though such flow is important in the oil industry, a majority of the

studies on gas-liquid-liquid flows in horizontal and slightly inclined tubes have been with

slug flow (Hall, 1992; Nadler and Mewes, 1992; Lunde et al., 1993 and Pan, 1996).

This reflects the fact that slug flow occurs over a larger range of conditions, particularly

in inclined pipes. However, pipelines are often designed to be of large enough diameter

to operate in stratified flow in order to minimise pressure drop. Thus, no attempt will be

made here to summarise the detailed data for slug flow; rather, the (more limited) work
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on three-phase stratified flow will be emphasised.

2.6.1 EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL STUDIES

Stratified flow normally occurs at low fluid flowrates. The difference between

two-phase gas-oil and three-phase gas-oil-water flows (with water cut of 50%) has been

investigated by Zahri (1995). By comparing the visual observations of gas-oil and gas-

oil-water flow patterns, Zahri claimed that the second liquid phase (the free water phase)

flowing at the bottom of the pipe helped to reduce the wave frequency at the gas-oil

interface. Similar observations were identified by Linga (1992), Lee et al. (1993) and

Langsholt (1995a). Linga (1992) discovered that a higher gas flowrate was required for

the onset of gas-oil interfacial waves when the water cut increased; however, a lower gas

flowrate was required for three-phase flows with water cut that exceeded 50%. Lee et

al. (1993) studied the effect of oil viscosity on three-phase flow behaviour by conducting

experiments using two types of oil which have different viscosities (2 and 15 cP).

At high flowrates, inter-entrainment starts to take place at the oil-water interface.

The liquids start to disperse into each other, with the formation of a mixed layer between

the phases. Sobocinski (1955) presented a detailed flow pattern map which describes the

transition from separated to dispersed liquid phase in stratified flow. At high flowrate,

waves began to form at the oil-water interface and interact with the gas-oil interfacial

waves. However, no detailed discussion was reported by Sobocinski on the interfacial

flow phenomena and the mechanisms involved.

Transition from stratified to slug flow occurs as the fluid (either gas or liquid)

flowrates increased, similar to conclusions that drawn from the two-phase flow study.

The existence of a second liquid phase stabilises the gas-oil interface (Barrlea & Taitel,

1996) with the consequence that the transition from stratified to slug flow occurs at

higher liquid flowrates compared to the two-phase gas-oil flow. However, this effect is

not significant when the oil phase has a very high viscosity (for example, 116cP, in

AcikgOz et al.'s study, 1992). Barnea & Taitel (1996) examined the stability of three-

phase stratified flow (water-oil-gas), applying the Kelvin-Helmholtz stability analysis on
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the two interfaces. The analysis was done in two different approaches: (a) the 'exact'

approach; and, (b) a simplified approach. In the former, the two interfaces are perturbed

while in the latter only the upper oil-gas interface is perturbed. In each approach, both

the viscous Kelvin-Helmholtz analysis (in which the shear stresses are taken into

account) and the inviscid Kelvin-Helmholtz analysis (where the shear stresses are

neglected) were employed. Barnea & Taitel found that a better prediction of the

transition from stratified flow was obtained from the simplified approach.

Zahri (1995) observed long low frequency waves at the gas-oil interface before

slugging was initiated. However, ambiguities in the visualisation of the oil and water

phases make the determination of the exact position of the oil-water interface difficult

and also make the flow behaviour in this region difficult to discern (Nuland et al., 1990).

These problems were confirmed in the present work; the degree of mixing between oil

and water across the pipe section is very difficult to identify directly from visualisation.

Hence, more sophisticated measuring methods or devices, such as high frequency

impedance probes, hot-wire anemometers, isokinetic sampling probes (Zhou & Jepson,

1994) etc. are essential in the investigation of mixing between the liquid phases.

Clearly, the holdup of the respective phases and the total liquid holdup are

important parameters in three-phase stratified flow. The wave motions in three-phase

gas-liquid-liquid stratified flows may be smaller and less vigorous than those observed in

two-phase gas-liquid stratified flows with the same total liquid height. This may reduce

the shear stress between the gas and liquid phases and give rise to higher liquid holdups

for given total liquid and gas flowrates (Pal, 1993).

Linga (1992) claimed that at high gas velocities, the second liquid phase (water)

showed insignificant influence onto the total liquid holdup of a three-phase flow in a 10

upward inclined pipe. However, an introduction of water phase to a gas-oil flow system

at low gas velocities could trigger a transition to slug flow. From their gas-oil-water

flow data, Neogi et al. (1994) did not observe any significant influence of oil-water ratio

on the overall three-phase flow behaviour.
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In three-phase stratified flow, the gas phase is expected to drag its neighbouring

liquid (oil phase in this case) along the pipe section. This is because the gas velocity is

usually much higher than that of the oil. Sobocinski (1955), Linga (1993), Neogi et al.

(1994) and Langsholt (1995a) observed that the water phase (the denser liquid phase)

flowed slower than the oil phase, i.e. the oil-to-water slip ratio (i.e. ratio of oil velocity to

water velocity) was greater than unity. However, it was found that the water holdup

reduced and a no-slip condition between the liquid phases was approached when the gas

flowrate increased.

Where the oil viscosity is high, the oil-to-water slip ratio can fall below unity.

Roberts (1996) investigated liquid holdup in gas-oil-water flow with oil with a viscosity

of 48 cP. A dual energy gamma densitometer was employed to obtain the holdups of the

two liquid phases. In some cases, in particular when the water fraction was high, the

mean velocity of the water phase was found to be higher than that of the oil phase.

Lahey eta!. (1992) obtained similar results from their study using high viscosity (116 cP)

oil. Whether the oil or water travels fastest depends on the balance between wall and

interfacial shear forces and the pressure gradient. For highly viscous oil, the wall shear

forces in the oil layer become large and this slows down the oil layer with respect to the

water layer which is driven at higher velocity by the pressure gradient. This is a natural

consequence of the three-phase fluid model described in the next section.

2.6.2 THREE-PHASE STRATIFIED FLOW PREDICTION

METHODOLOGIES

For three phase stratified flow, the most widely used modelling approach is to

start with the simplified one-dimensional phasic momentum balance equations for each

phase. For steady incompressible flow, these are in the form:

dp)
AG—dZ) — S 

G TG0 S G0 — pG AGg Sin = 0 (2.42)
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—A- — ro So + roo S 	 row So, — po Aog sin 9 = 0
dz

(2.43)

—
 Aw(

2 —
dz

TwSw TowSow — 14,Awg sin 9 = 0	 (2.44)

where AG, Ao and Aw are the cross sections occupied by the gas, oil and water

respectively; (dp/dz) is the axial pressure gradient and 9 is the angle of inclination. zo, To,

Tcyo and tow are the averaged gas-wall, oil-wall, water-wall, gas-oil and oil-water

interfacial shear stresses; and SG, So, Sw, SG° and Sow are the gas-wall, oil-wall, water-

wall, gas-oil and oil-water interfacial perimeters and p is the density (kg/m3). The

subscripts G, 0 and W refer to the respective gas, oil and water phases.

Eliminating the pressure gradients by combining Equations 2.42 and 2.43 and

Equations 2.43 and 2.44 and also considering horizontal pipelines, gives:

1-G SG T 0S0 TowSow	 1	 1
= 0 (2.45)AG AG +	

+
Ao	 1-'574A0	 A,

7-0S0 rwSw rooGoS (1 = 0
(2.46)A, Aw r

	 s	 4.
ow owAo	 Aw	 A

The shear stresses in Equations 2.45 and 2.46 are usually related to fluid flowrates, fluid

physical properties and pipe geometry. Assuming that the interfaces are flat, the

geometrical parameters of interest are the heights of the liquid phases and thus, in

principal at least, Equations 2.45 and 2.46 can be solved simultaneously (for given phase

flowrates and fluid physical properties) to yield the two liquid heights from which the

phase holdups can be calculated. The geometrical parameters and shear stresses can then

be introduced into any one of the three basic equations (Equations 2.42 to 2.44) to give

the pressure gradient. Various methodologies have been used to achieve solutions on

this basis and these will now be reviewed.
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2.6.2.1 Methodology of Hall (1992)

The methodology developed by Hall (1992) is a combination of flat plate models

(two-fluid and three-fluid) and the modified Taitel & Dukler (1976) model for two-phase

flow. The gas-wall, water-wall and oil-wall shear stresses are calculated from the

standard Blasius equation, and the gas-oil interfacial shear stress is taken to be the same

as the gas-wall shear stress. There is a problem in predicting the oil-water interfacial

shear stress since the velocities of the oil and water are of the same order and it is not

adequate to assume that it can be set equal to the water-wall shear stress (by analogy

with the gas-oil shear stress). Hall chose to calculate the oil-wall interfacial shear stress

by relating it to the oil-wall shear stress using the equation:

where the factor y is less than unity because the oil-water interfacial shear stress is small

compared to the oil-wall shear stress due to the smaller relative velocity. Hall estimated

y by considering laminar two-dimensional stratified flows between infinite flat plates.

Two cases were considered:

(1) An oil-gas two-phase flow. The shear stress To between the oil and the lower

plate was estimated.

(2) A gas-oil-water three-phase flow. Here the shear stress Tow between the oil and

the water could be estimated.

If the above calculations are done for the same velocities and fluid layer heights as in the

pipe flow case, then Hall suggested that y would be approximated by the ratio of ToW/

obtained by using the values of Tow and To calculated for cases (2) and (1), respectively.

For the first case, Hall was able to use the existing analytical solution of Russell &

Charles (1959) (see Denn, 1980). Hall extended this treatment to three-phase flows to

provide a solution for the second of the above cases. This three-phase solution was

algebraically more complicated and the fluid layer heights could only be implicitly

assessed by solving two simultaneous non-linear equations numerically. The solutions
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for the two cases are given below for reference.

The two-fluid flat plate model (Russell & Charles, 1959) has an explicit solution for the

liquid height which was stated by Hall in dimensionless form as follows:

1-1 4 R1 —	 -0 ± 1)] + 2i1 3 [140 ± — — 3 i1 2 [Il ( -0 + — 21+ 4(11(ii — + 1 = 0

(2.48)

where Ii is the dimensionless total liquid height (10 and is defined as

where D is the distance between the plates in this case. is the volumetric flowrate

ratio of the gas (QG) to the liquid (QL), and /I is the phase viscosity ratio of the gas (pc)

to the liquid (x) as follows:

The solution yields values of the wall and interface shear stresses, the wall shear stress

for the oil (To) being the value required to calculate r.

The three-fluid flat-plate model (Hall, 1992) yields two equations which have to be

solved simultaneously to determine the oil and water interface levels:

fl (riw ,i10)=

	  -e,(14,470)2)+t•2(1-(iiw+1;0))
6i1G	2

(2.52)
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f2  ( 17; 5 .13
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2

(2.53)

where, the dimensionless constants are :

— P-70 (1 + Tiw + TOO — Tiw — ) +	 + ) + i7G 
—

	

	 (2.54)
2,i/0 [Tio (1 — — Tio ) + ridio TIG isok

[Tio(fiw 	 )	 — 2riw — Flo — isiGijorlw(1— T)] 

2/iG Elio (1 —17w — flo) + Flo + riGijOrid

0(1+	 +11.0)(1- riw - r/0 )4- iaG ii-0 (2/7w + Tio ) +
-	 (2.56)

2[ 0 (1—h — 1;0) +	 TiGijo-h;

t 4 = o	 (2.57)

5 - [Tip (1 4-	 k X1 if;	 ) ii-G rio (2//w +	 + P-G /101/d 
(2.58)

21/0 kio — Fiw — ) + /IA ± ilok 1

(2.55)

[Tio — — rio 0-2'w + ))	 -/-70 (riw	 — ) 

2,1i0 [ 11.10 (1- fiw - ) + TIG 170
(2.59)

where, rk, and -1;0 are the respective dimensionless heights of the water layer and the oil

layer; and Ti G and Ti c, are the dimensionless viscosity ratios of the gas phase and the oil

phase which are expressed as follows:
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The above expressions are based on the case that water is the densest phase among the

fluids. Again, the solutions yields values for the wall and interfacial shear stresses. In

this case, ro does not exist since the oil is not in contact with the wall. However, Tow is

calculated and is used in estimating r as mentioned above.

Hall's extension of Taitel & Dukler modeL For the case of stratified pipe flows, Hall

extended the model of Taitel & Dukler (1976) which had been developed for two-phase

flow. Thus, Equations 2.45 and 2.46 were converted to dimensionless forms by

expressing all areas as a ratio of the area of the square of the tube diameter, all peripheral

lengths as ratios of length to tube diameter and all phase velocities as ratios of the actual

velocity to the superficial velocity of the phase. Shear stresses are calculated from

friction factors which in turn are calculated from Blasius-type equations. Non-

dimensional quantities are denoted by a tilde (e.g. non-dimensional flow area for the gas

is A0 ). With these assumptions, the dimensionless forms of Equations 2.45 and 2.46

become:

(w, G )-	 :§G 0 +	 =-2G	 (Won z7 2 (go + y :S7o0 )= 0
Ao) Ao G° "

(2.62)

—	 ^-•2 7,	 -v 0,2

ii 2 (:*.s" +	 ) —	 x 2	 D	 uw 3 w	 AG y (170nor 1702 gowGG	 G G	 GO	 A	 WG W W
11W

(2.63)

The superscripts m, n and I are the exponents in the Blasius-type expressions for the gas,

water and oil friction factors respectively. The value of y is evaluated from the two-fluid

and three-fluid flat plate models as described above. Xoo and Xow are Lockhart-

Martinelli parameters defined as:
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where (cIpl dz)0 , (clpIdz) G and (clp I dz) w are the pressure gradients for the oil, gas and

water phases flowing alone in the pipe. All of the dimensionless quantities in Equations

2.62 and 2.63 are related to /7„, and Tio, and thus the equations can be solved

simultaneously and iteratively for 	 and Flo to yield values of the respective phase

holdups. Using, say, Equation 2.42, the pressure gradient can then be evaluated.

2.6.2.2 Methodology of Neogi eta!. (1994)

Neogi et al. (1994) proposed a mechanistic model for gas-liquid-liquid flow

systems. Given the superficial velocities of the constituent phases and their physical

properties, and the pipe geometry, the corresponding oil and water heights could be

evaluated. Their model was developed from the momentum balances of gas, oil and

water phases which are expressed by Equations 2.42, 2.43 and 2.44 respectively. Neogi

et al. evaluated the shear stresses by using the Blasius type equation, following Taitel &

Dukler (1976):

where the subscript k indicates gas, oil or water; uk is the average in-situ phase velocity,

uc,0 and uow are the velocities at the respective gas-oil and oil-water interfaces. fk is the

fluid-wall friction factor of the phase and is defined as:

fk = Ck ( ADkUk

)

mk	 (2.69)
/4

where Pk and " are the phase density and viscosity respectively; Ck is the empirical

coefficient with 16 for laminar flow and 0.046 for turbulent flow; mk is the exponent of
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the phase k where it is 1.0 for laminar flow and 0.2 for turbulent flow. Dk is the mean

hydraulic diameter of the region occupied by the phase and the definitions for Do, Do and

Dw refer to the hydraulic diameters used by Agrawal (1975):

where A is the total cross sectional area of the pipe. The oil-water interfacial friction

factor was evaluated by using the model suggested by Brauner (1991):

where B is the augmentation of the oil-water interfacial shear factor. Brauner (1991)

observed that for oil-water annular flow, the roughness of the interface due to the waves

was much smaller in liquid-liquid system than in gas-liquid system. She suggested that

the interface could be considered as smooth and that the wave augmentation of the

interfacial shear stress could be neglected (i.e. B = 1). In three phase gas-oil-water

stratified flow, some waves which can be classified as regular two dimensional waves,

appear at the oil-water interface at low gas velocities. The amplitude of these waves

increases as the gas velocity increases and B would almost certainly be greater than unity

for these conditions. However, from the limited experiments carried out by Neogi et al.,

it was indicated that B lay in the range of 0.8 to 1.0 for three phase stratified flow, which

was very close to the value (1.0) suggested by Brauner. Neogi et al. determined gas-oil

interfacial friction factor by the relation proposed by Andritsos & Hanratty (1987):

(1)	 for gas velocity < 5.0 m/s:	 ho = J..	 (2.74)
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(2)	 for gas velocity 5.0 m/s: f Go = f G x [1+151ff (—U5 Gos -1)1 (2.75)

Andritsos & Hanratty substituted Equations 2.66 to 2.75 into the combined momentum

Equations 2.45 and 2.46 and this gave rise to the following expressions:

CG (PGU Gs11— "I° PGU
	 G2 

A0
G G

D	 77G	 2

n — MO	 T 0I 2CL (  p0 U Gs —)	 p0,..,  (... n - m	 -5-'5 -	 0 —2,	 0
U0D0 ) u

D	 170	 2	 0 440

C L poU osD m° P0 (170 U os — iiwU ws)2
:SI' OW

(270 -AO ort° -4.
D \ 	 8	 AO

+ [1+15 rii-(-s-U -1

)1 CL rpG U

G
Gs77D) Ina

I T2 (ss.--. 	 ) M° 172 SIGO
pG s_... Gs .... G ....- G	 ..G	 ,...,	 +

5 )] DL 	 AG

+(pG - pG )g sin 9 = 0
(2.76)

-
C L (p0 U GsD) -% ppo U 02 s

2— 0

	

1.1	 u
770	 2	 0 0	 0

4,

_C (pwU wsl m" pff,(1,24,, filwii _„„,

D	 2 k 1-'w) uw
Aw

+ [1+15 rGs _1)1 CG (fiG U GsD) MG

5	 D	 77.a

C L (p0 U0.,D) 	 PO 02.0 U0s 1:1W UWs ) 2  

v

(,..r	 yn0 gOW :SI Ow

D	 8	 .00
AW

+ (0 — A.v)g sin 0 = 0

pGUG2s 
I-	 \-m0 u-2 ST GO

(2.77)

where D is the pipe diameter, UG„ U0s and Uw, are the superficial gas, oil and water

velocities respectively. The dimensionless variables in Equations 2.76 and 2.77 are
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defined in the same way as those in Equations 2.62 and 2.63 and are functions of the

water and oil heights only. Given the gas, oil and water flowrates, pipe diameter and

fluid properties, Equations 2.76 and 2.77 can be solved simultaneously for the oil and

water heights.

2.6.2.3 Methodology of Taitel eta!. (1995)

Taitel et al. (1995) have developed a methodology similar to that of Neogi et al.

(1994), again starting from the basic momentum balance of each individual phase and

proceeding to estimate the phase holdups in a three-phase stratified flow. In their

methodology, two equations are formulated by elimination of pressure gradient from the

momentum equations (Equations 2.42 — 2.44). The first is obtained by eliminating the

pressure gradient from the momentum balances of the oil phase and water phase, this

leads to Equation 2.46. The second equation is obtained by summing the momentum

balances of the oil phase and water phase, and then eliminating the pressure gradient

from this combined equation and the momentum balance of the gas phase (Equation

2.42) giving rise to:

S STLL TGG
—	 +	 + TGGSG0(-

1 
± 

1
-j= 0

AL	 AG	 AL AG
(2.78)

Predictions of phase holdups and pressure drop can again be made by solving the two

equations (Equations 2.46 and 2.78) simultaneously. The three fluid-wall shear stresses

(Th, To and TO are determined from Equation 2.66 and the interfacial shear stresses are

calculated from:
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It was assumed that f = fG and f W = f unless the interfacial friction factors thus
GO	 O	 0

calculated exceeded 0.014, in which case a value of 0.014 was assumed.

2.6.2.4 Methodology of Roberts (1996)

Roberts (1996) embodied the three-phase momentum equations into the

framework of the AEA Technology PLAC (PipeLine Analysis Code) computer program

and created a three-phase version of PLAC (PLAC-W) to analyse the case of stratified

oil-water-gas flow in pipeliens. PLAC is a sophisticated computer program designed to

simulate a wide range of two-phase transient phenomena in oil and gas pipelines. PLAC-

W incorporates a full three-fluid model, i.e. separate mass, momentum and energy

conservation equations for each phase, with the objective of predicting transients in

stratified three-phase flows. The conservation equations of the three-fluid model

implemented in PLAC-W are written in three-dimensional form for consistency with

PLAC (note: PLAC was derived from TRAC (1984), a partially three-dimensional code).

The following show the respective equations for the conservation of mass, momentum

and energy for each phase:

Mass conservation, oil phase:

+V • [aoPoud = —"Co
et

(2.82)

Mass conservation, water phase:

a2 WPW  +V .[a wpwli]= 0
t

(2.83)

Mass conservation, gas phase:
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Momentum conservation, oil phase:

au° 	 1	 CGO 
o	 o	 po

U • V U =	 p +	 kuG — U0 )1UG — U

(10 PO

Cow( Co 
	  uo — uw uo	 (uo )1 u0 1+ g
aoPo	 aoPo

Momentum conservation, water phase:

Ouw	 1 OW 
Uw • V Uw = — —V p — C	 0 WO W(11	 )1U	 U Iet	 Pw	 awPw

C w  (14 w
)
u + g

aW PW

Momentum conservation, gas phase:

OuG 	 1
UG • V UG = — Vp — CG° (uG—u0)1UG — 

U010 t	 PG	 aG PG

G au GI +g
aGPG

(2.85)

(2.86)

(2.87)

Energy conservation, oil phase:

a
—
et

kaopoe0 )+ V (a0p0e0 u0 ). —p 
Ot

° — pV -(a0u0)

+q0 +q09 +F00h0 ow	 (2.88)

Energy conservation, gas phase:

Oa,—
o

(a G pGeG )+ V • (aopoeouo)=— 
Ot

p	 pV •(aGuG)
Ot 

+qG — q00 — r00h0 +qw,+rwGhG	 (2.89)
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Total energy conservation:

—
a
 (a G poeo +awpw ew +a,f,G eG )+ V . (a0p0e0u0+awpwewuw+aGpGeGuG)

dt

=-pV •(a 0u0 +a,u,+a G uG )+q0 +q,+qG	 (2.90)

The subscript 0, denotes the oil phase, with W for the water phase and G for the gas

phase. Subscript OW denotes the oil-water interface, with GW for the water-gas

interface and GO for the oil-gas interface. The C's represent shear coefficients, Ck is the

wall shear coefficient for phase k. The q's represent heat transfer either across the phase

interfaces or to the walls. The rate of phase change is denoted by F (note that

momentum transfer due to phase change was not considered in PLAC-W and that phase

change between the water and gas phase was not implemented in the code).

The assumptions made for the closure laws in the PLAC-W code are:

(1) The flow is always stratified and that the liquid phases (oil and water) are not

interdispersed (for the case of complete dispersion of one liquid phase in the

other, PLAC treats the dispersed phase as a single liquid with suitably averaged

properties).

(2) The oil phase is always lighter that the water phase such that the water will flow

along the bottom of the pipe with an oil layer above it and the gas above that.

(3) The flow is horizontal or slightly inclined, i.e. the closure laws incorporated are

for horizontal or inclined flows and therefore limited accuracy is obtained when

the code is run for vertical flows.

Consistent with the above assumptions, each phase will wet the pipe wall unless its phase

fraction becomes zero. Also, there are only two fluid-fluid interfaces (gas-oil and oil-

water) when all three phases are present. For the gas-oil interfacial shear stress, Roberts

used the standard Fanning form (similar to the one used by Taitel et al. (1995), see

Equation 2.80). The interfacial shear stress between the gas and the oil is thus given by:
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Ccro f
T OO = 	 kUG —	 —U G )IUG UG 1

aopo

where Ccno is the oil-gas interfacial shear coefficient and is defined as:

C7 = fG°PGSG°G°	 2A

(2.91)

(2.92)

where SG0 is the length of the oil-gas interface and A is the cross-sectional area of the

pipe. Roberts used the Sinai (1983) method (see Section 2.6.3 below) to calculate the

gas-liquid interfacial friction factor and calculated Tow from the expression of Hall (i.e.

TOW = r To) described above. However, Roberts found that the Hall's method for

estimating y (i.e. by solving the flat plate equations for the two-phase gas-oil and three-

phase gas-oil-water flows respectively) was far too computational expensive for general

use. Instead used the following approximation, which had been suggested by Hall:

i.e. the ratio of the water and oil viscosities. An upper limit of unity was placed on y.

Unfortunately this approximation was found not to work well for low viscosity oils.

The wall shear stresses were also evaluated using standard Fanning forms,

exemplified by that for the gas phase as follows:

where i-G is the wall-gas shear stress and CG is the wall-gas shear coefficient which is

defined as
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fG is evaluated using the standard Blasius equation as given in Equation 2.69. The wall

shear coefficients for the oil and water phases are evaluated in exactly the same manner,

using the same definitions of hydraulic diameters as used by Hall (1992). The three-

phase code was tested and validated against three-phase experimental and field data., and

Roberts noted that the interfacial friction model used in the calculation was particularly

important in achieving good results.

2.6.3	 FRICTION FACTORS

To estimate pressure drop and phase holdups using the three-fluid stratified flow

model as described in the previous Section, constitutive relations are required for

calculating shear stresses at the gas-wall, liquid-wall, gas-liquid and liquid-liquid

interfaces. Fluid-wall friction factors are often determined from the standard correlations

for single phase flow through pipes (e.g. the Blasius equation) using an appropriate

definition of hydraulic diameter. However, the interfacial friction factors are usually

estimated by applying correlations which have been developed empirically.

Many experimental and theoretical studies have been performed over the past

four decades, leading to the development of a number of correlations for friction factors.

One of the main objectives of the work described in this thesis was to evaluate the merits

of those formulations by comparing them with data obtained also in the present study.

To give a background to this comparative exercise, the various relationships and

observations are discussed below.

Hanratty & Engen (1957) investigated interfacial structure in stratified air-

water flow in a rectangular channel. Five different types of interface structure were

observed as follows: (i) smooth, (ii) two-dimensional wave, (iii) three-dimensional wave,

(iv) roll waves and (v) entrained liquid droplet flow.

Linehan (1968) related the gas-liquid interfacial friction factor to the Reynolds

number of liquid phase as follows:
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f, = 0.0131+0.23 x10 'Re l..,	 (2.96)

Agrawal et al. (1973) developed a model for stratified flow similar to that

developed later by Taitel & Dukler (1976). They used smooth pipe relationships for the

wall shear stresses and adopted the correlation proposed by Ellis & Gay (1959) to

determine the gas-liquid interfacial friction factor :

f = 1.293 Re G° 57	 (2.97)

Taitel & Dukler (1976) assumed that the gas-liquid interfacial friction factor was

identical in value to the gas-wall friction factor, arguing that the gas zone corresponds

quite closely to a channel flow. Thus, they assumed:

Chermisinoff & Davis (1979) proposed a model for turbulent-turbulent

stratified flow in pipelines where the interfacial friction factor is evaluated from

Equations 2.99 and 2.100 as suggested by Cohen & Hanratty (1968) and Miya et aL

(1970) for three-dimensional small amplitude waves and roll waves respectively.

f = 0.0142	 (2.99)

f =0.008+2 x 10 -5 Re

The criterion for the stratified smooth to stratified wavy transition developed by Taitel &

Dukler (1976) is used as the transition criterion between the three-dimensional wave and

the roll wave regimes.

Tsiklauri et al. (1979) used an interfacial friction factor correlation which is a
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similar expression to the one proposed by Linehan (1968), where the parameter is

dependent on the flow configuration of liquid phase:

f, = 0.0055 + 2.6 x 10 -5 Re L 	 (2.101)

Lee & Bankoff (1983) suggested that the transition between three-dimensional

waves and roll waves can be determined from the critical gas phase Reynolds number:

Re; = 1.837 x 10 5 Re-2 184	(2.102)

For three-dimensional waves (when Re G � Re; ):

.„
f, = 0.012 + 5.179 x 10 4(

Re,—Re
—
1000 )

(2.103)

And, for roll waves (when Re G > Re; ):

Sinai (1983) developed a method to evaluate the interfacial roughness in a gas-

liquid stratified flow by adopting a relationship describing the wind-sea surface

developed by Charnock (1955). Charnock correlated the effective roughness k, of the

air-sea interface with the friction velocity u.,-(=(z, /PG)) as follows:

Sinai suggested that this relationship should be modified to the following form for

stratified flow in a channel:
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where the factor 4" is introduced to account for the fact that the roughness is not

uniformly distributed around the perimeter of the gas phase and also that the interface

between the gas and the liquid is more mobile. Sinai suggested the following relationship

for C.

where 77 had a value of around 180. Equation 2.106 is solved simultaneously with the

expression:

12-
G 

= 5.75loglo (—R4 + 4.73
ur	k,

Combining Equations 2.106 and 2.108 we have

—
uo 

= 5.75 logic, 
20.1 g Rh)

u,

(2.108)

(2.109)

which may be solved iteratively for u. The interfacial friction factor is then given by

Sinai claimed that for a given value of 4", there is a maximum value of uG denoted by uG,,

beyond which there is no solution to Equation 2.109:

u = 8.25 
(2gh05

G ) - 0.5 (PL PG  
g hG )G,t "

77	 PG
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Laurinat et aL (1984) developed a correlation to relate the interfacial value to

that of gas-wall friction factor and liquid holdup as shown below:

f, 	 [2 ± 2.5 x 10 5 ResL  ]0 61)25
D

(2.112)

where ez, is the liquid holdup.

Shoham & Taitel (1984) applied a simple solution by treating the interfacial

friction factor as a constant value for the entire stratified flow regime:

= 0.0142	 (2.115)

This approach was also used by Taitel et al. (1995) for their evaluations of oil-water and

air-oil interfacial friction factors in three-phase flow.

Kim et al (1985) proposed a simple equation for calculating the interfacial

friction factor from the Reynolds number of liquid phase:

J = 0.021+ 0.14 x 10 'Re !,	(2.116)

Oliemans (1987) considered the case of a gas-liquid stratified flow in which part

of the liquid was entrained as droplets in the gas. He treated the gas region as a

homogeneous mixture of the gas and droplets. Friction factors were calculated from the

Colebrook-White (1938) equation:
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1
=-41og lo

{  9.35
,—+

2k
1+3.48

vf	 R	 D
(2.117)

for turbulent flow and from
16

f Re
(2.118)

for laminar flow. For assessing the gas-wall and liquid-wall shear stresses, the roughness

(1(0 used in Equation 2.117 corresponded to the pipe wall roughness. For the interfacial

friction factor, Oliemans also proposed a modification to the Cohen & Hanratty's (1968)

formula for determining the interfacial effective roughness based on the root mean square

wave height, AhL

61= 3,5 AhL for AhL <hL	 (2.119)

and
	

= 3h hL for AhL � hz.	 (2.120)

Andreussi & Persen (1987) proposed an interfacial friction factor correlation

with a definition of gas Froude number, FrG different from the one given by Taitel &

Dukler :

f,= fG

f,=1+ 29.7(FrG –0.36)
0 

[ 1.1 1 0 2) fc,

(2.122)

(2.123)

Andritsos & Hanratty (1987a) claimed that the interfacial friction factor was

strongly dependent on the ratio of the amplitude to the wavelength of interfacial waves,

Ak12, and did not correlate well with the Reynolds number of liquid phase. The
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proposed correlation for the interfacial friction factor is:

When U Gs � U5 .t

and, when UGs>U,,,,
f =1+15 -)112P-*--'1j
fG	 D

(2.124)

(2.125)

where, UG,f,t is the critical gas superficial velocity above which large amplitude three-

dimensional waves appear,

where, p is the reference density of air at atmospheric pressure. These expressions are

similar to Equations 2.74 and 2.75. However, Philbin (1990) claimed that this method

over-predicted the value forfi at high pressures. This is perhaps to be expected since the

correlation is based on an experimental study at near atmospheric pressures.

Andritsos & Hanratty (1987b) suggested that the liquid wall shear stress was

better predicted using a correlation which involved the liquid Reynolds number and the

dimensionless height of liquid film, h:

where,
kv„irh„

DCPL L=	 D LD
(2.128)
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u,D 

8 800 < Re L —	 < 47 800
v

(2.133)
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and,	 = {0.082 ljeTY + [0.098 ReL 8/.11(1— h` j1} 02
	

(2.129)

Kawaji et aL (1987) discovered that the liquid holdup could be predicted

reasonably well using the Taitel & Dukler model (1976) with an assumption of

fIL. 3. Several researchers agreed with this approach for stratified flow at high

pressures, i.e. Oliemans (1987) suggested that the maximum value of friction factor in

the oil pipelines was 0.0165; Crowley & Rothe (1988) concluded that 1 < IfG < 10 to

give satisfactory agreement with their field data; Spedding & Hand (1990) proposed

flfG = 4 where both the gas and liquid phases are turbulent and flfG = 0.6 for the

case where the liquid phase is laminar and the gas phase is turbulent stratified flow.

Kowalski (1987) found that the wall shear stress in the gas phase agreed well

with the usual Blasius type of friction factor correlations but the liquid wall friction

factor was under-predicted. Kowalski proposed the following correlation for the liquid

wall friction factor determination based on his experimental results:

(2.130)

He also proposed the following interfacial friction factor correlation:

21;
= 7.5 x 10 5 (i —	

0eL ) 25Re

G —

0 3 pe 0 83

PG (uG —102	
L (2.131)

Baker et al. (1988) introduced a method which is also applicable to the
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intermittent (slug) and annular dispersed flows based on the Taitel & Dukler (1976) flow

pattern map for horizontal pipes. The determination of liquid holdup in the pipeline is

based on Taitel & Dukler model (1976) when the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter, X is

greater than 0.001. Otherwise,

EL= 1.24X'°58	(2.134)

The friction factor for each phase is calculated from the Poiseuille formula for laminar

flow and the Colebrook-White formula for turbulent flow as demonstrated below:

where,

2.51	
eeff

	  log 10	,--+ 	
Re Tp f Tp	 3.7

Re m —
Prp

G,
(2.136)

and the interfacial roughness e, is determined from the following procedure:

If We N	 0.005 then
34 ci

6 ,= 	
• pGu:2

where ci = 0.04 and c2 = 0.5; unfortunately, ua, the average velocity is not defined. We

and Ng, are defined as:
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2
PL 	 UL

Fr L=

c — PG) gi3
(2.144)

CL  
= UL"' 1+ 10.4Re "63IR

U Gs A

(2.145)
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N p L —

2
P L

Pc a 6,

(2.141)

Bendiksen et aL (1989) considered the average wave height Ahw as the absolute

interfacial roughness in a stratified flow and used this to calculate the interfacial friction.

He gave the following expression for the wave height:

(2.142)

Hamersma & Hart (1989) showed the apparent roughness of liquid film was

related to the average value of the measured liquid layer thickness in stratified flow.

They applied the Colebrook & White equation with k„ the apparent interfacial roughness,

given by:

k, = 2.3k,	(2.143)

Hart et al (1989) conducted an experimental study which is mainly concerned

with the prediction of pressure gradient and holdup at small liquid holdup, i.e. eL. <0.06.

The wetted perimeter fraction, 0, is correlated in terms of the liquid Froude number:

where UL is the average liquid velocity. The interfacial roughness is correlated to the film

thickness 8which is assumed to be uniform:
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(i) 
if Fr L > 1— 00 

then the flow is annular and 0 = 1
C3

(ii) If the flow is not annular: 0 = + e3 Frr (2.147)

The interfacial roughness, kb the interfacial friction factor, fi and the gas phase friction

factor, fG are calculated from the following

k = 2.38

equations respectively:

e
(2.148)= 2.3

40

0.0625
f, — (2.149)

log10[
15	 YD+

{

R eG	 3.715

0.07725
(2.150)fG	 2

Re ;[logi 0 { }]

A two-phase friction factor is defined for application to the gas phase regime which is the

weighted average of the interfacial and gas phase friction factors:

= J; ( 1— gii)fG

Hart et al. correlated liquid friction factor as follows:

= los Re 726

.f,

(2.151)

(2.152)

frp

Xiao (1990) used two approaches for the evaluation of interfacial friction factor.
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We G NiAL 0.005
	

k

	 34a	
(2.156)
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The first was based on an earlier method by Baker et al. (1988) in which interfacial

roughness was related to Weber number and liquid viscosity number defined as follows:

The product WeG NA used which is

and which does not depend on k,. The simplified version of the Baker et al. (1988)

correlation was as follows:

We G N PL > 0.005

N

170c7(We GN)I,L
O3

k, = 	
PG UL

(2.157)

In his second approach, Xiao correlated interfacial friction factor in terms of

dimensionless groups developed as a results of a dimensionless analysis carried out by

Duns and Ros (see Beggs & Brill, 1986). The correlation (based on a data bank for

stratified flow) was as follows:

f; = 0.053	 (2.158)

where the parameter is given by:
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and, when Re L � 2100 ft.. = 0.0262(eL Re Ls ) 013 9	 (2.165)
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The four dimensionless parameters in Equation 2.159 are as follows:

N Gv = UGftiPL
g cr

N Lv = 11 LftiPLg cr

ND = DAIP`g

g 
N L = PL‘i 3

Cr PL.

(2.160)

(2.161)

(2.162)

(2.163)

Hand (1991) proposed new relationships for both the liquid-to-wall friction

factor and for the interfacial friction factor. For the liquid-to-wall friction factor, he

gives the following equations:

For the interfacial friction factor, Hand proposed the following relationships:

(i)	 For air-water flow:

II Ds
f = 1.76(J + k,	 (2.166)
fG	 6

k, = 2.7847logio(UL, + 
6

)I I D, 
where,	 + 7.8035 (2.167)
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If Uas 5m/s, (2.168)

and, if U > 5m/s,	 — = 1+
f,	 rhL) 05 ( U Gs

JG	 D )	 5 -1) (2.169)

0.0625

15 k D

{1c)g1 °(Re, ± 37715)1

2fG - (2.170)

—
h' 

= a + b(61Re,) -F eL Rea 
)2	

(2.172)
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(ii)	 For air-viscous oil flow:

Jayanti (1991) recommended the use Sinai's model (1983) for evaluation of

interfacial friction factor, with a maximum of f = 5f, . For the gas-to-wall friction

factor, the following implicit expression due to Chen (19 ) was suggested:

A similar expression was recommended for the liquid friction factor.

Srichai (1994) developed a new empirical relationship for the interfacial friction

factor. This involves relating the interfacial roughness to the root mean square (rms)

fluctuations of liquid height h' defined as follows:

h' = 11(h –1) 2	 (2.171)

where h is the instantaneous liquid height and T./ the mean liquid height. Srichai obtained

the following expressions for h' based on his experimental data

where ReG is the gas phase Reynolds number defined as follows:
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Re,
Ls. 7T 1)2

7,IL 4S,
(2.173)

L= 0.765k Resj 
0 562

(2.179)
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where EL is the liquid phase holdup.	 The constants in Equation 2.172 are given as

follows:

4 517

a= 2.65 x 10 4( pG

)

Pc – PG
(2.174)

I 22

b = 8.995 x 10 10 ( PG ) (2.175)
Pc – PG

c= 1.897x1O 1 PG

0 925

(2.176)
PL - PG

Srichai derived the following relationship between k, (the interfacial roughness) and h':

k,	 h' 
0 0825

—
D

= 0.1985(—
D

Srichai introduced the value of k, into the Colebrook-White equation:

1 
lizT4	 1

.74 – 2 log,,,(
2k

' +	
18.7 )

D Re, PTA

(2.177)

(2.178)

to calculate f. He also used the above equation to calculate the gas-to-wall friction

factor 1G. For the liquid-to-wall friction factor IL, Srichai suggested a new equation as

follows:
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2.7	 OVERVIEW

As has been seen from the above descriptions, the literature on three-phase gas-

liquid-liquid flow is much more limited than those on two-phase gas-liquid or liquid-

liquid flows. Phenomena encountered in three-phase flow are quite complex with the

most additional factor (relative to two-phase flow) being the effects of mixing of the

liquid phases giving rise to anomalous viscosity near the phase inversion region and

peaks in the pressure gradient and phase holdups near the phase inversion point. Models

for three-phase flow (mainly for stratified flow) had been developed by number of

authors but had not been validated systematically against experimental data. These

models have been all surely empirical type and also based on the three-fluid model. The

latter approach seems to be more promising from a generic point of view. However,

with the three-fluid model, there is a strong element of empiricism in the choice of

closure relationships for interfacial and wall friction. The relationships which had been

developed for two-phase flow have been discussed and this discussion will be a useful

basis for the analysis of the three-phase flow data which is described in Chapter 6.
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Researcher Pipe
Geometry

Fluid Properties & Flow
Velocity (m/s)

Focus and Parameters

Russel eta!.
(1959)

horizontal, smooth
transparent

D = 25.4 nun.

water, white mineral oil, 170 = 18
triPa s ; po= 834 kg/m3 ; UolUw, =
0.1— 10,

U,,— 0.035-1.08 m/s

pressure drop, flow patterns (bubble, stratified,
mixed)

Charles et al.
(1961)

acetate-butyrate
tube;

D — 26.4 mm ;
L = 7.3 m

water, oil (with CC74);

qo = 6.29, 16.8 and 65 inPa a @
25°C ; po = 998 kg/m3;

crow— 0.044, 0.045, 0.03 N/m

oil drops in water, oil slugs in water, oil in
water concentric (water-annulas/oil core),
water drops in oil (dispersed)

Yu & Sparrow
(1969)

horizontal
rectangular duct

2 immiscible liquids; both phases can
be either laminar or turbulent

stratified, waves had no effect on pressure
drop when the phases were laminar

Hasson et al.
(1970)

horizontal glass
pipe;
D	 12.6 nun;
L— 12.7 m

distilled water and kerosene-
perchlorethylene solution,

Po — 1020 kg/m3 ;

q — 1 mPa s; qo	 0.82 mPa s;w

aw= 0.067 N/m; ao= 0.0285 N/m
A 30°C

stability conditions for water-core/oil-annular
flow: wall film rupture (low speed) & core
collapse due to growth of interfacial waves
(high speed)

Guzhov et al.
(1973)

water and transformer oil;

Po= 896 kg/m3;

770 = 21.7 mPa s (a 20°C

flow patterns (separated, mixed and
dispersed), pressure drop

Malinowsky
(1975)

horizontal tube

D = 41.0 nun;

L. = 6.0 m

water and oil;

po= 852 kg/m3;

go — 4.7 mPa s A 21°C

flow patterns (stratified, dispersed), pressure
gradient, in-situ phase fractions for oil-water
and air-oil-water flows

Wicks & Fraser
(1975)

Plastic Pipe;
D	 25.0 nun;

entrainment of a stationary water layer into the
oil mainstream.

Oglesby (1979) similar to
Malinowsky

water and three types of oil:

770 = 58, 84, 115 mPa s A 21°C

flow patterns (stratified, intermittent,
dispersed, water-core/oil-annular)

Stapelberg &
Mewes (1990)

transparent tubes;
D = 24 & 59 mm

water and white mineral oil;

po= 850 kg/m3;

Ito = 30 inPa s;

aow 0.05 N m

flow patterns (stratified, oil in water dispersion
& water in oil dispersion)

Ribeiro (1994) influence of pipe wall material on stability of
oil-core/water-annular flow

Nadler &
Mewes (1995b)

similar to

StaPelberg &
Mewes; Perspex)
(acrylic resin)
tubes with 59 mm
ID

water and commercial mineral oil;

po = 841 kg/m3;

20 tnP s

flow patterns (stratified, stratified with mixing
at the interface, unstable water in oil emulsion,
layers of water in oil dispersion and water,
layers of dispersions and water, oil in water
dispersion above water layer, unstable oil in
water dispersion

Kurban eta!.
(1994)

horizontal and 1°
upward inclined
stainless steel
pipes; L — 40 m;

D = 77.9 mm

water and Shell Tellus 22.

po = 865 kg/m3 A 15°C;

go = 45 mPa s A 25°C

flow patterns: stratified and mixed-stratified;
flow visualisation, pressure drop, volume
fraction.

Kurban et al.
(1995)

horizontal acrylic
pipe, L — 10 m;

D = 25.4 mm

mixture velocities up to 1.1 tn/s;
water and EXXSOL, D80;

po = 800 kg/m3 ;

rlo = 1.6 mPa s (0 25°C

aow = 0.017 N/m @ 22°C;

a00 = 0.027 N/m A 22°C

flow patterns of stratified and dispersed;
used a high frequency impedance probe to
measure stratified flow oil-water interface
level; used a conductance technique and
photographic technique to study size
distribution in dispersed flow.

Angeli (1996) horizontal stainless
steel and acrylic
MIX] pipes;

L = 10 m;

D = 25.4 min

water and kerosene;

Po — 801 kg/m3;

*to = 1.6 rtiPa s @ 25°C

0bw = 0.017 N/m (0. 22°C;

croo— 0.027 N/m (ct 22°C

fully mixed regime obtained at lower mixture
velocities of 1.3 tn/s (in steel pipe) and 1.7 trds
(in "Transpalite" pipe); integrated volume
fraction (high frequency impedance probe),
slip ratio, drop size distribution (endoscope
and conductivity probe).

Table 2.1 Summary of flow pattern studies of oil-water flow
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Category Flow Regime Configuration

separated stratified liquid layer below gas with a planar
interface

annular gas core and liquid film; asymmetric phase
distribution

mixed or
transition

slug gas pocket in liquid

annular with
entrainment

gas core with droplets and liquid film with
gas bubbles

dispersed bubbly gas bubbles in liquid continuous phase

droplet spherical and elliptical liquid droplets in
gas

Table 2.2 Classification of gas-liquid flow (Ishii, 1975)

Category Flow Regime Configuration

separated stratified water layer in oil with a planar interface

core-annular oil core and water annular film with a
circular and predominantly asymmetric
interface

mixed or
transition

intermittent phases alternately occupying the pipes as
a free phase or as a dispersion

stratified with
dispersed

layers of a dispersion with a free phase

annular with
dispersion

oil core with droplets and water film with
oil droplets

dispersed water in oil water droplets in oil continuous phase

oil in water oil droplets in water continuous phase

Table 2.3 Classification of liquid-liquid flow (Kurban, 1997)
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Researcher Focus

Russel et al.
(1959)

_

represented oil-water pressure drop data by a modified Fanning friction factor that
based on the water superficial velocity and developed from the analytical study of the
laminar flow of two immiscible fluids between two parallel plates. 	 Data grouped
using oil-water ratio as correlation parameter in order to compare with water single-
phase flow friction factor.

Malinowsky
(1975)

compare data to predicted pressure drops from two simple oil-water flow models:
homogeneous and no-slip stratified models.

Arirachakaran
(1983)

studied pressure drop and (continuous phase) inversion phenomenon in two dispersed
oil-water system.	 Maximum frictional pressure drop obtained when the continuous
phase changed from water to oil and water fraction for such inversion to occur
decreases as oil viscosity increases.

Wu eta!. (1986) verified the practical feasibility of stable annular-core flow as a mean of reducing the
drag in the transportation of extremely viscous crude oils. Stable core-flow mode was
possible for the oil viscosities studied: 2000, 2200 and 10000 tnPa s and the optimum
water fraction for reducing the pressure drop was around 0.1 for al oil flow rates.

Stapelberg &
Mewes (1990)

two minima in pressure drop obtained when water flowrate increased; the first
minimum was the limit of pressure drop reduction that having stratified oil-water flow
and the second minimum was obtained as a result of breaking up of the stratified flow
regime into oil-in water dispersed flow.	 Pressure drop correlated well using the
classical Lockhart-Martinelli (1949) equation (Charles & Lilleth, 1966).

Angell (1996) pipe material affected the measured pressure gradients, i.e. higher in the steel than in
the "Transpalite" pipe.	 In dispersed region, pressure gradient increased suddenly at
the phase inversion point, while in all cases the friction factor of oil-water dispersions
was lower than or equal to that for single phase oil or water flow having the same
velocities as the mixture. Prewetting of pipe with a particular phase affected the two-
phase pressure gradient. The use of an in-line mixer at the pipe inlet resulted higher
pressure gradients and more mixed flow patterns.

Kurban (1997) With two liquids with similar viscosity, it was found that pressure drop increased with
an increase in either oil or water flow rates. Due to higher wall roughness, pressure
drops in stainless steel were higher than that in "Transpalite" pipe. 	 With a more
viscous oil, pressure drops increased approximately linearly with the oil flow but
increased in a power function with the water flow.

Table 2.4 Summary of pressure drop studies of oil-water flow
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Researcher(s) Pipe
Geometry

Fluid
Properties

Flow
Velocity

(m/s)

Focus &
Parameters

Sobocinski I.D=79.3mm; pG =1.2kg/m3 ; U ., 2.4-l6.3; Gas-liquid stratified,
(1955) L =11.6m pG =0.018cP; Uo., =0.006-0.09; oil-water

Po =840kg/m3; U„s =0.002-0.09 emulsification;
Po =2.83cP (at
38°C);

Pressure drop, phase
holdup

=1000kg/m3;
p,,,=1.0cP

Sobocinski & I.D=79.3nun; pG :::1.2kg/m 3 ; (Jac =2.4-16.3; Gas-liquid stratified,
Huntington L =11.6m pG =0.018cP; UO3=0.006-0.09; Pressure drop, phase

(1958) Po =840kg/m3 ;
po =2.83cP (at

U,,,s =0.002-0.09 holdup

38°C);
=1000kg/m3;

p,„=1.0cP

Shakirov (1969) Gas-oil-water

Schlichting Oil-water-gas
(1970)

Guzhov eta!. pol p=.5cst (at Ul3=65-570m3/d Plug-dispersed;
(1974) 30°C) and 3cst (at Watercut : 0.5- Pressure drop

50°C) 70%

Malinowslcy I.D=38.1nun; pG = 1.8-2.9kg/m3 ; U,= 1.5-4.3; Gas-liquid slug
(1975) L =29.7m ,uG =0.018cP; Uos =0.26-1.36; Pressure drop

po =848kg/m3 ;
ido =4.0cP (at

U„,., =0.19-2.08

25°C);
p„,=998kg/m3;

p,„=0.98cP

cra„,=22.3dyn/cm

(at 25°C);
aG0=29.6dyn/cm
(at 25°C);

Shean (1976) Vertical pipe Oil-water-air flow;
Phase holdups,
Pressure drop

Laflin & I.D=38.1min; p2.0-3.8kg/m3 ; U Gs =2.1 -4.3; Gas-liquid slug
Oglesby (1976) L =29.7m pG=0.018cP; U05 0.17-1.16; Pressure drop

P. =818kg/m3 ;
p0 =3.9cP (at

U.,., 0.171.16

25°C);
p,,,=998kg,/m3;
pm, =0.98cP
ao,„=22.3dyn/cm

(at 25°C)

Table 2.5 Summary of three-phase flow studies identified in the literature
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Researcher(s) Pipe
Geometry

Fluid
Properties

Flow
Velocity

(m/s)

Focus &
Parameters

Stapelberg & I.D=38.1mm; pG 2-...1.2kg/m3 ; UGs=0.0-0.6; Gas-liquid stratified
Mewes (1989) L =29.7m pG =0.018cP; U05=0.04; with stratified oil-

p0 =850kg,/ m3 ;
po =30cP;
p=998kg/m3;
pw=1.0cP

U5=0.04-0.06 water
Pressure drop

Nuland eta!. I.D=31mm; pG -A51.2kg/m3 ; UG3=1.0-11; flow pattern, phase
(1991) L =26m pG=0.018cP;

po =800kg/m3 ;
po=1.6cP;

pw=1000kg/m3;
pw=1.0cP

U05 =0.012-0.62;
U,y, =0.0-0.62

holdup,
Pressure drop

Stapelberg & I.D=59min; pG =1.8-2.9kg/m3 ; UG3=1.5-3.3; Gas-liquid slug;
Mewes (1991) L =35m pG=0.018cP;

pa =858kg/m3 ;
po =31cP;
pn=1000kg/m3;
py,=1.0cP

cray53.5dyn/cm

U05=0.0-0.25;
(4,3=0.0-0.25

slug frequency,
Pressure drop

Nadler et al. ID =59nun; pG =1.8-2.9kg/m3 ; UG5=1.5-3.3; Gas-liquid slug;
(1992) L =35m 1.1G =0.018cP;

po =858kg/m3 ;
po =31cP;
fik,,=1000kg/m3;

Uos=0.0-0.25;
U5=0.0-0.25

slug frequency,
Pressure drop

14,,=1.0cP

a-0„=53.5dyn/cm

Acikgea eta!. I.D =19nun; pG z. 1.2kg/m3 ; UGs =0.15-16.6; flow pattern, water
(1992) L =5.78m pG =0.018cP; Uos =0.023-0.24; content

P. =864kg/m3 ; Uws=0.004-0.60
,ua=116.4cP;

p„ =998kg/m3;
/4„,=0.97cP

Lahey eta!. I.D =19mm; pG =1.2kg/m3 ; UG, =0.35-16.6; flow pattern, phase
(1992) L =5.78m 1.IG =0.018cP; Uas =0.023-0.24; holdup

Po =864kg/m3 ; U5=0.0035-
p0 = 116.4cP; 0.66

Ay =998kg/m3;
p,„=0.97cP

Table 2.5 Summary of three-phase flow studies identified in the literature
(continued)
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Researcher(s) Pipe
Geometry

Fluid
Properties

Flow
Velocity

(m/s)

Focus &
Parameters

Hall (1992) I.D=79.9mm; pa = 1.2- UG3=0.98-4.1; gas-liquid slug with
L =40m 4.0kg/m3; Uos =0.0-0.54; oil-water flow

pG =0.018cP;
Po =872kg/m3 ;

Uws=0.0-0.83 patterns;
pressure drop

P0 =50cP (at
20°C);
As=1000kg/m3;
A,=1cP

Lee eta!. (1992) I.D =100rnm; pa =2.45kg/m3 ; UG5 =0.5-15; gas-liquid flow
L =10m ,uG=0.015cP; U05 =0.05-2.0; patterns;

po =820kg/m3 ;
p0 =2cP and 15cP;
salt water

U.3=0.05-2.0 pressure drop

Linga (1992a) I.D =67nun; pa = 1.2- UG3=0.5-10; flow patterns;
L =99m 4.8kg/m3; U05 =0.0-0.2; phase holdup;

,tic, =0.018cP; U„..,=0.0-0.2 pressure drop

Po =798kg/m3;
14=1.85cP;
p„, =999kg/m3;
A.,=1cP

Linga (1992b) I.D =67mm; pG 2.-4.8kg/m3 ; UG3=0.5-10; flow patterns;
L =99m ,uG=0.018cP; Uos =0.0-0.12; phase holdup;
1° upward
inclined pipe

po=798kg/m3;
p0=1.85cP;

Uw5=0.0-0.12 pressure drop

=999kg/ m3;

p„=1cP

Lunde et aL I.D =100nun; pa :-.--1.2-4.0kg/m3; UG3 =0.5-3.5; gas-liquid slug with
(1993) L =20m pa =0.018cP; U0s=0.0-1.1; oil-water flow

2° upward p0=800kg/m3; U.., =0.0-1.1 patterns;
inclined pipe p0 =2cP and 32cP;

p„,=1000kg/m3 ;
phase holdup;
pressure drop

=1cP
crow=17dyn/cm
and 22dyn/cm
0'6'0=27dpi/cm
and 33dyn/cm

Nadler eta!. I.D =59mm; pG <6kg/m3 ; UG3=0.1-10; Gas-liquid slug;
(1992) L =48m pG =0.018cP; Uos =0.0-0.9; phase holdup;

po =840kg/m3 ; U .. =0.0-0.9 Pressure drop
A, =26cP;
p„,=1000kg/m3;

A1.0cP
a-0.=52dynicm
crG0=30dynkm

Table 2.5 Summary of three-phase flow studies identified in the literature
(continued)
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Researcher(s) Pipe
Geometry

Fluid
Properties

Flow
Velocity

(m/s)

Focus &
Parameters

Stapelberg & I.D =23.8 and pG ft11.2kg/m3 ; U Gs =0-3.0; Gas-liquid slug;
Mewes (1994) 59111m;

L =35m
,uG=0.018cP;

p0=858kg/m3;
Uos =0.0-0.25;
U3=0.0-0.25

slug frequency,
Pressure drop

P. =31cP;
if,w=1000kg/m3;

A,=1.0cP
a=53.5dyn/cm

Neogi eta!. I.D =100mm; pG = 1.8-14kg/m3 ; U Gs =2.0-7.0; Gas-liquid stratified;
(1994) L = 10m ,uG =0 .015cP; Uos =0.05-0.15; phase holdup

p0 =820kg/m3 ;
po=2cP;
p„,=1000kg/m3;
pw=0.98cP

Uw,=0.05-0.15

Zhou & Jepson I.D =100mm; pG =2.31kg/m3 ; U,,,,x =3.0-6.0; Gas-liquid slug;
(1994) L = 10m pG=0.015cP;

po =825kg/ m3 ;
po =2cP;
salt water

gas fraction in slug
at specific position

Nadler & I.D =59mm; pG =--1.2kg,/m3; UGs =0.1-13.5; Gas-liquid slug with
Mewes L =12m pc, =0.018cP; U„, =0.3-1.5; oil-water flow

(1995a,b) p0=841kg/m3;
po =31cP;
p,,,=998kg/m3;
pw=1.0cP

Uws =0.3-1.5 patterns;
Pressure drop

Langsholt I.D =100mm; pG =20-50kg/m3 ; UGs =2-7; Gas-liquid flow
(1995a,b) L =20m pG=0.015cP; U0s=0.03-0.3; pattern with oil-

2° upward Po =825kg/m3 ; Uw5=0.03-0.1 water distribution
inclined pipe p01.90;

pw =1000-
described;
phase holdup;

1210kg/m3 ; Pressure drop

=1.0-5.0cP

o-ow=17dynicm
ac,0=23dyn/cm
crG„ =73dyn/cm

Jepson et aL I.D = 100mm; PG =2.3 lkg/m3 ; U,„,x=1-1.8; Gas-liquid slug;
(1995) L =10m 1.1G =0.015cP;

po,1 =900kg/m3 ;
Pod =96cP;
Po,2 =832kg/m3;

gas fraction in slug
at specific position
pressure drop within
slug body

14,2 =2cP;
salt water

Table 2.5 Summary of three-phase flow studies identified in the literature
(continued)
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Researcher(s) Pipe
Geometry

Fluid
Properties

Flow
Velocity

(m/s)

Focus &
Parameters

Pan et al. (1995) I.D=79.9mm;
L =40m
2° upward
inclined pipe

pG = 1.2-7.2kg/m3 ;
pG=0.018cP;
po =872kg/m3 ;
po =50cP;
p„, =998kg/m3;
pw=1.0cP

UO3 =3.2-15.3;
UO3 =0.0.3-0.3;
U3=0.0-0.4

Gas-liquid slug with
oil-water flow
patterns
phase holdup;
Pressure drop

Gopal et al.
(1995)

I.D = 100nun;
L =20m

pG =2.31kg/m3 ;
pa =0.015cP;
Po =832kg/m3;
14 =2cP;
salt water

U„,ix =3-6 shear stresses and
turbulence intensity
in liquid slug

Zahri (1995) I.D=77.9mm;
L =110m

pG =54.9kg/m3 ;
AiG=0.015cP;
Po =780kg/m3 ;
po = 1.34cP;
pw=1017kg/m3;
pw=0.718cP

UG5=1.2-9.1;
Ues=0.2-2.7;
U.:=0.0-2.3

Gas-liquid stratified,
slug and bubbly
slug characteristics
Pressure drop

Roberts (1995) I.D=79.9nun;
L =40m

pG =1.5-
13.5kg/m3;
,uG =0.018cP;
po =872kg/m3 ;
po=50cP;
pw=1000kg/m3;
//,,,=1.0cP

UG:=1.5-10;
U=0.0-0. 1;
U.3=0.015-0.14

Gas-liquid stratified
with oil-water flow
patterns
phase holdup

Pan (1996) I.D=79.9nun;
L =40m
Horizontal &
1° upward
inclined pipe

pG = 1.5-
13.5kg/m3;
/./3 =0.018cP;
Po =865kg/m3 ;
14 =50cP;
p. = 1000kg/m3 ;
pw = 1.0cP

Various Ranges
Air-oil-water flow at
various operating
pressures, flow
patterns, flow pattern
maps,
phase holdups,
pressure drop

Donnelly (1997) I.D =
25.9nun
L = 9m

Various Ranges
Gas-liquid-liquid
flow, flow patterns
phase holdups

Table 2.5 Summary of three-phase flow studies identified in the literature
(continued)
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No. Sobocinski's Flow Pattern

Part 2	 Part 3

Interpretation and Simplification

Part 2	 Part 3

I No liquid mixing / Stratified Separated / Stratified smooth

2 No liquid mixing / Ripple Separated / Stratified wavy

3 Inception of Oil & water mixing / Surface waves Dispersed separated / Stratified wavy

4 Incipient emulsion / Light waves Dispersed separated / Stratified wavy

5 Incipient emulsion / Waves Dispersed separated / Stratified wavy

6 Incipient emulsion / Waves Dispersed / Stratified wavy

7 Partial emulsion / Heavy waves Dispersed / Stratified wavy

8 Partial emulsion / Light crests Dispersed / Stratified wavy

9 Emulsion / Semi annular Dispersed / Stratified annular

Table 2.6 Sobocinski (1955) three-phase flow pattern classification (Pan, 1996)

No

Part 1

Three-Phase Flow Patterns

Part 2	 Part 3

Abbreviation

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Oil based

Oil based

Oil based

Oil based

Oil based

Oil based

Water based

Water based

Water based

_ Water based

/ Dispersed

/ Dispersed

/ Dispersed

/ Separated

/ Separated

/ Separated Dispersed

/ Dispersed

/ Dispersed

/ Separated

/ Dispersed

/ Plug Flow

/ Slug Flow

/ Stratified Wavy Flow

/ Stratified Wavy Flow

/ Stratifying Annular Wavy Flow

/ Stratifying Annular Flow

/ Slug Flow

/ Stratified Wavy Flow

/ Incipient Stratifying Annular Flow

/ Stratifying Annular Flow

0-D-P1

0-D-S'1

0-D-St.W

0-S-St.W

0-S-St.A.W

0-5'.D-St.A

W-D-57

W-D-St.W

W-S.D-I.SLA

W-D-St.A

Table 2.7 Three-phase flow patterns identified by Acikg6z et aL (1992)
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element 1
	

element 2	 element 3

Dispersed
Three-phase
flow pattern —0-

classification

Separated

_apit

Oil continuous

Water continuous

Bubble

Stratified
•

- Plug

- Slug

—IN.- Annular

Table 2.8 The WASP three-phase flow pattern classification

FLOW PATTERN

Element 1: Element 2: Element 3:

No.
oil-water
relation

continuos liquid
phase

air-liquid relation
Abbreviation

1 Separated	 Slug Flow SS1

2 Dispersed	 Water continuous	 Slug Flow DWS1

3 Dispersed	 Oil continuous	 Slug Flow DOS!

4 Separated	 Stratified SSt

5 Dispersed	 Oil continuous	 Stratified DOSt

6 Dispersed	 Oil continuous	 Annular DOA

7 Dispersed	 Water continuous	 Stratified DWS't

8 Dispersed	 Water continuous	 Annular DWA

Table 2.9 Flow pattern identification in the WASP air-oil-water experiments
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Research Workers Method/Technique Studied Flow Regime

Arnold and Hewitt (1967) simultaneous X-ray flash and light
flash photographs

annular

Hubbard and Dukler
(1966)

local pressure fluctuations separated, dispersed,
intermittent

Jones and Zuber (1975) high intensity X-ray beam bubble, slug, annular

Weisman eta!. (1979) amplitude and frequency of the
pressure loss fluctuation

stratified smooth, stratified
wavy, slug, annular,
dispersed

Vince and Lahey (1982) a high intensity dual X-ray system
(with six parallel beams)

bubble, slug, annular
(upward vertical)

Tutu (1984) pressure drop fluctuation bubble and slug (vertical)

Lin and Hanratty (1987) 2 differential pressure transducers slug and pseudo-slug

Barnea eta!. (1980) a series of multiple conductivity
probes

stratified, stratified wavy,
slug, annular, dispersed

Sekoguchi and Takeishi
(1989)

a supermultiple-point-electrode
probes and a supermultiple-ring-
electrode probe

slugs and large waves

Kang and Kim (1992) multi-conductance probes stratified wavy

Hoogendoom (1959) capacitance sensor

Geraets and Borst (1988) capacitance sensor

Abel and Resch (1978) hot-wire probes gas-liquid phases (in non-
conductive fluids)

Reimann eta!. (1981) conductance probe, pressure
transducer, five beam gamma
densitometer

slug and annular

Hand (1991),
Ferguson (1993),
Spedding and Spence
(1993)

high speed video camera, pressure
drop fluctuation

all types

Hall (1992),
Roberts (1995),
Khor eta! (1996),
Pan (1996)

high speed video camera, dual
energy gamma densitometer

all types (three-phase flow)

Srichai (1994),
Hale et al. (1994),
Manolis (1996),
King eta! (1996)

pressure drop fluctuation,
conductivity probes, dual energy
gamma densitometer

stratified, pseudo-slug, slug
(two-phase air-water flow)

Table 2.10 Summary of methods used to identify the flow patterns
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Transition Boundary UGs

ft/s(	 )

1.11,3

(ft/ s)

Physical properties correction -
multiply equation of transition

boundary by

Stratified to elongated bubble 0.1 0.5 1.0/Y

0.5 0.5

Wave to slug 7.5 0.3 1'

40.0 0.3

Elongated bubble and slug to 0.1 14.0 1'

dispersed bubble 230.0 14.0

Stratified and elongated 3.50 0.01
bubble to wave and slug 14.0 0.1

X
10.5 0.2

2.5 1.15

2.5 4.8

3.25 14.0

Wave and slug to annular- 70.0 0.01
mist 60.0 0.1

38.0 0.3 X
40.0 0.55

50.0 1.0

100.0 2.5

230.0 14.0

Dispersed bubble to annular- 230.0 14.0 X

mist 269.0 30.0

Table 2.11 Coordinates for transition boundaries of Mandhane et al. (1974)
flow pattern map

Transition Dimensionless Groups

Stratified to Intermittent X, Y, F

Stratified to Annular X Y, F

Stratified smooth to Stratified wavy X, Y, K

Intermittent to Dispersed bubble X, Y, T

Intermittent to Annular X, V

Table 2.12 Flow pattern transitions with dimensionless groups (Taitel &
Dukler, 1976)
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case 1
case 2

"L"
0.010

0.005

8
.90000

-0.005 —

-0.010 	
0.00 1.00	 2.00	 3.00

velocity (m/s)

(c)
interface @ 62.5%

0.010 	

0.005

	

g 0.000 	
*E41

2 -o.00s —
E

I-0.010 —

-0.015 --

	

-0.020 	
0.00

case 1
case 2

•

•
•
•
•

1.00	 2.00	 3.00	 4.00
velocity (m/s)

case 1: rio = 1.6 mPas; dp/dz = 280 Pa/m

case 2: 770 = 16 mPas; dp/dz = 2800 Palm

Figure 2.1 Turbulent flow calculations with the method implemented on the
CFX-F3D code. Velocity profiles at the symmetry plane for different interface

positions; (a) 37.5%; (b) 50.0%; (c) 62.5% (Kurban., 1997)
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Flow Direction

•	 :.• Dispersed
Bubble Flow

&•••••n•••••••/""••••••••••n•••n••••••••••••
Stratified-
Wavy Flow

Plug
Flow

:.".	 . 1.	 • •
Semi-
Slug Flow

Intermittent
Flow

Slug
Flow

Annular-
Dispersed
Flow

Figure 2.2 Main flow patterns in horizontal two-phase flow (Hewitt, 1982)
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Figure 2.3 Flow patterns in horizontal three-phase flow (Acikeiz et al., 1992)
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1.6

G Tots/ Liquids = 35300 lbs/hr - ft2
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Mass Velocity Water/Mass Velocity Gas - Oil

Figure 2.4 Measured three-phase pressure gradient wersus the ratio of water to oil mass
fluxes (Sobocinski, 1955)

Figure 2.5 Three-phase mass holdups of oil and water wersus air mass flux (Sobocinski,
1955)
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Figure 2.7 Plot of horizontal three-phase flow patterns on a revised Beggs & Brill flow
pattern map (Malinowslcy, 1975)
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1
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Figure 2.8 Plot of horizontal three-phase flow patterns on a revised Beggs & Brill flow
pattern map (Laflin & Oglesby, 1976)

Superficial Gas Velocity (Ws)

Figure 2.9 Plot of horizontal three-phase flow patterns on a revised Mandhane et al. flow
pattern map (Laflin & Oglesby, 1976)
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Figure 2.10 Original map of Baker (1954) for two-phase flow pattern

UL,dummy =( 1 -Ad U0 + 1141UWs (M/S)

Figure 2.11 Baker's flow pattern map revised for three-phase flow (Stapelberg & Mewes,
1994)
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104
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Figure 2.12 Three-phase flow pattern map at a constant superficial oil velocity,
U0,= 9.0 m/s (AcikgOz et al., 1992)

Figure 2.13 WASP three-phase flow pattern map at 0 bar(g) in a 3 inch
horizontal pipe (Uo, = 0.095 m/s, Pan, 1996)
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Figure 2.14 WASP three-phase flow pattern map at 5 bar(g) in a 3 inch
horizontal pipe (U0, = 0.102 mis, Pan, 1996)

Figure 2.15 WASP three-phase flow pattern map at 10 bar(g) in a 3 inch
horizontal pipe (U0, = 0.102 m/s, Pan, 1996)
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U4

Figure 2.16 Comparison of WASP three-phase flow pattern data at 5 bar(g)
with Acikgoz et al.'s (1992) map at 0 bar(g) (Pan, 1996)
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Figure 2.17 Comparison of WASP three-phase flow pattern data at 5 bar(g)
with Baker's map (1954) using real superficial liquid velocity (Pan, 1996)
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Figure 2.18 Comparison of WASP three-phase flow pattern data at 5 bar(g)
with Baker's map (1954) using the dummy superficial liquid velocity proposed

by Stapelberg el aL (1990) (Pan, 1996)

Input Liquid Fraction, AL

Figure 2.19 Comparison of WASP three-phase flow pattern data at 5 bar(g)
with Beggs & Brill map (1973) (Pan, 1996)
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Figure 2.20 Comparison of WASP three-phase flow pattern data at 5 bar(g)
with Mandhane et al. map (1974) at 5 bar(g) (Pan, 1996)
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Figure 2.21 a Comparison of WASP three-phase flow pattern data at 0 bar(g)
with Taitel & Du'der's map (1976) at 0 bar(g) (Pan, 1996)
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Figure 2.21 b Comparison of WASP three-phase flow pattern data at 5 bar(g)
with Taitel & Dukler's map (1976) at 5 bar(g) (Pan, 1996)
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Figure 2.22 a Comparison of WASP three-phase flow pattern data at 0 bar(g)
with Weisman map (1976) at 0 bar(g) (Pan, 1996)

Figure 2.22 b Comparison of WASP three-phase flow pattern data at 5 bar(g)
with Weisman map (1976) at 5 bar(g) (Pan, 1996)
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Figure 2.23 Measured phase holdup at constant oil and air flowrates (WASP
three-phase air-oil-water flow in 10 upward inclined pipe at atmospheric

pressure, Pan, 1996)
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Figure 2.23 Measured phase holdup at constant oil and air flowrates (WASP
three-phase air-oil-water flow in 10 upward inclined pipe at atmospheric

pressure, Pan, 1996) -continued
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Figure 2.23 Measured phase holdup at constant oil and air flowrates (WASP
three-phase air-oil-water flow in 1° upward inclined pipe at atmospheric

pressure, Pan, 1996) -continued
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Figure 2.24 Measured phase holdup at constant oil and air flowrates (WASP
three-phase air-oil-water flow in 1° upward inclined pipe at atmospheric

pressure, Pan, 1996)
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CHAPTER 3

WASP - THE HIGH PRESSURE

MULTIPHASE FACILITY

3.1	 BACKGROUND

In response to the need for better understanding of multiphase flow, a high

pressure multiphase flow facility (WASP — Water, Air, Sand and Petroleum) was

designed, constructed and commissioned in the Department of Chemical Engineering at

Imperial College, University of London. WASP has been in operation since 1991 and

several projects have already been completed, the work being supported by the

Engineering and Physical Science Research Council (EPSRC), by the Development of

Trade and Industry (DTI) and by the oil company members of the WASP Industrial

Consortium.

In the following Sections of this Chapter, the WASP high pressure multiphase

flow facility is described together with its control system and instrumentation. Properties

of the fluids used are also given. Further information on the rig and of the background

safety issues are given, for instance, in previous theses describing work on the rig

(Davies, 1992; Hall, 1992; Pan, 1996).

3.2	 DESCRIPTION OF THE WASP FACILITY

Figure 3.1 shows the schematic diagram of the WASP facility. The Facility was

designed to enable the experimental investigation of flows with various combinations of

up to four phases, namely air, water, oil and sand (suspended in the liquid phases), at

operating pressures up to 50 bar. The test section consists of a 77.92 mm I.D (nominal 3

inch) stainless steel pipeline of 38 m in length which can be inclined by ±1.5° from the

horizontal. Up to the present time, only fluid phases (namely air, oil and water) have
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been used in the rig.

The gas phase, air is derived from either the College low pressure air supply (up

to 7 bar(A)) or the high pressure air tanks (currently operating at 27 bar(A)) situated in

the Department of Aeronautics. The liquids, oil and water are pumped by centrifugal

pumps from their respective pressurised tanks to the test section. The three fluids enter

into the test section through a mixer or injector (Figures 3.2 a) which was designed to

achieve three phase stratified flow at the beginning of the test section. A high pressure

separator vessel (slug catcher) is placed at the end of the test section to separate the air

from the liquids. The separated air is then vented from the top of the slug catcher to the

atmosphere through a silencer, and the two liquids are drained from the bottom into a

dump tank where they are segregated by gravity. After sufficient separation time

(normally overnight), the liquids (oil and water) are pumped back into their respective

storage tanks for re-circulation. All operations are automatically implemented by a

control system that is operated by a PC. The main parts of the WASP Facility are: air

supply, mixer, test section (or test line), visualisation section and slug catcher, which are

described in what follows.

The Air Supply is obtained from two alternative sources: (a) the Imperial

College low pressure air supply system (up to 7 bar(A)); or (b) the high pressure air

tanks (Figure 3.3) of the hypersonic wind tunnel facility at the Department of

Aeronautics, Imperial College. These high pressure air tanks (four large and two small

ones) have a total volume of 60 m 3 and a safe working pressure of 70 bar(A). For the

present study, the tanks were operated at a maximum pressure of 27 bar(A). The two air

sources are completely independent of each other and they cannot be connected to the

WASP Facility at the same time; this avoids inadvertent connection of the high pressure

source to the low pressure source. The College air source can usually maintain a

relatively constant pressure even if the WASP Facility is being run with the highest

possible air flow rate. However, this situation cannot be achieved for the high pressure

air source from the Department of Aeronautics whose pressure slowly decreases with the

running time. Fortunately, this effect can be easily compensated by manually or

automatically adjusting the opening of relevant valves to maintain a steady flow state.
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The Mixer (Figures 3.2 b) is a pipe section of 0.5 m axially divided into three

zones in which air flows into the top zone, oil into the middle zone and water into the

bottom zone. The mixer was designed with an aim to introduce the three phases into the

test section as three separate layers stratifying relative to each other according to their

densities, as this was believed to lead to more reliable results for slug flows (Hall, 1992).

The Test Section (Figure 3.4) is made of 77.92 mm ID seamless stainless steel

pipe in 7 m long sections and with tongue-and-groove flanged joints to ensure continuity

and concentricity of the bore. The total length of the test section is 38 m. The fluid inlet

sections (before the mixer) are made of high pressure flexible pipes which allow the

entire test section to be inclined either upward or downward by up to 1.5 0 from its

horizontal position. This was designed to study how the angle of inclination of the pipe

affects the flow behaviour because in reality, subsea pipelines are rarely horizontal due to

the terrain structures of the sea-bed.

A Visualisation Section (Figure 3.5) is located near the end of the test section,

with its downstream end at approximately 2.5 m from the slug catcher. This section has

been designed and constructed to withstand high internal pressures, the transparent

section consists of a polycarbonate tube of length of 0.8 m with a wall thickness of 31

mm. By mounting the polycarbonate tube in a steel jacket (with a visualisation window

slot), stress minimisation and geometric continuity with the main test section pipe are

achieved. As part of the safety procedures, the visualisation section has been

hydraulically pressure tested to 60 bar(A).

The Slug Catcher (Figure 3.6) is a high pressure cylinder or vessel connected to

the end of the test section and serves as a air-liquid separator. The baffles and plates

installed inside the slug catcher can gradually dissipate the momentum of the liquid

phases, which consequently minimise the feed back effects due to back pressure in the

slug catcher. The volume of the slug catcher is much larger than that of the test section;

thus, intermittence of the flow leaving the test section (i.e. in slug flow) does not

produce pressure pulses in the test section, which would occur if the outlet of the test

section was throttled.
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Figures 3.7 to 3.9 show the photograph of the oil and the water storage tanks,

the dump tank and the silencer, respectively. The storage tanks are located near the

upstream of the test section, whilst the dump tank is located near the downstream end.

There is a man-hole and a venting hole on the top of the dump tank; the former allows

regular cleaning work (scrubbing the oil-water emulsified residue from the bottom of the

tank, etc.) to be carried out and the latter is to ensure the dump tank is always at

atmospheric pressure.

3.3	 CONTROL AND INSTRUMENTATION

Appropriate control systems, adequate instrumentation and well-established

operating procedures are vital for safe and efficient operation. Precise measurement

systems are needed to produce reliable experimental data. The control system and

measuring devices available in the WASP Facility are described in the following sections.

3.3.1 FLOW CONTROL SYSTEM

The WASP rig involves quite complicated operation since several control valves

are often required to be adjusted instantly and almost simultaneously to maintain a steady

flow condition. Such operation is rather difficult for manual implementation and a

sophisticated control system is hence required. The main components of the WASP

control system consist of an ANDS4400 control unit and an ANALOGIC monitor

interfaced to a Personal Computer (PC). The two optional computer control modes that

are made available on the rig are: (i) "manual" control and (ii) "automatic" control. The

difference between these two control modes is that the "manual" one requires the

operator to decide and adjust the control values through the control PC in order to

achieve the required flow conditions and to maintain the flow steadiness; whilst, in the

"automatic" mode these values are adjusted by the computer and the control system once

the required condition is specified initially. Either of these options enable the rig

operator to control:
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(i) Inlet flow rate:	 superficial air velocity (control valve V1)

superficial water velocity (control valve V12)

superficial oil velocity (control valve V13)

(ii) Pressure in liquid storage tanks, test section and slug catcher (control valve V3)

(iii) Liquid level in slug catcher (control valve V2)

It is important to be able to control the liquid level in the slug catcher precisely

because air may pass together with the liquid through the lower exit into the dump tank

if the level is too low, causing excessive noise and vibration apart from the unsteady

experimental conditions. On the other hand, if the level is too high, the air supply is

automatically cut off, leading to an unexpected termination of the on-going run.

Figure 3.10 shows a picture of the control diagram displayed on the computer

screen. It is shown that the oil and the water levels in the storage tanks are clearly

displayed on the computer screen. With this on-line information about how much of

each liquid is left in the tanks, the rig operator can therefore plan his experiments and

have a better control of the rig, i.e. damage to the centrifugal pumps can be avoided by

not running them with very low liquid levels. The opening of the valves (V12 and V13,

in Figure 3.1) can also be adjusted when blowing out the residual liquid from the

respective storage tanks (towards the end of the experiment or during the shutdown

procedure). This helps to avoid discharge of gas from the pressurised tanks into the test

section. The liquid levels in the storage tanks are measured using differential pressure

gauges operating between the top and the bottom of the respective tanks.

For data acquisition, another computer is used where the acquired raw signals of

pressure transducer and flow meters are converted to pressures and flow rates, using

software developed by a former research student of the WASP project (Hall, 1992), and

then saved as ASCII data onto a computer readable file. Meanwhile, numerical values of

the pressure and the flow rates are superimposed onto the video signal of the video

camera which is filming the flow at the visualisation section. The relevant numerical data

and the flow visualisation can be shown on a video monitor simultaneously (see Figure
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3.11) and this display is recorded onto a video tape which can be retrieved later for data

analysis.

3.3.2 INSTRUMENTATION AND MEASURING TECHNIQUES

3.3.2.1 Flow Metering

Corner tapping type orifice plates designed under British Standard 1042 are used

to measure the air and oil flow rates, and the fluid velocity being determined from the

pressure drop across the orifice plate. Orifice sizes of 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40 mm are

available for air and the sizes of 15, 25, 30, 35, 40 mm are used for oil. The relationship

of the superficial oil velocity in the test section and the pressure drop for various orifice

sizes is shown in Figure 3.12. Figure 3.13 shows the superficial air velocity in the test

section as a function of pressure drop for the respective 15 and 25 mm orifices. The

particular differential pressure gauges were calibrated in psi. and this scale, in addition to

the SI unit, is provided for reference in the diagrams. Figures 3.12 and 3.13 show that

the superficial oil velocity is independent of the system pressure while the superficial air

velocity is system-pressure-dependent because air is compressible. The superficial

velocities shown are for the air immediately downstream of the orifice. These values

need to be adjusted to take account of the actual pressure and temperature at the point

which experimental data are being obtained.

The water flow rate is measured using a DANFOSS Magnetic Flowmeter which

consists of a sensor and a signal converter. The principle of operation is based on

Faraday's law of electromagnetic induction. Water, as a conductive medium, moves

through the lines of flux of a magnetic field in the sensor and thus induces a voltage

signal. This signal, which is proportional to the flow velocity, is then passed on to the

signal converter which converts it to an AC current whose frequency is proportional to

the volume flow. The range of water flow rates that this meter can measure is equivalent

0.0 to 1.5 mis velocity in the test section.

Thermocouples are used to measure the temperature of the individual liquids
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before they enter the mixer. Another thermocouple is utilised to measure the

temperature of the fluid mixture in the test section.

The system pressure (i.e. the operating pressure of the test section) is measured

at a point 1.5 m upstream of the exit of the test section using a Rosemount Gauge

Pressure Transmitter Smart Model 1151 which was found very easy to calibrate with a

hand-setter provided by the manufacturer. A lot of accurate calibration data have been

pre-stored in the memory unit of the hand-setter by the manufacturer, and so no

conventional calibrations (i.e. against an accurate gauge and a pressure supply) are

required. Therefore, precise measurement is ensured and time wastage on calibration

can be avoided.

3.3.2.2 Flow Visualisation

Flow visualisation is essential on the WASP Facility as flow pattern and slug

frequency are determined via visual observation although other signals such as the

gamma densitometer signal and the conductivity probe signals are also used. The flow in

the test section can be observed directly through the transparent visualisation section (see

Section 3.2.1); however, it is usually preferred to observe it on a television monitor using

a closed circuit video system. This is mainly for the convenience since the test section is

positioned on a floor above the control room, in which the operator normally works. A

24-frame per second PANASONIC MV-10 VHS video camera is used to record pictures

from the visualisation section which are then transferred to a video monitor in the control

room. The shutter of the video camera has three speed options: normal, 500 Hz and

1000 Hz. A sharper video picture is achieved from a higher shutter speed, but more light

is required. From a series of trial tests, it was found that the most effective way to

visualise three-phase stratified flow is to shine light through the top of the visualisation

section via a narrow slit. With this method, light scattering was reduced and a better

picture was obtained. The video signal may also be recorded in a video tape using a 50-

frame per second PANASONIC NV-J35 HQ video recorder which can operate with

short exposure time.
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3.3.2.3 Pressure Drop Measurement

Pressure drop can be measured using two different devices: an inclined

manometer, or a Rosemount differential pressure transducer (Model 1151). The pressure

tappings are positioned at a known distance apart (1.0, 1.5, 2.0 or 2.5 m depending on

the flow system studied). A shorter distance is used to measure a high pressure drop (i.e.

for slug flow or annular flow). On the other hand, a longer distance is chosen to measure

a relatively low pressure drop (i.e. for stratified flow), in order to maximise the

measurement accuracy. For the experiments which have been carried out in this study,

the downstream pressure tapping was placed between 2.5 m and 6.0 m upstream of the

slug catcher, depending on the type of flow systems studied.

For the differential pressure transducer, the two tappings are flush-mounted at

the bottom of the test section and the two connection lines are silicone fluid-filled and

sealed by manufacturer so that it is impossible for air bubbles to enter the connection

lines which is a problem with conventional open liquid-filled connection lines. The span

of the transducer can be set with any value between approximately 240-2000 mbar and

the smallest span was chosen for all the experiments reported in this work. The accuracy

of the transducer was stated as ±0.5% of the span and therefore there is a measurement

error of 1.2 mbar for the span of 240 mbar which gives an error of 0.48 mbar per meter

in the pressure gradient for the 2.5 m separation, for example.

Normally, the pressure drop in stratified flow is much smaller than in other types

of flow patterns, it can be as small as a fraction of a millibar. Therefore, limited accuracy

is possible if using a differential pressure transducer to measure such small pressure drop.

In addition to the differential pressure transducer, an inclined manometer covering a

range of 0.0 to 3.7 mbar with an accuracy of ±0.01 mbar from the PODDY METER Co.

Ltd. (shown in Figure 3.14) was utilised. The device can sustain pressures up to 35 bar.

However, there is one disadvantage in the use of a manometer which is that it cannot be

connected on-line to the data acquisition unit of the computer; reading of it has to be

done manually.
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Figure 3.15 shows the arrangement for pressure drop measurement using an

inclined manometer. The system comprises two main isolating valves (V3 and V4), two

manometer isolating valves (V5 and V6), two vent valves (V9 and V10), two stainless

steel cylinders (liquid trappers), 1/4 inch nylon connecting lines and a thick-walled

manometer. The isolating valves are used to stop liquids (either oil or water) from the

test section entering into the pressure drop measurement system during start-up and

shut-down of the WASP facility. The two isolating valves are normally closed until the

desired flows are set and the operator is ready to measure the pressure drop. The two

cylinders are used to prevent any liquids from entering the connecting lines. Surges of

liquid entering the pressure drop measurement system are trapped in the vessels and

drain back to the test section. However, sometimes the liquid trappers fail to stop the

liquids from entering the system when flow becomes very unsteady (i.e. stratified wavy

or dispersed flows) during the pressure drop measurement. Liquid has then to be

removed from the system by operating values V3, V4, V5 and V6. V7 and V8 are

needle valves that serve to damp out flow surges and protect the manometer.

The inclined manometer is connected to an equalising/isolating manifold block.

Both the manometer and the manifold are mounted on a solid board. The bottom

manifold terminal marked `+' is connected to the high pressure side of the manometer;

whilst the bottom `—' manifold terminal is connected to the low pressure side of the

manometer. The isolating ball valves V3 and V4 are connected to downstream nad

upstream pressure tappings respectively.

Flexible 1/4 inch nylon tubes which can sustain high pressure were used to connect

the inclined manometer to the two pressure tappings located at the top of the pipe

section. These connecting tubes were normally flushed using high pressure air from the

test section to ensure correct pressure drop measurement. Even a tiny liquid droplet

appearing in one of the lines can cause a significant error in the reading; however, such

liquid incursion could be seen in the semi-transparent lines. When the measurement

system is blocked with the incoming liquids, they can be blown out easily by opening the

vent valves, V9 and V10 and blowing high pressure air from the test section through the

system.
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3.3.2.4 Phase Holdup Measurement

Phase holdup is the average volume or area fraction of the channel that is

occupied by a specified phase (gas, oil or water) and it is one of the important

parameters in the design of multiphase pipeline systems. The phase holdups are a

function of fluid physical properties and of the flow rates of the three phases. Three

alternative methods of measuring phase holdup have been implemented in WASP facility

by previous researchers, namely quick-closing valves (Hall, 1992), conductance probes

(Srichai, 1994; Manolis, 1996) and a dual-energy gamma densitometer (Pan, 1996). The

conductance probes cannot be used when oil is present (as in the present work) since oil

is non-conducting; they cannot even be used for measuring the water level since they

become contaminated by the oil phase over their whole length, Thus, only the quick-

closing valve method (space-averaged measurement) and the dual-energy gamma

densitomenter (time-averaged measurement) are viable. The space-averaged phase

holdup is determined from the ratio of the in-situ volume occupied by the phase to the

total volume of a specified section of the test-line; and the time-averaged holdup is

obtained from a continuous measurement device.

In the early stages of the WASP project (1991 — 1993), the quick-closing valve

technique was used to measure the phase holdup of three phase air-oil-water flow

experiments at atmospheric pressure (Hall, 1992). Three problems in using the quick-

closing valves that have been identified are:

(1) It is very time consuming (takes approximately 10 minutes for each

measurement) as the flow system has to be shut down during the holdup

measurements, and the system must be brought back to the steady state once the

measurement has been completed.

(2) It is difficult to judge whether or not all the liquid is cleared out since the holdup

section is not transparent, therefore, there is a possible potential error in the

liquid holdup determination. This problem was investigated by Srichai (1994)

who conducted tests to examine how long it takes to collect the liquid content in
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the holdup section by filling the section fully with oil, and then either draining it

out by gravity or blowing it out with compressed air. From the tests, it was

shown that the determination of a viscous liquid (i.e. oil) holdup by draining or

blowing the liquid out of the section was subject to considerable error.

(3) When slugs are travelling in the test section, suddenly arresting the flow using the

quick-closing valves can give rise to pressure surges. These can, in principle, be

high enough to cause mechanical damage but, more seriously, adiabatic

compression of the gas (air) between the slugs could give rise to a temperature

above the auto-ignition point of the oil.

For the above reasons, the quick-closing valves were not used in this present

study of three-phase flows at high pressure. Phase holdups were measured using the

gamma densitometer developed by Pan (1996, Figure 3.16) which is described in more

detail below.

From a systematic study of the theory of dual-energy gamma densitometry, Pan

(1996) concluded that the measurement accuracy was very sensitive to gamma energies.

An optimum pair of gamma energies was found always to exist for any given three-phase

system; for most practical situations, the lower energy of the optimum pair fell in the

range of 20-50 keV and the upper energy in the range of 60-200 keV. Ba-133 was

identified as the most practical gamma-ray isotope which gave an average measurement

error of approximately 3% for a measurement time of 10 seconds when used in the

WASP gamma densitometer.

The attenuation law for a monoenergic gamma beam passing through an

absorbing medium is as follows:

I = 4 exp(—,upx) = 4 exp(—yx) 	 (3.1)

where I is the transmitted intensity of the gamma beam and 4 the initial intensity; p is

the mass absorption coefficient of the absorbing medium, p the density of the absorbing
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medium, y = pp the linear absorption coefficient, and x the thickness of the absorbing

medium traversed. For the measurement of three-phase fractions, a pair of gamma

beams of different energies (A, B) was required. Therefore, the transmitted intensities of

the gamma beams A and B are:

(3.2 a)

(3.2 b)

= 101 exA D( Y.	 wall,Axwall Y1 A xl Y2 A X2 r3A X3)

B un exP(-7'	 wail riBx. -r2Bx2 -r3Bx3)

where the subscripts 1, 2 and 3 refer to phases 1, 2 and 3 respectively; the subscripts A

and B denote gamma beams at energies A and B respectively, and the subscript 0 refers

to the incident gamma-ray beam; YlA 12A and 73A are the linear absorption coefficients

at gamma energy A, and , r2B and y3B at gamma energy B; is the total local

thickness of the conduit walls (i.e. the sum of the thickness through which the gamma

beam enters and leaves) at the measurement position; v• wall,A and 7 „a„,B are the linear

absorption coefficients at gamma energy A and at gamma energy B, respectively.

The effect of the wall is a constant reduction in the incident gamma-ray intensities

because the wall thickness at a given measurement position is a constant and the

transmittance of the gamma-rays through the wall is also constant. Therefore, the

gamma-ray intensity for the empty conduit loi (j = A, B) can be written as:

By substituting Equations 3.3 (a) & (b) into Equations 3.2 (a) & (b), A and 'B the

gamma intensities in the presence of a multiphase mixture in the conduit are:
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The constraint of the conduit on the three-phase system is:

+ x2 + x3 = H	 (3.5)

where H is the local total thickness of the fluids and corresponds to the chord length

traversed through the fluids for the circular tube case. Therefore, H has a maximum

value of D (tube diameter) for the circular tube case. By rearranging Equations 3.4 (a)

& (b) and 3.5, the local chordal phase fractions	 e2 and e, may be expressed as:

xl (LA I	 72A 
–

H	 YIA

LB I H – Y2I3) /
YIB

(3.6 a)

(3.6 b)
(LA I H – r3A	 LB / – Y3B)

I Z2
H L 	 Y2B

where

x3
63 = —

H
= 1– + 62)	 (3.6 c)

	

LA = ln(loA I I A )	 (3.7 a)

	

LH = ln(I0B I I B )	 (3.7 b)

	

YIA = 73A 72A	 and Y.	 Y 38 Y13 = •	 • 2B	 (3.8 a)

	

Y2A Y IA 73A	 andK	 Y	 Y

	

cfl	 • IB	 • 3B	 (3.8 b)

	

Y3A = )1 2A riA	 and	 I',	 Y	 YaB = , 2B , IB	 (3.8 c)

z, = Y3B / YIB —Y3A / YIA	 (3.9 a)

Z2 = YIB / Y2B YIA I Y2A	 (3.9 b)

Z3 = Y2B / Y3B Y2A I Y3A	 (3.9 c)
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Rather than use literature values for the absorption coefficients yo it is convenient to

calibrate the system for the actual absorptions in the rig fluids by measuring the

intensities (/. 4 , 1, 8 , I2A , '2B' I34 , '3B) received when the tube is full of phase 1, 2 and

3 respectively. The intensities IA and IB during three phase operations are thus given

by (Pan, 1996):

ln(-='—iI j= el lnP-I )+62 1n(H+e3 1n(-1I )
/04	 10A	 I"	 I"

ln(N = el ln(11 ) + e2 11&-) + 631nM
108	 ".0B 1 	.108

(3.10 a)

(3.10 b)

If we identify the oil, water and air as phase 1, 2 and 3 respectively, then the values of

134 and I3B are close to /04 and /0B since the absorption of the air is negligible.

Equations 3.10 (a) and 3.10 (b) then reduce to

)ln(=4I	 = 111( .11 ) + 62 1nPli ) (3.11a)
I3A I3A	 I3A

1nN = )ln(--ILI	+ e211-EL) (3.11b)
I3B I3B	 I3B

which can be solved simultaneously to obtain and e2 , the oil and water fractions. The

chordal fraction of the air phase is then given by

63 = 1- Ei - 62	 (3.12)

The dual-energy gamma densitometer was found by Pan (1996) to be non-

intrusive, accurate and highly efficient mehtod for holdup measurement in three phase or

two phase flow at any system pressure, overcoming the disadvantages of the quick-

closing valve. Full details of the gamma densitometer are given by Pan (1996).
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3.3.2.5 Local Phase Flux Measurement

An isolcinetic sampling technique has been developed as part of the present

project. Briefly, this involves extracting the phases through a probe in a manner in which

the fluxes of the three phases into the probe are the same as their local fluxes in the

absence of the probe. This is achieving by adjusting the flow through the probe until

there is no impact pressure at its mouth. The measured parameters are the local fluxes of

the fluids and this provides direct information about the inter-entrainment or inter-mixing

between the phases. The measured volume or mass flow rates through the probe can be

converted to local volume or mass fluxes at the probe mouth. Full details about the

development and the design of this measuring technique are presented in Chapter 7.

Figure 3.17 presents a photograph of the isolcinetic sampling probe and its mounting

section.

3.4	 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE WASP FLUIDS

The three fluids used in the WASP high pressure multiphase flow facility are air,

Shell Tellus 22 oil and tap water. The physical properties of the these fluids at

atmospheric pressure are given in Table 3.1.

Air Shell Tellus 22 oil Tap Water

Density (kg/m3) 1.209 (std. cond.) 865 (15°C) 998.3

Viscosity (Pa•s) 1.83 x 10-3 (25°C) 0.048 (20°C) 0.9787 x 10 -3 (25°C)

Surface Tension — 0.032 (25°C) 0.037 (20°C)*
(N/m)

Flash Point (°C) — 204 —

( Note this value is that measured for the rig water which is slightly contaminated with oil. The surface

tension for pure tap water is 0.072 N/m)

Table 3.1 The physical properties of the WASP fluids
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The viscosity and the density of the Shell Tellus 22 oil have been experimentally

determined by a previous WASP student, Hall (1992). Both viscosity (po, Pa. ․) and

density (pd, kg / m 3 ) of the oil can be correlated to temperature (t, °C) with the

following expressions for a temperature range of 0 � t � 35°C:

po = (152.85877 — 11.16272t + 0.45705t 2 — 0.01033t 3 + 0.000 it) x 10-3 (3.13)

pc, = 860.5 + 4.5
(24.7

(3.14)
9.7	 )

From the previous experimental experience and the current experimental study, it was

confirmed that there is possibility for oil properties to change systematically after several

months' use due to contamination by sub-micron water droplets which fail to separate.

Any significant alteration in properties was found to depend dominantly on the water

content in the oil. Therefore, it is a routine practice to monitor the WASP oil properties

regularly. For every WASP experimental campaigns, samples of water and oil were

taken at every transfer (i.e. transferring the liquids from the dump tank to their individual

storage tanks after overnight separation). The water sample is tested for the presence of

bacteria and the oil sample is checked for its water content. The oil used in the

experiments had no more than 1.5% of water content and there was no significant

change in the oil properties. Therefore, Equations 3.13 and 3.14 obtained for new oil are

also suitable for the oil used in the work described in this Thesis.

For the air viscosity (PA), the following correlation was applied (National

Research Council, "International Critical Tables of Numerical Data", 1928):

p4 = [0.01622 + 2.7083 x 10-5 (1.8t + 32)] x 10-3	(3.15)

The following correlation is used to evaluate the viscosity of the water (uw) (Van

Wingen, 1950):
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= {exp [1.003 — 0.01479 (1.8t + 32) +1.928 x 10-5 (1.8t +32)1) x 10-3 (3.16)

It will be noted that the measured surface tension of the rig water as shown in Table 3.1

is significantly below the pure water value of around 0.072 N/m. This is almost certainly

due to slight contamination of the water by the oil; however, the measured value

remained reasonably constant throughout the study.

3.5	 OPERATIONAL SAFETY OF THE WASP FACILITY

Care has to be taken in the design and operation of a high pressure multiphase

flow facility, especially when potentially inflammable oil is used. Compression auto-

ignition could possibly occur in some modes of operation of the facility because of the

coexistence in the rig of high pressure air and a potentially combustible oil vapour. It

was therefore important to investigate these potential hazards and to avoid them by

arranging the control system accordingly and by specifying rules of operation of the

facility. Thorough investigations of these safety aspects were carried out at the design

and construction phases of the rig and more recently by Pan (1996). Pan used a

commercial computer code (PLAC, supplied by AEA Technology plc.) to investigate the

various safety concerns. These included the following:

Compression Auto-Ignition in Air Supply Section: If one considers quickly

connecting a long section of pipe at high pressure with a short section at low pressure,

then an extreme case is that the high pressure gas entering the short section will act like a

piston, adiabatically compressing the low pressure gas and causing a rapid increase in

temperature in the compressing gas. Calculation for this extreme cases for the WASP

facility indicated that the gas temperature caused rise to in excess of 400°C (Pan, 1996).

This temperature would be in excess of the auto-ignition temperature of the WASP oil.

However, the rise in temperature is mitigated by mixing between the drive gas and the

low pressure gas. Experiments were carried out to determine the maximum temperature

rise (Pan, 1996; Pan eta!., 1995) showed that the maximum compression temperature in

the air supply section was 162 °C with an air supply pressure of 28.6 bar(A) which was
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well below the auto-ignition temperature of 360 °C of the WASP oil. Therefore, no risk

exists with the use of the air supply section.

Quick-closing Valves: The PLAC simulations suggested that there might exist

the risks of compression ignition and pressure surge damage with the use of the quick-

closing valves at high pressures, so such use should not be implemented without

experimental studies aimed at obtaining more reliable information. However, the

availability of the dual-energy gamma densitometer made it unnecessary to use the quick-

closing valves in the present work.

Slug catcher: The PLAC simulation results did not show any risks of

compression ignition and pressure surge damage due to slugs entering the slug catcher at

high pressures. However, the account for uncertainties in the calculation, an operating

rule was made that experiments at high pressure were subject to the restriction that the

liquid level in the slug catcher should not be allowed beyond half full at any time.

3.6	 THREE PHASE FLOW EXPERIMENTS

The main experimental work reported in the present thesis consists of a series of

three phase stratified flow experiments carried out in the WASP facility with an aim of

obtaining new data (covering wide range of flows and pressures) for this important

regime. The experiments performed were for flows in both the horizontal and downward

inclined (-1.5°) orientations of the WASP test section. The operating conditions for both

sets of experiments are described in the following sections.

3.6.1	 HORIZONTAL PIPE FLOW

A series of air-oil-water stratified flow tests in horizontal pipe have been

conducted on the WASP facility. Figure 3.18 shows a schematic diagram of the

arrangement at the downstream of the WASP test section as used in this first WASP

experimental campaign (Series 1 experiments) (the overall layout of the WASP facility is

similar to that shown in Figure 3.1). The gamma densitometer was positioned after the
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visualisation section which was situated approximately 35 m downstream from the mixer.

A 1 m long 3 inch nominal diameter aluminium pipe was used to make up the distance

between the gamma densitometer and the slug catcher. The existence of this length

downstream of the measurement section minimises the end effects arising from hydraulic

gradients near the end of the test section.

In order to investigate how the operating pressure affects the flow behaviour of

three phase stratified flow system, experiments were performed on three phase air-oil-

water flow at different exit pressures ranging from near zero to 12.5 bar(g). The

superficial velocity of each phase was varied from low to high values so as to identify the

regions in which the three phase stratified flow regime (smooth-stratified and wavy-

stratified flows). The flow conditions for the first WASP campaign (March 1995, Series

1 experiments) are summarised as follows:

• Pressure :	 0.0, 1.0, 3.0, 5.0, 7.5, 9.0, 10.0 and 12.5 bar(g)

• Temperature :	 8.0 — 23.0°C

• Superficial Velocities :	 Air :	 1.0 — 14.0 m/s

Oil :	 0.015 — 0.20 m/s

Water : 0.020 — 0.20 mis

The flow range included the dispersed and slug flow regimes, as was required for the

flow transition study. The fluid properties used and the range of flow conditions which

had been covered in this experimental study are summarised in Table 3.2 and Table 3.3

respectively.

A total of 182 sets of experimental data at different operating conditions have

been obtained from the first campaign. Each data point contains information of the

system operating pressure, temperature, superficial velocities, phase holdup and the

visualised flow patterns. Pressure drop measurements were also made but, for this

purpose, the Rosemount Pressure Transmitter was used with the pressure tappings at the
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bottom of the tube. These pressure drop measurements were found to be inaccurate due

to the presence of large fluctuations and variable offsets in the reading. These problems

are due to the positioning of the pressure tappings and to variable temperature in the

silicone fluid filled lines. The pressure drop data obtained in this first campaign were

therefore discarded; data using the inclined manometer system were later (in Series 4 and

5 experiments) generated for the pipe in the horizontal position. These tests were carried

out at the same time as the isokinetic probe tests described in Chapter 7. The layout for

these later tests is shown in Figure 3.19.

Parameter Testline Pressure (bar(g))

0 1 3 5 7.5 9 10 12

Air density

(kg/m3)

1.27-
1.29

2.39-
2.54

4.52-
5.00

7.07-
7.42

10.03-
10.52

11.95-
12.30

13.07-
13.62

15.62-
16.19

Oil density

(kg/m3)

865.0-
865.9

863.6-
865.5

861.3-
866.9

864.5-
866.4

865.5-
867.3

865.5-
866.9

865.5-
868.2

862.2-
865.9

Water density

(kg/m3)

998 998 998 998 998 998 998 998

Air viscosity
(cP)

0.018 0.018 0.018 0.018 0.018 0.018 0.018 0.018

Oil viscosity
(cP)

58.45-
65.15

50.27-
61.66

40.20-
73.09

55.50-
68.95

61.66-
77.61

61.66-
73.09

61.66-
87.93

43.78-
65.15

Water viscosity
(cP)

1.218-
1.275

1.139-
1.246

1.022-
1.335

1.191-
1.304

1.246-
1.366

1.246-
1.335

1.246-
1.431

1.067-
1.275

Table 3.2 The physical properties of fluids used for three phase stratified
flow study at different pressures
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Testline Pressure

(bar(g))

Superficial Air
Velocity

(m/s)

Superficial Oil
Velocity

(m/s)

Superficial Water
Velocity

(m/s)

0.0 0.014-0.058 0.024-0.049 6.640-13.091

1.0 0.028-0.070 0.037-0.068 3.852-8.150

3.0 0.048-0.112 0.049-0.112 2.641-5.506

5.0 0.047-0.152 0.049-0.153 1.990-4.473

7.5 0.031-0.188 0.036-0.185 1.484-3.997

9.0 0.047-0.151 0.041-0.153 1.545-3.958

10.0 0.029-0.183 0.028-0.184 1.322-4.029

12.0 0.060-0.145 0.053-0.146 1.524-2.043

Table 3.3 Flow condition of three phase stratified flow in horizontal pipe

3.6.2 DOWNVVARD INCLINED PIPE FLOW

As mentioned earlier, the test section of the WASP Facility was designed to

allow pipe inclination up to ±1.5 0 from its horizontal position. Stratified flow exists over

much wider ranges of phase flow rate in downward inclined tubes and it was a natural

extension of the tests on horizontal tubes to carry out experiments on a tube with

downward inclinations. The inclination chosen was 1.5°, which is typical of inclinations

which might be found in modulating sea beds etc.

Although the WASP test section was designed to be inclined, it is not an easy

task to incline the pipe section in actual practice. Precise calculations and a lot of manual

effort are required to accomplish the task. Table 3.4 summarises the calculated distances

for each individual build-up pipe section, namely the horizontal distance from slug

catcher and the vertical distance from horizontal, which are required to incline the pipe

downward by 1.5°. The locations of each pipe section were named alphabetically as

shown in Figure 3.20.

In the final WASP experimental campaign (Series 4 and 5 experiments), a series

of three phase air-oil-water stratified flow tests in the 1.5° downward inclined pipe
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section were conducted. The initial experiments were carried out at atmospheric

conditions and 25 data points were collected. These tests were followed by another 58

runs (Series 5 experiments) at around 5 bar(g). The latter set of experiments were

coupled with the tests using isolcinetic sampling technique.

The physical properties of the fluids used and the flow conditions for the

downward inclined flow experiments are listed in Tables 3.5 and 3.6, respectively. The

tests confirmed that three phase stratified flow regime occurred over a wider range in a

downward inclined pipe. Analysis of the experimental results obtained will be further

described and presented in next chapter: Chapter 4.

Location HorizontalInterval
Distance (cm)

Horizontal Distance From
Slug Catcher (cm)

Vertical Distance From
Horizontal (cm)

A
B 64.00 64.00 1.68
C 196.00 260.00 6.81
D 102.00 362.00 9.48
E 110.00 472.00 12.36
F 255.00 727.00 19.04
G 210.00 937.00 24.54
H 250.00 1187.00 31.08
I 230.00 1417.00 37.11
J 275.00 1692.00 44.31
K 80.00 1772.00 46.40
L 136.00 1908.00 49.96
M 220.00 2128.00 55.72
N 35.00 2163.00 56.64
0 35.00 2198.00 57.56
P 210.00 2408.00 63.06

Q 138.00 2546.00 66.67
R 100.00 2646.00 69.29
S 290.00 2936.00 76.88
T 216.00 3152.00 82.54
U 150.00 3302.00 86.47
V 283.80 3585.80 93.90
W 1.27 3587.07 93.93

Total Pipe Length (cm) 3587.07

Table 3.4 Calculated distances for each pipe section in a 1.5° downward
inclined pipe
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Parameter Testline Pressure (bar(g))

0 5

Air density (kg/m3) 1.232-1.272 7.127-8.176

Oil density (kg/m3) 859.4-861.3 861.8-865.9

Water density (kg/m3) 998.3 998.3

Air viscosity (cP) 0.0182-0.0184 0.0177-0.0182

Oil viscosity (cP) 34.47-40.19 41.92-65.15

Water viscosity (cP) 0.938-1.022 1.044-1.275

Table 3.5 The physical properties of fluids used for three phase stratified
flow study in 1.5° downward inclined pipe

Testline Pressure

(bar(g))

Superficial Air
Velocity

(m/s)

Superficial Oil
Velocity

(m/s)

Superficial Water
Velocity

(m/s)

0.0 1.462-12.764 0.016-0.115 0.042-0.163

5.0 0.666-4.940 0.042-0.281 0.018-0.160

Table 3.6 Flow condition of three phase stratified flow in 1.5° downward
inclined pipe

3.7	 SUMMARY

In this chapter, the WASP high pressure multiphase flow facility, its associated

control system, instrumentation and the properties of the fluids used in the facility have

been outlined. Experiments which have been conducted on three phase gas-liquid-liquid

(namely air-oil-water) stratified flow study in both horizontal and downward inclined

pipelines were also introduced. Details about the experimental data and the analysis of

the results will be presented in Chapter 4.
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Figure 3.1 Layout of the WASP Facility (for the first WASP campaign)

Figure 3.2 a Photograph of the WASP Facility mixer
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AIR

Figure 3.2 b Sketch of the WASP Facility mixer

Figure 3.3 Photograph of the high pressure air tanks and compressors at
the Department of Aeronautics Engineering, Imperial College
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Figure 3.4 Photograph of the test section of the WASP Facility
(horizontal position)

Figure 3.5 Photograph of the visualisation section
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Figure 3.6 Photograph of the slug catcher

Figure 3.7 Photograph of the oil and the water storage tanks
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Figure 3.8 Photograph of the dump tank

Figure 3.9 Photograph of the silencer (on top of the dump tank)
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Figure 3.10 The control diagram on the screen of the control computer

Figure 3.11 The flow conditions superimposed on the video picture being
filmed from the visualisation section
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Figure 3.13 Air velocity versus pressure drop at different pressures for
different orifice sizes
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Figure 3.16 Gamma densitometer and isokinetic sampling probe on the
test section

Figure 3.17 Photograph of the isokinetic sampling probe and its
mounting section
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Iktector

Aluminium Pipe Gamma Densitometer Visualisation Vtlndow

Flow Direction

Figure 3.18 Apparatus arrangement at the end of the test section
(First WASP Campaign)

Figure 3.19 Layout of the WASP Facility (with the on-line isokinetic
sampling technique)
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Figure 3.20 Schematic diagram of test section for achieving an inclination
of 1.5° from horizontal (with respect to slug catcher)
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CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1	 INTRODUCTION

As was explained in Chapter 3, a number of series of experiments were

conducted which may be summarised as follows:

(1) Series 1 [HORZ]: In this first campaign, experiments were carried out on three-

phase flow in which flow patterns were observed (with the WASP visualisation

section and video recording — see Chapter 3) and in which measurements were

made of the holdup of the two liquid phases (oil and water, respectively). In this

series of experiments, an attempt was to make the measured pressure gradient

using a pressure transmitter system but these measurements were found

insufficiently accurate (see discussion in Chapter 3) and have therefore been

discarded. The Series 1 data covered a range of pressures from 0.0 to 12.5

bar(g) and a range of total liquid velocities from 0.04 to 0.40 m/s. The flow

fraction of water by volume in the liquid phase (the "water cut") varied from 0.4

to 0.7; however, most of the data had a water cut in the range 0.45 — 0.55.

(2) Series 2 [H3P, AOW, STR]: This was a further series of experiments on holdup

and flow pattern for horizontal flow in which the pressure was maintained at

close to 0 bar(g) or 5 bar(g). The series of measurements at 5 bar(g) was carried

out in parallel with the measurements using the isokinetic probe (see Chapter 7).

The experiments covered the range of liquid velocity from 0.08 to 0.30 m/s, a

range of water cut from 0.3 to 0.8, and a range of gas velocity from 1.0 to 16.0

m/s.
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(3) Series 3 ISS3P]: In this series of measurements, the pressure was controlled at

close to 0 bar(g) or 5 bar(g), and pressure gradient was also determined using the

inclined manometer system (see Chapter 3). This series of experiments covered a

liquid velocity range from 0.06 to 0.20 m/s and a range of water cut from 0.2 to

0.7. The gas velocity range was 2.5 to 15.0 m/s.

(4) Series 4 IN1_51: This series of experiments were carried with the 1.5°

downward inclined pipe and included measurements of holdup and pressure

gradient in addition to observation of the flow pattern. These experiments were

carried out at pressures close to atmospheric at the tube outlet. The range of

liquid velocity covered in this series of experiments was from 0.06 to 0.27 m/s, at

a range of water cut from 0.45 to 0.74, and a range of gas velocity from 1.5 to

12.8 m/s.

(5) Series 5 [NIS% This series of experiments was carried out in parallel with the

isokinetic probe measurements for the pipe downward inclined at 1.5°. Pressure

gradient and phase holdup were measured and flow pattern was observed. The

gas velocity varied from 0.67 to 4.94 m/s, the total liquid velocity from 0.07 to

0.37 m/s and the water cut from 0.15 to 0.71.

The data are presented in Tables 4.1 — 4.5 for the respective series. The

identification numbers for the runs are those corresponding to those in the WASP

Facility log book which may be used for future reference. In the tables, the temperature

of the oil entering the test section, the outlet pressure, the superficial gas velocity, and

the superficial oil and water velocities are given. The dependent variables (pressure

gradient, dp/dz; water and oil holdups, ew and go) are given followed by a flow pattern

identifier (see Section 4.2 below).
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RUN T
(°C)

P
(bar(g))

U Gs

(n/s)
U0

(m/s)
U wa

(m/s)

gig eo Flow Pattern

HORZ001 13 8.90 1.942 0.059 0.041 0.172 0.131 AOSW

HORZ002 12 9.54 1.962 0.053 0.050 0.154 0.189 AOSW

HORZ003 12 9.76 1.882 0.078 0.066 0.190 0.182 PDSW

HORZ004 12 10.03 1.965 0.119 0.115 0.177 0.248 PDSW

HORZ005 13 10.46 1.933 0.154 0.160 0.183 0.249 PDSW

HORZ006 14 10.00 2.592 0.194 0.195 (0.260) (0.196) DOS!

HORZ007 13 10.00 2.529 0.101 0.098 0.185 0.160 AOSW

HORZ008 13 10.01 2.548 0.051 0.049 0.160 0.105 AOSW

HORZ009 13 9.90 1.947 0.204 0.198 (0.248) (0.217) DOS!

HORZ010 13 7.64 2.498 0.049 0.055 0.162 0.132 AOSW

HORZ011 13 7.62 2.474 0.097 0.100 0.184 0.170 AOSW

HORZ012 11 7.55 2.945 0.055 0.036 0.213 0.058 SW

HORZ013 11 7.55 2.999 0.098 0.092 0.208 0.117 SW

HORZ014 11 7.78 3.752 0.139 0.143 (0.270) (0.155) DOS!

HORZ015 11 7.78 3.757 0.096 0.097 0.229 0.116 SW

HORZ016 11 6.50 3.785 0.051 0.055 0.193 0.052 SW
HORZ017 12 5.00 3.763 0.056 0.057 0.196 0.071 PDSW

HORZ018 13 5.01 3.773 0.100 0.107 0.208 0.118 PDSW

HORZ019 14 5.11 4.056 0.139 0.140 (0.279) (0.125) DOS!

HORZ020 14 12.32 2.043 0.145 0.146 0.262 0.167 PDSW

HORZ021 14 12.36 2.024 0.102 0.097 0.252 0.126 PDSW

110RZ022 18 12.36 2.036 0.060 0.055 0.236 0.086 SW
HORZ023 20 12.16 1.524 0.060 0.053 0.290 0.102 AOSW

HORZ024 21 12.22 1.535 0.097 0.095 0.280 0.149 SW

HORZ025 13 12.14 1.570 0.141 0.146 0.331 0.201 PDSW

HORZ026 12 12.43 2.043 0.180 0.193 (0.392) (0.185) DOS1

HORZ027 11 9.57 3.067 0.150 0.156 (0.349) (0.150) DOS!

HORZ029 11 9.52 2.928 0.069 0.086 (0.317) (0.000) DOS!

HORZ030 11 9.01 2.506 0.149 0.148 (0.379) (0.159) DOS!

HORZ031 11 9.03 2.534 0.109 0.111 0.297 0.138 AOSW
[ Note: The measured values in ( ) are not accurate due to slugs]

Table 4.1 Three-phase flow data of Series 1 (horizontal, at various pressures) -
part 1/6
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RUN T
(°C)

P
(bar(g))

U Gs
(m/s)

UO3

(m/s)
U,3

(m/s)
ew 60 Flow Pattern

HORZ032 12 8.99 2.472 0.056 0.052 0.289 0.053 AOSW

HORZ033 12 8.79 1.970 0.057 0.051 0.333 0.067 AOSW

HORZ034 11 9.01 1.979 0.151 0.153 0.334 0.118 PDSW

HORZ035 11 9.01 2.039 0.102 0.096 0.279 0.133 AOSW

HORZ036 11 8.96 1.841 0.106 0.100 0.305 0.140 SS

HORZ037 11 8.96 1.824 0.059 0.049 0.309 0.084 AOSW

HORZ038 11 8.87 1.545 0.057 0.051 0.344 0.076 AOSW

HORZ039 11 8.81 1.545 0.103 0.103 (0.314) (0.122) DOS!

HORZ040 14 9.94 1.994 0.203 0.193 - - DOS!

HORZ041 14 9.97 2.026 0.146 0.156 0.140 0.286 AOSW

HORZ042 14 10.01 2.020 0.100 0.100 0.152 0.212 AOSW

HORZ043 14 9.78 1.525 0.103 0.101 0.169 0.234 PDSW
HORZ044 14 9.81 1.515 0.069 0.069 0.198 0.192 AOSW

HORZ045 14 9.79 1.528 0.051 0.054 0.178 0.185 SW

HORZ046 13 7.45 2.034 0.089 0.089 0.170 0.200 AOSW

HORZ047 14 7.45 2.007 0.048 0.049 0.171 0.147 SW

HORZ048 14 7.44 1.484 0.050 0.047 (0.216) (0.143) DOS!

HORZ049 14 7.54 3.516 0.056 0.059 0.116 0.110 SW

HORZ050 14 7.53 3.499 0.096 0.106 0.129 0.163 PDSW

1-10RZ054 14 8.99 2.479 0.146 0.144 (0.209) (0.262) DOS!

HORZ055 14 9.01 2.471 0.098 0.095 0.156 0.196 AOSW

HORZ056 14 9.01 2.513 0.050 0.054 0.147 0.136 AOSW

HORZ057 14 9.04 3.050 0.052 0.055 0.150 0.119 AOSW

HORZ058 14 9.15 3.480 0.047 0.050 0.135 0.096 AOSW

HORZ059 14 9.10 3.958 0.054 0.056 0.147 0.086 AOSW

HORZ060 14 5.04 3.042 0.105 0.103 0.194 0.164 SW

HORZ061 14 5.05 3.503 0.098 0.096 0.197 0.134 SW

HORZ062 14 5.12 4.043 0.111 0.107 0.200 0.126 PDSW

HORZ063 14 5.04 3.989 0.056 0.057 0.162 0.090 AOSW

HORZ064 14 5.05 3.542 0.053 0.056 0.170 0.088 AOSW

[ Note: The measured values in ( ) are not accurate due to slugs]

Table 4.1 Three-phase flow data of Series 1 (horizontal, at various pressures) -
part 2/6 	 continued
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RUN T
(°C)

P
(bar(g))

I 1 os

(m/s)
U0,

(m/s)
Us,,

(m/s)
ew e0 Flow Pattern

HORZ065 14 5.01 3.042 0.051 0.054 0.195 0.089 SW

HORZ066 14 5.02 2.557 0.048 0.052 0.201 0.113 SW

HORZ067 14 4.99 2.074 0.052 0.051 0.222 0.134 PDSW

HORZ068 14 4.82 2.584 0.149 0.152 (0.139) (0.216) DOS!

HORZ069 14 5.05 3.053 0.150 0.153 (0.142) (0.196) DOS!

HORZ070 14 5.06 3.502 0.152 0.150 (0.146) (0.188) DOSI

HORZ071 14 5.05 4.000 0.151 0.151 (0.168) (0.209) DOSI

HORZ072 13 5.06 4.014 0.099 0.097 0.117 0.160 PDSW

HORZ073 14 5.06 3.554 0.111 0.105 0.130 0.175 PDSW

HORZ074 14 4.98 3.028 0.104 0.102 0.139 0.183 PDSW

HORZ075 14 5.03 2.555 0.098 0.098 0.168 0.181 PDSW

HORZ076* 14 5.08 2.256 0.108 0.117 0.149 0.230 PDSW

HORZ077 14 5.08 2.224 0.050 0.053 0.173 0.149 SW

HORZ078 14 4.89 1.990 0.048 0.053 (0.182) (0.143) DOS!

HORZ079 14 5.02 2.528 0.062 0.050 0.168 0.136 SW

HORZ080 14 5.05 3.042 0.059 0.049 0.151 0.113 AOSW

HORZ081 16 5.00 3.476 0.052 0.060 0.149 0.104 AOSW

HORZ082 16 5.02 3.979 0.049 0.058 0.143 0.091 AOSW

HORZ083 23 2.95 4.236 0.090 0.092 0.115 0.182 SW

HORZ084 22 3.05 4.483 0.102 0.088 0.169 0.134 SW

HORZ085 16 3.07 5.226 0.097 0.103 0.141 0.145 PDSW

HORZ086 15 3.06 5.506 0.089 0.098 0.118 0.147 PDSW

HORZ087 15 3.00 4.972 0.083 0.073 0.156 0.114 AOSW

HORZ088 15 3.07 4.569 0.077 0.070 0.151 0.118 AOSW

HORZ089 15 3.00 3.939 0.073 0.068 0.144 0.132 AOSW

HORZ090 16 3.03 3.499 0.067 0.081 0.136 0.161 PDSW

HORZ091 16 3.03 3.079 0.075 0.075 0.173 0.155 SW

HORZ092 15 3.09 2.675 0.067 0.070 0.172 0.169 SW

HORZ093 15 3.02 2.641 0.057 0.052 0.197 0.137 SW

HORZ094 15 3.06 2.956 0.051 0.050 0.174 0.128 PDSW

[ Note: The measured values in ( ) are not accurate due to slugs]

Table 4.1 Three-phase flow data of Series 1 (horizontal, at various pressures) -
part 3/6 	 continued
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RUN T
(°C)

P
(bar(g))

Uos

(m/s)
U05

(m/s)
U

(m/s)

60 Flow Pattern

HORZ095 15 3.01 3.427 0.048 0.049 0.153 0.116 PDSW

HORZ096 15 5.04 4.473 0.047 0.057 0.142 0.080 AOSW

H0RZ097 15 4.99 4.426 0.103 0.110 0.164 0.130 SW

HORZ098 15 1.03 5.444 0.042 0.045 0.118 0.135 AOSW

HORZ099 14 1.08 6.004 0.038 0.043 0.128 0.107 AOSW

HORZ100 14 1.07 6.659 0.035 0.042 0.126 0.096 AOSW

HORZ 101 14 1.08 7.256 0.056 0.041 0.151 0.089 AOSW

HORZ 102 14 1.06 7.498 0.053 0.041 0.156 0.084 SW

HORZ 103 14 1.06 8.150 0.050 0.040 0.203 0.094 PDSW

HORZ 104 16 0.98 7.454 0.059 0.068 0.155 0.102 AOSW

HORZ 105 16 1.00 7.022 0.056 0.066 0.159 0.094 AOSW

HORZ 106 16 1.01 6.515 0.070 0.063 0.172 0.100 AOSW

HORZ 107 15 1.04 5.923 0.067 0.061 0.171 0.100 AOSW

HORZ 108 15 1.07 5.196 0.064 0.059 0.174 0.107 SW

HORZ 109 14 1.08 4.485 0.060 0.057 0.181 0.115 SW

HORZ 110 15 1.02 4.024 0.058 0.056 0.182 0.131 PDSW

HORZ 111 15 1.01 3.852 0.054 0.067 0.181 0.144 SW

HORZ 112 15 0.99 3.904 0.032 0.039 0.200 0.098 SW

HORZ 113 17 1.05 4.662 0.029 0.038 0.172 0.084 PDSW

HORZ 114 16 1.02 5.318 0.028 0.037 0.161 0.074 PDSW

HORZ 115 18 1.03 4.286 0.046 0.037 0.199 0.080 SW

HORZ 116 11 10.00 1.322 0.029 0.039 0.240 0.147 SS

HORZ 117 11 10.09 1.495 0.035 0.034 0.242 0.123 AOSW

HORZ 118 11 9.72 2.047 0.030 0.032 0.195 0.097 AOSW

HORZ 119 11 9.97 2.419 0.033 0.028 0.189 0.072 SW

HORZ 120 10 9.97 2.942 0.034 0.032 0.176 0.071 AOSW

HORZ 121 11 10.01 3.451 0.029 0.029 0.172 0.044 AOSW

HORZ 122 12 9.96 3.343 0.055 0.054 0.171 0.079 SW

HORZ 123 12 9.96 3.200 0.090 0.100 0.190 0.112 SW

HORZ 124 11 9.86 2.017 0.116 0.102 0.266 0.152 PDSW

Table 4.1 Three-phase flow data of Series 1 (horizontal, at various pressures) -
part 4/6 	 continued
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RUN T
(0C)

P
(bar(g))

UGs
(n/s)

(Jos

(m/s)
Uws

(m/s)

ew 6o Flow Pattern

HORZ 125 12 10.07 1.688 0.103 0.086 0.284 0.150 PDSW

HORZ 126 12 10.07 3.364 0.080 0.081 0.207 0.088 AOSW

HORZ 127 12 9.97 3.166 0.123 0.121 0.241 0.113 SW

HORZ 128 12 9.91 2.344 0.146 0.142 0.282 0.143 PDSW

HORZ 129 12 10.01 2.789 0.156 0.158 0.278 0.133 PDSW

HORZ 130 9 9.92 3.366 0.059 0.059 0.111 0.125 PDSW

HORZ 131 9 10.01 3.745 0.061 0.059 0.122 0.107 AOSW

HORZ 132 9 9.81 4.029 0.060 0.061 0.114 0.105 AOSW

HORZ 133 9 9.91 2.978 0.087 0.096 0.107 0.182 AOSW

HORZ 134 9 10.00 3.475 0.092 0.088 0.151 0.124 PDSW

HORZ 135 9 10.04 3.923 0.090 0.090 0.183 0.172 DOSW

HORZ 136 9 9.92 2.341 0.183 0.184 (0.184) (0.212) DOS!

HORZ 137 10 10.02 2.721 0.142 0.146 0.159 0.199 PDSW

HORZ 138 8 9.95 2.087 0.150 0.159 0.156 0.260 AOSW

HORZ 139 9 9.89 1.893 0.115 0.113 0.175 0.217 PDSW

HORZ 140 10 9.98 2.121 0.113 0.111 0.167 0.199 PDSW

HORZ 141 10 10.08 2.450 0.110 0.110 0.153 0.186 PDSW

HORZ 142 13 9.98 2.324 0.133 0.134 0.128 0.253 SW

HORZ 143 14 9.86 2.633 0.153 0.142 0.137 0.230 PDSW

HORZ 144 14 10.00 2.052 0.146 0.139 0.146 0.254 AOSW

HORZ 145 11 7.52 2.732 0.031 0.055 0.148 0.143 AOSW

HORZ 146 11 7.54 3.119 0.038 0.050 0.154 0.116 AOSW

HORZ 147 11 7.66 3.517 0.038 0.050 0.143 0.113 SW

HORZ 148 11 7.57 3.874 0.041 0.047 0.162 0.100 PDSW

HORZ 149 11 7.44 2.305 0.044 0.043 0.203 0.121 AOSW

HORZ 150 11 7.59 2.499 0.118 0.103 0.229 0.162 PDSW

HORZ 151 11 7.58 2.962 0.108 0.109 0.226 0.132 PDSW

HORZ 152 11 7.49 3.657 0.102 0.103 0.202 0.115 PDSW

HORZ 153 11 7.47 3.997 0.101 0.097 0.216 0.089 PDSW

HORZ 154 11 7.42 3.186 0.149 0.153 0.276 0.106 PDSW

[ Note: The measured values in ( ) are not accurate due to slugs]

Table 4.1 Three-phase flow data of Series 1 (horizontal, at various pressures) -
part 5/6 	 continued
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RUN T
(°C)

P
(bar(g))

U Gs

(m/s)
U0

(m/s)

U,3

(m/s)

ew so Flow Pattern

HORZ 155 10 7.15 2.006 0.066 0.070 0.150 0.216 DOSW

HORZ 156 10 7.22 3.970 0.147 0.151 0.133 0.165 PDSW

HORZ 157 11 7.42 3.937 0.188 0.185 0.154 0.194 DOSW

HORZ 158 11 3.08 3.596 0.098 0.109 0.198 0.161 SW

HORZ 159 11 3.08 4.957 0.103 0.106 0.178 0.128 PDSW

HORZ 160 14 2.94 4.061 0.103 0.112 0.183 0.166 AOSW

HORZ 161 14 0.04 7.101 0.043 0.049 0.084 0.101 PDSW

HORZ 162 13 0.04 7.088 0.041 0.047 0.162 0.117 AOSW

HORZ 163 13 0.04 7.855 0.039 0.046 0.159 0.104 SW

HORZ 164 13 0.04 8.692 0.046 0.045 0.159 0.102 SW

HORZ 165 14 0.05 9.258 0.058 0.045 0.190 0.095 PDSW

HORZ 166 14 0.04 6.760 0.028 0.040 0.172 0.100 AOSW

HORZ 167 14 0.04 7.672 0.027 0.040 0.161 0.094 AOSW

HORZ 168 14 0.04 8.466 0.025 0.040 0.187 0.068 SW

HORZ 169 14 0.04 9.157 0.024 0.039 0.194 0.069 PDSW

HORZ 170 14 0.05 9.776 0.021 0.039 0.210 0.063 PDSW

HORZ 171 15 0.05 10.464 0.019 0.038 0.188 0.094 DWSW

HORZ 172 14 0.04 6.640 0.014 0.026 0.192 0.067 AOSW

HORZ 173 14 0.03 7.613 0.014 0.026 0.194 0.051 AOSW

HORZ 174 14 0.05 8.218 0.037 0.025 0.222 0.027 SW

HORZ 175 14 0.04 9.010 0.036 0.025 0.203 0.032 SW

HORZ 176 14 0.04 9.686 0.035 0.025 0.209 0.023 PDSW

HORZ 177 13 0.04 10.363 0.033 0.024 0.212 0.017 PDSW

HORZ 178 13 0.04 10.915 0.032 0.024 0.207 0.015 PDSW

HORZ 179 13 0.05 11.673 0.031 0.024 0.196 0.020 PDSW

HORZ 180 14 0.05 12.367 0.030 0.024 0.216 0.007 DOSW

HORZ 181 14 0.04 13.091 0.028 0.024 0.219 0.011 DOSW

HORZ 182 14 2.72 4.650 0.112 0.108 0.256 0.092 PDSW

Table 4.1 Three-phase flow data of Series 1 (horizontal, at various pressures) -
part 6/6 	 continued
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RUN T
(°C)

P
(bar(g))

(los

(m/s)
Uos

(m/s)

Uws

(m/s)
ew 6o Flow

H3P008 12.0 4.94 1.100 0.039 0.106 0.133 0.273 DWS1

H3P009 12.0 5.02 2.024 0.032 0.098 (0.120) (0.195) DWS1

H3P010 12.0 5.08 2.947 0.026 0.092 0.103 0.176 AOSW

H3P011 12.0 5.00 3.950 0.021 0.108 0.067 0.187 SW

H3P012 12.0 4.97 4.969 0.055 0.099 0.147 0.205 DWSW

H3P013 12.0 5.00 3.941 0.050 0.108 0.091 0.192 AOSW

H3P014 12.0 5.04 3.013 0.045 0.100 0.104 0.198 AOSW

H3P015 12.0 5.05 2.074 0.041 0.093 (0.109) (0.222) DWS1

H3P016 12.0 5.04 3.149 0.036 0.042 0.143 0.108 SW

H3P017 12.0 5.01 1.066 0.154 0.143 (0.164) (0.291) DOS!

H3P018 12.0 5.10 1.996 0.138 0.155 (0.090) (0.258) DOS!

H3P019 12.0 5.06 2.994 0.152 0.143 (0.144) (0.234) DOS!

H3P020 12.0 5.00 4.021 0.138 0.152 0.095 0.215 DOSW

H3P021 12.0 5.03 4.978 0.150 0.142 0.122 0.174 DOSW
H3P022 12.0 4.97 5.941 0.141 0.154 0.065 0.177 DOSW

H3P023 11.0 5.00 3.068 0.109 0.104 0.167 0.168 AOSW

H3P024 11.0 5.07 3.974 0.101 0.099 0.154 0.160 SW
H3P025 11.0 5.00 4.930 0.094 0.093 0.147 0.201 DOSW
H3P026 11.0 5.14 1.058 0.087 0.163 (0.051) (0.295) DWS1

H3P027 11.0 5.07 2.004 0.095 0.151 (0.086) (0.306) DWS1

H3P028 11.0 5.03 2.992 0.086 0.141 (0.063) (0.249) DWS1

H3P029 11.0 5.05 3.964 0.103 0.156 0.077 0.228 DOSW
H3P030 11.0 4.96 5.029 0.099 0.150 0.037 0.215 DOSW

H3P031 11.0 4.98 5.973 0.093 0.144 0.053 0.170 DOSW
[ Note: The measured values in ( ) are not accurate due to slugs]

Table 4.2 Three-phase flow data of Series 2 (horizontal, at 0 and 5bar(g)) -
part 1/3
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RUN T
(°C)

P
(bar(g))

U Gs
(m/s)

U0
(nis)

U ws
(m/s)

ew 60 Flow

H3P032 11.0 4.99 5.992 0.107 0.051 0.164 0.152 DOSW

H3P033 11.0 4.96 5.026 0.103 0.050 0.146 0.189 DOSW

H3P034 11.0 5.06 4.040 0.097 0.050 (0.192) (0.180) DOS!

H3P035 11.0 5.06 3.019 0.090 0.049 0.152 0.181 SW

H3P036 11.0 5.01 2.104 0.104 0.048 (0.218) (0.219) DOS!

H3P037 11.0 5.03 2.095 0.056 0.047 0.150 0.207 AOSW

H3P038 11.0 5.06 3.018 0.049 0.046 0.150 0.146 AOSW

H3P039 11.0 5.03 3.925 0.046 0.046 0.145 0.095 AOSW

H3PO40 11.0 4.96 5.082 0.042 0.045 0.150 0.072 DOSW

H3PO41 10.0 4.95 5.917 0.037 0.045 0.119 0.084 DOSW

H3PO42 10.0 5.12 1.105 0.063 0.146 (0.014) (0.320) DWS1

H3PO43 10.0 5.01 2.014 0.049 0.155 (0.038) (0.255) DWSI

H3PO44 10.0 5.05 3.048 0.045 0.148 (0.023) (0.224) DWSI

H3PO45 10.0 5.08 3.925 0.038 0.141 0.019 0.232 AOSW

H3PO46 10.0 5.07 5.049 0.038 0.156 (0.016) (0.187) DWSI

H3PO47 10.0 5.00 6.024 0.034 0.149 0.009 0.169 DOSW

H3PO48 10.0 0.04 8.167 0.054 0.107 0.036 0.213 SW

H3PO49 10.0 0.06 9.926 0.052 0.106 0.044 0.163 SW

H3P050 10.0 0.06 11.885 0.051 0.104 0.046 0.140 SW

H3P051 10.0 0.10 16.180 0.048 0.102 0.022 0.124 DOSW

[ Note: The measured values in ( ) are not accurate due to slugs]

Table 4.2 Three-phase flow data of Series 2 (horizontal, at 0 and 5bar(g)) -
part 2/3
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RUN T
(°C)

P
(bar(g))

Uos

(m/s)

Uos

(m/s)

U

(m/s)
so Flow

AOW01 14.0 0.06 7.380 0.056 0.030 0.141 0.128 SS

AOW02 14.0 0.05 9.091 0.055 0.029 0.102 0.151 SW

AOW03 15.0 0.07 10.126 0.054 0.029 0.119 0.110 SW+IS

AOW04 15.0 0.06 6.668 0.052 0.028 0.143 0.138 SW

AOW06 16.0 5.07 1.757 0.069 0.056 0.166 0.191 SS

AOW07 16.0 5.04 1.758 0.067 0.056 0.148 0.222 SS

AOW08 16.0 5.13 2.110 0.054 0.050 0.193 0.130 SS

AOW11 24.0 5.17 2.907 0.081 0.078 0.211 0.116 SW

AOW12 24.0 5.18 2.803 0.084 0.075 0.207 0.128 SW

AOW13 24.0 5.13 2.699 0.082 0.038 0.155 0.161 SS

AOW14 20.0 5.15 2.611 0.125 0.046 0.153 0.223 SS

AOW15 20.0 5.16 2.610 0.117 0.064 0.176 0.203 SS

AOW16 21.0 5.14 2.534 0.102 0.057 0.163 0.212 SS

AOW17 23.0 5.04 2.430 0.143 0.082 0.166 0.268 SW

AOW18 23.0 5.08 2.479 0.139 0.078 0.142 0.285 SW

AOW19 23.0 5.05 2.491 0.144 0.078 0.101 0.337 SW

AOW20 20.0 5.09 3.276 0.114 0.039 0.243 0.057 SS

AOW21 20.0 4.96 3.634 0.112 0.040 0.266 0.046 SW

STR001 20.0 4.93 3.255 0.091 0.156 0.118 0.245 AOSW

STR002 20.0 5.00 3.319 0.110 0.171 0.115 0.256 DWSI

STR003 19.0 4.97 3.285 0.101 0.182 0.112 0.259 DWSI

STR004 19.0 5.01 3.398 0.092 0.119 0.144 0.192 AOSW

STR005 18.0 5.02 3.382 0.108 0.078 0.180 0.143 SW

STR006 18.0 5.01 3.369 0.099 0.034 0.217 0.090 DOSW

[ Note: The measured values in ( ) are not accurate due to slugs]

Table 4.2 Three-phase flow data of Series 2 (horizontal, at 0 and 5 bar(g)) -
part 3/3
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RUN T
(°C)

P
(bar(g))

(I Gs
(mils)

UO3

(m/s)
U,5ws

(m/s)
dp/
/ dz

(Palm)

ew e0 Flow

SS3P001 14.0 0.053 9.451 0.029 0.047 138.34 0.103 0.117 SW-A
SS3P002 14.0 0.052 8.647 0.025 0.046 113.79 0.119 0.105 PDSW
SS3P003 14.0 0.046 7.925 0.020 0.045 96.72 0.113 0.111 SW
SS3P004 14.0 0.053 7.130 0.016 0.044 81.37 0.112 0.120 SW
SS3P005 14.0 0.049 6.334 0.052 0.043 77.61 0.145 0.121 SW
SS3P006 14.0 0.050 5.651 0.049 0.042 65.45 0.167 0.124 SW
SS3P007 14.0 0.052 8.046 0.045 0.041 100.28 0.161 0.081 PDSW
SS3P008 14.0 0.053 9.479 0.041 0.040 133.85 0.115 0.103 DOSW
SS3P009 15.0 0.052 10.160 0.040 0.040 150.00 0.104 0.110 DOSW
SS3P010 16.0 0.058 10.658 0.059 0.039 161.54 (0.141) (0.094) DOS!
SS3P011 15.0 0.056 7.744 0.080 0.029 104.74 0.187 0.082 SW
SS3P012 15.0 0.054 7.551 0.075 0.029 99.70 0.180 0.088 SW
SS3P013 15.0 0.055 6.780 0.072 0.028 90.42 0.218 0.070 PDSW
SS3P014 15.0 0.059 9.220 0.066 0.056 152.72 0.128 0.128 DOSW
SS3P015 15.0 0.062 8.906 0.063 0.055 140.56 0.150 0.105 PDSW
SS3P016 15.0 0.051 7.446 0.061 0.054 101.33 0.165 0.106 SW
SS3P017 15.0 0.048 5.958 0.059 0.053 73.32 0.164 0.131 SW
SS3P018 15.0 0.075 14.933 0.094 0.034 - (0.179) (0.056) DOS!
SS3P019 15.0 0.047 8.790 0.020 0.051 113.97 0.114 0.111 PDSW
SS3P020 15.0 0.048 7.234 0.018 0.050 68.44 0.123 0.116 SW
SS3P021 14.0 5.005 3.542 0.112 0.092 149.18 0.135 0.190 AOSW
SS3P022 14.0 4.868 3.291 0.099 0.085 124.73 0.149 0.181 SW
SS3P023 14.0 4.931 2.908 0.083 0.074 97.61 0.147 0.169 AOSW
SS3P024 14.0 4.936 2.584 0.074 0.068 76.51 0.148 0.178 AOSW
SS3P025 14.0 4.964 2.611 0.089 0.086 89.92 0.123 0.215 AOSW
SS3P026 14.0 5.005 2.870 0.073 0.070 85.69 0.131 0.170 AOSW
SS3P027 14.0 5.072 3.084 0.059 0.056 89.65 0.147 0.126 AOSW
SS3P028 14.0 5.044 3.348 0.051 0.051 94.50 0.104 0.140 AOSW
SS3P029 14.0 5.066 4.000 0.032 0.036 108.40 0.094 0.113 SW
SS3P030 14.0 5.093 4.189 0.041 0.036 129.97 0.114 0.099 SW
SS3P031 14.0 5.009 4.675 0.037 0.035 151.46 0.124 0.092 PDS'W
SS3P032 14.0 4.898 2.670 0.084 0.056 84.93 0.169 0.154 AOSW
SS3P033 14.0 4.894 3.040 0.093 0.053 99.83 0.170 0.136 AOSW
SS3P034 14.0 5.065 3.469 0.097 0.051 122.79 0.177 0.114 SW
SS3P035 14.0 5.134 4.019 0.101 0.048 150.83 0.165 0.112 PDSW
SS3P036 14.0 5.108 4.484 0.094 0.047 165.38 0.152 0.110 PDSW
SS3P037 14.0 5.051 3.690 0.097 0.096 146.87 0.128 0.169 PDSW
SS3P038 14.0 5.068 3.888 0.096 0.101 - 0.152 0.154 PDSW

[ Note: The measured values in ( ) are not accurate due to slugs]
Table 4.3 Three-phase flow data of Series 3 (horizontal, 0 and 5 bar(g), with

pressure gradient measurements)
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RUN T
(°C)

P
(bar(g))

UG3
(nis)

UO3
(n/s)

U
(n/s) "1z

(Pm)

Ew go Flow Pattern

n15001 27 0.048 7.911 0.040 0.049 44.67 0.094 0.069 SS

n15002 26 0.042 7.013 0.038 0.048 17.20 0.111 0.065 PDSS

n15003 25 0.043 6.209 0.034 0.047 13.56 0.128 0.053 OWSW

n15004 24 0.039 5.483 0.032 0.047 11.00 0.120 0.053 OWSW

n15005 24 0.040 4.674 0.030 0.047 8.67 0.102 0.068 OWSW

n15006 24 0.039 1.540 0.028 0.046 2.00 0.103 0.072 OWSW

n15007 23 0.039 3.707 0.026 0.045 5.44 0.098 0.067 OWSW

n15008 23 0.042 9.356 0.023 0.044 71.47 0.120 0.051 PDSW

n15009 23 0.046 10.689 0.021 0.044 100.24 0.117 0.054 PDSW

n15010 23 0.059 12.764 0.016 0.045 263.33 0.133 0.104 SW-A

n15011 23 0.066 12.652 0.054 0.044 250.00 0.165 0.086 SW-A

n15012 23 0.053 10.270 0.052 0.044 112.50 0.156 0.098 DOSW

n15013 23 0.052 8.809 0.050 0.042 70.53 0.119 0.066 PDSW

n15014 23 0.046 7.350 0.048 0.042 25.41 0.112 0.071 PDSW

n15015 23 0.040 5.192 0.047 0.042 10.00 0.132 0.055 OWSW

n15016 23 0.036 3.305 0.045 0.042 5.00 0.128 0.058 OWSW

n15017 23 0.032 1.462 0.044 0.042 2.33 0.161 0.063 OWSW

n15018 23 0.041 1.526 0.115 0.101 2.00 0.153 0.114 OWSW

n15019 23 0.036 3.653 0.112 0.098 6.67 0.135 0.126 OWSW

n15020 23 0.038 5.461 0.110 0.096 13.33 0.151 0.109 OWSW

n15021 23 0.049 6.878 0.107 0.095 47.33 0.138 0.113 PDSW

n15022 23 0.052 8.409 0.106 0.094 92.30 0.133 0.115 DOSW

n15023 23 0.061 9.758 0.103 0.091 - (0.167) (0.151) DOS!

n15024 24 0.037 3.494 0.103 0.163 8.83 0.087 0.231 SS

n15025 24 0.045 5.398 0.105 0.159 18.17 0.106 0.204 PDSS

[ Note: The measured values in ( ) are not accurate due to slugs]

Table 4.4 Three-phase flow data of Series 4 (1.5° downward inclined, 0 bar(g),
with pressure gradient measurements)
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RUN T
(°C)

P
(bar(g))

U ,
(m/s)

U0
(m/s)

1 45

(In/s)

dp/
/ dz

(Palm)

6 60 Flow

NIS0001 13.0 4.89 1.465 0.088 0.148 7.71 0.082 0.211 SS

NIS0002 14.0 5.06 2.056 0.096 0.160 12.47 0.094 0.208 OWSW

NIS0003 14.0 5.02 2.462 0.090 0.153 16.22 0.112 0.185 OWSW

NIS0004 14.0 5.05 2.971 0.105 0.145 37.19 0.110 0.188 PDSW

NIS0005 14.0 5.06 3.482 0.097 0.138 81.24 0.090 0.179 PDSW

NIS0006 14.0 5.08 3.984 0.090 0.155 67.73 0.064 0.158 DWSW

NIS0007 14.0 5.00 1.558 0.097 0.099 6.22 0.153 0.137 SS

NIS0008 14.0 5.00 1.947 0.090 0.097 9.75 0.119 0.154 OWSW

NIS0009 14.0 4.98 2.585 0.103 0.094 16.58 0.156 0.129 OWSW

NIS0010 14.0 4.99 3.074 0.093 0.111 31.38 0.105 0.161 PDSW

NIS0011 14.0 4.97 3.614 0.102 0.107 59.88 0.112 0.145 PDSW

NIS0012 14.0 4.99 4.072 0.095 0.104 105.74 0.090 0.169 DOSW

NIS0013 13.0 5.04 1.185 0.102 0.111 10.00 0.194 0.131 PDSS

NIS0014 13.0 5.04 1.177 0.109 0.046 5.17 0.273 0.059 PDSS

NIS0015 13.0 5.13 2.027 0.102 0.044 14.00 0.251 0.063 SS

NIS0016 13.0 5.03 2.542 0.099 0.045 27.40 0.226 0.066 PDSW

NIS0017 13.0 5.02 3.007 0.095 0.044 62.38 0.235 0.046 PDSW

NIS0018 13.0 5.00 3.483 0.091 0.044 58.00 0.218 0.043 PDSW

NIS0019 13.0 5.08 3.976 0.104 0.042 171.90 0.297 0.051 DOSW

NIS0020 13.0 5.06 2.153 0.095 0.040 15.90 0.266 0.058 SS

NIS0021 14.0 5.14 1.084 0.115 0.038 8.06 0.303 0.056 PDSS

N1S0022 13.0 4.98 1.010 0.077 0.100 4.07 0.216 0.083 SS

N1S0023 13.0 4.99 1.008 0.121 0.095 3.33 0.202 0.125 SS

N1S0024 13.0 4.98 1.006 0.156 0.091 3.33 0.240 0.122 SS

N1S0025 13.0 5.01 1.005 0.185 0.099 13.33 0.253 0.139 OWSW

N1S0026 13.0 5.01 1.009 0.240 0.094 16.67 0.304 0.128 OWSW

N1S0027 13.0 4.97 1.019 0.281 0.092 18.00 0.349 0.106 OWSW

N1S0028 15.0 5.01 1.550 0.071 0.099 5.56 0.083 0.171 SS

N1S0029 14.0 5.01 2.062 0.059 0.114 9.58 0.067 0.179 OWSW

NIS0030 13.0 4.99 2.060 0.103 0.109 11.93 0.149 0.147 PDSS

NIS0031 13.0 5.02 2.037 0.141 0.105 13.56 0.202 0.140 PDSS

N1S0032 13.0 5.00 2.031 0.196 0.102 16.63 0.280 0.114 PDSS

N1S0033 13.0 5.02 2.017 0.238 0.098 19.15 0.301 0.121 PDSS

Table 4.5 Three-phase flow data of Series 4 (1.5° downward inclined, 5 bar(g),
with pressure gradient measurements) -part 1/2
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RUN T
(°C)

P
(bar(g))

( J os
(m/s)

UO3

(m/s)
U ws

(m/s)

dp/
/ dz

(Palm)

ew 6o Flow

N1S0034 13.0 5.01 3.005 0.042 0.106 30.91 0.088 0.154 PDSW

N1S0035 13.0 5.01 2.974 0.095 0.103 40.67 0.138 0.142 PDSW

N1S0036 13.0 5.01 2.946 0.156 0.099 53.54 0.195 0.131 PDSW

N1S0037 14.0 4.99 2.921 0.191 0.096 61.03 0.234 0.113 PDSW

N1S0038 15.0 5.04 2.135 0.101 0.154 14.79 0.095 0.221 OWSW

N1S0039 15.0 5.02 2.084 0.093 0.043 10.78 0.191 0.072 SS

NIS0040 15.0 5.02 2.074 0.086 0.025 12.40 0.230 0.058 SS

NIS0041 18.0 5.00 0.924 0.101 0.158 1.85 0.108 0.206 OWSW

N1S0042 17.0 4.99 0.929 0.105 0.041 2.25 0.299 0.111 OWSW

N1S0043 17.0 4.99 0.936 0.098 0.023 3.33 0.434 0.115 OWSW

N1S0044 17.0 5.02 0.927 0.093 0.022 3.07 0.425 0.127 OWSW

N1S0045 17.0 5.22 1.526 0.099 0.021 8.62 0.317 0.105 PDSS

N1S0046 17.0 5.58 2.412 0.085 0.019 15.33 0.223 0.055 PDSS

N1S0047 18.0 5.80 3.055 0.098 0.018 95.33 0.261 0.047 PDSW

N1S0048 22.0 5.01 2.884 0.100 0.157 30.20 0.111 0.190 PDSW

N1S0049 18.0 5.01 2.982 0.050 0.027 18.42 0.138 0.062 PDSS

NIS0050 18.0 5.10 3.567 0.061 0.025 53.94 0.158 0.044 PDSW

NIS0051 18.0 5.07 3.906 0.057 0.025 72.33 0.139 0.048 PDSW

N1S0052 18.0 5.00 4.514 0.054 0.025 100.25 0.151 0.036 SW-A

N1S0053 18.0 4.93 4.940 0.051 0.025 115.13 0.136 0.043 DOSW

N1S0054 19.0 5.12 2.425 0.056 0.023 10.33 0.164 0.055 SW-A

N1S0055 19.0 5.11 1.964 0.050 0.022 7.24 0.171 0.053 DOSW

N1S0056 18.0 5.00 0.666 0.104 0.159 1.58 0.112 0.202 OWSW

N1S0057 16.0 5.02 0.667 0.100 0.157 1.61 0.104 0.203 OWSW

N1S0058 17.0 5.02 2.008 0.100 0.160 11.11 0.102 0.204 OWSW

Table 4.5 Three-phase flow data of Series 4 (1.5° downward inclined, 5 bar(g),
with pressure gradient measurements) - part 2/2.. .continued
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4.2	 FLOW PATTERNS

As has been seen in Tables 4.1 — 4.5, the flow pattern was defined based on the

examination of the video records with some guidance also from the detailed phase

distribution given by the gamma densitometer scans. It has been thought that a detailed

description of the flow would be helpful in potential future analysis of these data and

what has been done, therefore, is to give a much more detailed sub-division of the flow

pattern observed in the liquid-liquid-gas flow than it is normally done (for instance in the

flow pattern descriptions by Acikgaz et al. (1992) and Pan (1996). The flow patterns

observed were defined as follows (see Figure 4.1 for relevant sketches):

(1) Stratified Smooth (SS): Here, the interfaces between the water and oil layers

and between the oil and gas layers are essentially smooth. This regime was not

actually observed in any of the horizontal flow tests but it did occur in the tests

with the downward inclined pipe.

(2) Air-Oil Stratified Wavy; Oil-Water Stratified Smooth (AOSW): Here, the air-

oil interface is wavy but the oil-water interface is essentially smooth. This type of

flow occurred in both horizontal and downward inclined pipes.

(3) Air-Oil Stratified Smooth; Oil-Water Stratified Wavy (OWSW): Here, the air-

oil interface is essentially smooth with the oil-water interface being wavy. This

type of flow only occurred in downward inclined pipe and when the water

velocity was high and the air velocity was low.

(4) Air-Oil Stratified Wavy; Oil-Water Stratified Wavy (SW): Here, both the oil-

water and air-oil interfaces appear wavy. This regime occurred for moderate

flowrates in both horizontal and inclined pipes, especially at lower pressures.

(5) Air-Oil Stratified Smooth; Oil and Water Partially Mixed (PDSS): Here, the

air-oil interface is essentially smooth with mixing at the oil-water interface
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producing droplets of oil in the water layer and droplets of water in the oil layer.

Again, this regime was only observed in the downward inclined pipe flows.

(6) Air-Oil Stratified Wavy; Oil and Water Partially Mixed (PDSW): Here, the

air-oil interface is wavy and there is intermixing at the oil-water interface as

shown in the sketch (Figure 4.1(0). This regime occurred in both horizontal and

downward inclined pipes.

(7) Stratified Wavy With Oil-Wetted Upper Tube (SW-A): This regime is

characterised by the existence of a thin layer of oil at the top of the pipe which is

covered by striations which are inclined backward with respect to the direction of

flow. This regime is usually accompanied with some inter-entrainment of the

liquid phases at the oil-water interface.

(8) Oil and Water Fully Mixed; Oil Dispersed In Water Continuous Phase

(DWSW): Here, the oil is fully dispersed as droplets within the water as shown.

(9) Oil and Water Fully Mixed; Water Dispersed In Oil Continuous Phase

(DOSW): Here, the oil phase is continuous with water droplets dispersed in it as

shown in the sketch (Figure 4.1(i))

Although not the prime objective to the present work, observations are included

in Tables 4.1 — 4.5 of slug flow, either with the water phase as the continuous phase

(DWS1) or with the oil phase as the continuous phase (DOS!) as shown in sketches (j)

and (k) respectively. In Tables 4.1 — 4.5, each of the flow studies has been described in

terms of the above designations. One has to stress, as always, that descriptions of flow

pattern are somewhat subjective but it is felt that this finer division of the flow patterns

observed in the present tests may be helpful in analysis in the future. Alongside the

sketches in Figure 4.1, the symbols used for representing data for this particular type of

flow in the graphs presented later in this chapter are also shown for reference.
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Figure 4.1 Flow patterns in three-phase air-oil-water flow
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Figure 4.1 Flow patterns in three-phase air-oil-water flow (continued)
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Oil and Water Fully Mixed; Water Dispersed In Oil Continuous Phase (DOSW)

Water-Continuous Slug (DWSI)

Oil-Continuous Slug (DOS!)

Figure 4.1 Flow patterns in three-phase air-oil-water flow (continued)

Since thethe data covers a wide range of flow conditions (velocities, water cuts and

pressures) those are fundamental difficulties in presenting them. However, dimensional

plots for data within specified ranges of conditions are instructive and these are

exemplified by the flow pattern data plotted in Figures 4.2 — 4.4. Here, fir the water cut

ranged 0.45 — 0.55, the flow pattern data is plotted in map form in terms of the

superficial velocities of the liquid (UL,) and gas (UG,) for nominal outlet pressures of 0

bar(g), 5 bar(g) and 10 bar(g). In general, but bearing in mind the subjectivity of the

interpretation of flow regimes, the results can be seen to progress from fully stratified

flows, through partially dispersed flows to fully dispersed flows, and. to slug flows.
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Figure 4.2 Flow regime map for three-phase horizontal flow (Series 1 and
2; water cut = 0.45 — 0.55; at 0 har(g))

Figure 43 Flow regime map for three-phase horizontal flow (Series 1 and
2; water cut = 0.45 — 0.55; at 5 har(g))
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Figure 4.4 Flow regime map for three-phase horizontal flow (Series 1;
water cut = 0.45 — 0.55; at 10 har(g))

Figure 43 Flow regime map for three-phase downward inclined flow
(Series 4; water cut = 0.45 — 0.55; at 0 bar(g))
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Figure 4.6 Flow regime map for three-phase downward inclined flow
(Series 5; water cut = 0.45 — 0.55; at 5 har(g))

It is clearly preferable to represent the data in terms of dimensionless and rather

than dimensional quantities. The state of development of specific flow pattern maps I'm

three-phase flows is not yet such that non-dimensional representations of this kind are

possible. However, a widely used approach for two-phase flows is that of Taitel &

Dukler (1976) where the flow regimes are plotted in terms of dimensionless variables

listed in Equations 2.8 — 2.12. It is interest to compare the present data with the

predictions of Taitel & Dukler but suitable averaged quantities have to be derived. The

dimensionless parameters used by Taitel & Dukler were calculated using liquid

properties (density, p.ix and viscosity, 71„, t,) which are linear-averaged between the

densities of water and oil, weighted according to the input volume flow fractions of the

two phases as fifflows:

P.. = APtv + (1 — A)po
	

(4.1)

71m, = Aii . + (1 — 11.)no	 (4.2)

where A is the fraction of water by volume in the input flow (the "water cut"). Using this

approach, it is possible to plot the whole range of data on a single non-dimensional plot.
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For horizontal flow, the inclination parameter, Y (Equation 2.10) is zero and the

transitions from stratified smooth to stratified wavy, and from stratified wavy to

intermittent flow can be plotted in terms of K versus X and F versus X, respectively. The

present data are plotted in this form in Figure 4.7. Most of the data lie above the Taitel

& Dukler stratified smooth transition line: one data point for stratified smooth (SS) lies

more or less on the transition line as shown in Figure 4.7. The transition to slug flow.

when calculated on this basis, is qualitatively correct, though the transition occurred at

somewhat larger values of F for a given value of X than was predicted by Taitel &

Dukler. Between the two extremes of stratified smooth flow and slug flow, there is a

progressive change towards more and more inter-dispersion of the phases.

Figure 4.7 Comparison of three-phase horizontal flow data (Series 1; at
various pressures)) with the Taitel & Dukler (1976) generalised two-

phase flow regime map; Y <0

For inclined pipe, the Taitel and Dukler model also involves the effect of tube

inclination, embodied in the parameter Y (Equation 2.10). The present data for flow in a

1.5° downward inclined pipe which therefore classified into data for which Y < 50. data

for which 50 < Y < 100 and data for which 1> 1(X) applied. The results are plotted in

Figures 4.8 — 4.10. No specific data was obtained on slug flow for the downward
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inclined flow cases. As will he seen, stratified flow may continue to occur above the

predicted intermittent flow transition, particularly for high values of Y (corresponding to

low values of the air velocity).

Figure 4.8 Comparison or three-phase downward inclined flow data
(Series 4 and 5; at 0 har(g) and 5 har(g)) with the Taitel & Dukler (1976)

generalised two-phase flow regime map; Y < 50

Figure 4.9 Comparison or three-phase downward inclined flow data
(Series 4 and 5; at 0 har(g) and 5 har(g)) with the Taitel & Dukler (1976)

generalised two-phase flow regime map; 50< Y < 100
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1. E+01
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	  1.E-03

Figure 4.10 Comparison of three-phase downward inclined flow data
(Series 4 and 5; at 0 har(g) and 5 har(g)) with the Mitzi & Dukler (1976)

generalised two-phase flow regime map; 1> 100

It may be concluded that the Taitel & Dukler model can give a rough qualitative

indication of the transitions by adopting linear-averaging of the physical properties for a

three-phase flow case but it is clear that much more specific models are required to

obtain accurate predictions.

4.3	 PHASE HOLDUPS

The phase holdup data (ew and Lo) presented in Tables 4.1 — 4.5 are based on

scanning across the channel using the gamma densitometry system (described in Section

3.3.2.4). The gamma beam passes vertically through the pipe and the scan starts with the

centre of the beam at approximately 2 mm from the pipe wall, seven further

measurements are then made at the following distances from the pipe wall: 6, 10, 14, 20,

26, 32, 38 mm (taking the first distance from pipe wall, x is 2 mm).

The results for each chordal measurement may be expressed in terms of the

lengths of the oil and water phases covered and it is convenient to express the results

graphically in terms of the water level and the total liquid level. Examples of such plots
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are given in Figures 4.11 and 4.12 for near atmospheric pressure and 5 bar(g) at the end

of the test section, respectively.

(e)

Figure 4.11 Measured phase holdup across pipe section using gamma
densitometer for three-phase flow in a horizontal pipe (at 0 bar(g))
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(e)

Figure 4.12 Measured phase holdup across pipe section using gamma
densitometer for three-phase flow in a horizontal pipe (at 5 har(g))

The series of results shown are for an increasing air velocity. The lines are drawn

across the full pipe; symmetry has been assumed. As will be seen, the gas-liquid interface

is often relatively flat on average (though, of course, it is often wavy), the oil-water

interface often shows a characteristic concavity. By viewing the pipe from several

angles, it was possible to ascertain that the concavity of the oil-water interface seen in

the gamma scans was actually occurring. It should also be borne in mind that the flows

illustrated in Figures 4.11 and 4.12 arc complex in other ways; as the gas velocity

increases, inter-entrainment of the two phases occurs. It may be that such inter-
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entrainment is enhanced at the oil-water-pipe wall triple interface, and this is consistent

with the appearance of the gamma scans. Details of the evaluation of this phenomenon

was beyond the scope of the present work but it may be useful to apply local

measurement techniques to investigate it further. In this context, the high frequency

probe and endoscope techniques used by Angeli (1996) might be useful. Such work

could be combined with isokinetic probe measurements as described in Chapter 7.

In the work described in Chapter 6, the complexities of the interfacial phenomena

are largely ignored; the flow is treated as fully separated and having horizontal interfaces

between the oil and the air, and the oil and the water, respectively. The reason for this

simplifying assumption is that it is the assumption that underlies most current computer

codes for prediction of pipe line behaviour. To provide data for this exercise, averaged

phase fractions are required. To achieve this, the gamma scans exemplified in Figures

4.11 and 4.12 are converted to phase fractions by averaging the chordal values on an

area-weighted basis. This is done using Simpson's rule (i.e. account is taken of the fact

that the chordal measurements at the axis of the tube, for instance, is associated with a

much greater flow area than the chordal measurement near the pipe wall).

The area-weighted averages, expressed in terms of the phase fractions (cw and 60)

are listed in Tables 4.1 — 4.5 for the respective series of tests. These data were used in

developing optimised three-fluid model in the work described in Chapter 6. Here, some

of the salient features of the data will be presented without detailed analysis. Groupings

of the data were made in terms of pressure, total liquid velocity and range of water cut

and graphs plotted for each group; for horizontal flows, these graphs are presented as

shown in Figures 4.13 — 4.28 in order of ascending pressure (0 bar(g) to 10 bar(g)), total

liquid velocity (0.05 m/s to 0.30 m/s) and water cut range (0.30 — 0.40 and 0.45 — 0.55).

As will be seen, for horizontal flows, the total liquid holdup (cw + co) usually decreases

with increasing gas velocity. The water holdup behaves in a more complex way,

sometimes decreasing and sometimes increasing and sometimes passing through a

maximum or minimum. The complex behaviour is probably representative of the detailed

changes in flow regime (the specific flow regimes are indicated in each of the graphs). In

some circumstances, the liquid holdup can actually increase with increasing gas velocity
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at high gas velocity. An example of such an occurrence in a horizontal flow is presented

in Chapter 7 (sec Figure 7.32). This effect is seen more often in downwards inclined

flows (see Figure 4.33). One may hypothesise that the mixing of liquid phases leads to

the creation, in some combinations of circumstances of a high viscosity oil-water

emulsion. This would necessitate a thicker liquid layer to transport the liquid, hence the

increase in holdup.

Figure 4.13 Measured phase holdup versus air flowrate at UL. = 0.10 m/s
(p = 0 har(g), water cut = 0.30-0.40, horizontal pipe)

Figure 4.14 Measured phase holdup versus air flowrate at UL. = 0.10 m/s
(p = 0 har(g), water cut = 0.45-0.55, horizontal pipe)
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Figure 4.15 Measured phase holdup versus air flowrate at U1. = 0.07-
0.08 m/s (p = 1 bar(g), water cut = 0.45-0.55, horizontal pipe)

Figure 4.16 Measured phase holdup versus air flowrate at U1, = 0.11-
0.12 m/s (p = 1 har(g), water cut = 0.45-0.55. horizontal pipe)
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Figure 4.17 Measured phase holdup versus air nowrate at Ur, = 0.10 m/s
(p = 3 har(g), water cut = 0.45-0.55, horizontal pipe)

Figure 4.18 Measured phase holdup versus air flowrate at U,. = 0.15 m/s
(p = 3 har(g). water cut = 0.45-0.55, horizontal pipe)
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Figure 4.19 Measured phase holdup versus air flowrate at UL, = 0.20 m/s
(p = 3 har(g), water cut = 0.45-0.55, horizontal pipe)

Figure 4.20 Measured phase holdup versus air flowrate at Uh = 0.15 m/s
lp = 5 har(g), water cut = 030-0.40, horizontal pipe)
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Figure 4.21 Measured phase holdup versus air flowrate at U, = 0.15 m/s
(p = 5 bar(g), water cut = 0.45-0.55, horizontal pipe)

Figure 4.22 Measured phase holdup versus air flowrate at Ur, = 0.10 m/s
(p = 5 bar(g) 1 water cut = 0.45-0.55, horizontal pipe)
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LI Gs (MIS)

Figure 4.23 Measured phase holdup versus air flowrate at Ur, = 0.20 m/s
(p = 5 har(g), water cut = 0.45-0.55, horizontal pipe)

Figure 4.24 Measured phase holdup versus air flowrate at U,. = 0.30 ni/s
=5 har(g), water cut = 0.45-0.55, horizontal pipe)
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Figure 4.25 Measured phase holdup versus air llowraW at U1, = 0.05 m/s
(p= 10 har(g), water cut = 0.45-0.55, horizontal pipe)

Figure 4.26 Measured phase holdup versus air flowrate at U, = 0.10 m/s
(p = 10 har(g), water cut = 0.45-0.55. horizontal pipe)
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Figure 4.27 Measured phase holdup versus air rlowrate at 111., = 0.20 m/s
= 10 har(g), water cut = 0.45-0.55, horizontal pipe)

Figure 4.28 Measured phase holdup versus air flowrate at 111, = 030 m/s
= 10 har(g), water cut = 0.45-0.55, horizontal pipe)
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It is possible to evaluate detailed trend by comparison of the data as follows:

(1) Total liquid velocity. In general, the total holdup decreased with decreasing total

liquid velocity for a given water cut range. On the other hand, the water holdup

again behaved in a more complex fashion, sometimes increasing and sometimes

decreasing with total water velocity. This behaviour is illustrated by the example

shown in Figure 4.29. At higher pressures, the trends are more systematic as

illustrated in Figure 4.30, where it can be seen that both total and water holdups

increase with increasing liquid velocity. The same is true for results at outlet

pressures at 5 bar(g) and 10 bar(g) (Figures 4.31 and 4.32 respectively for the

cases where stratified flow prevails). When slug flow occurs, the total holdup is

seen to increase with increasing gas velocity and the water holdup tends to

decrease. However, it should be pointed that the holdup measurements were

inaccurate in the case of slug flow.

Figure 4.29 Measured phase holdup versus air flowrate at various total
liquid velocities (p = I bar(g), water cut = 0.45-0.55, horizontal pipe)
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Figure 4-30 Measured phase holdup versus air flowrate at various total
liquid velocities (p = 3 har(g), water cut = 0.45-0.55, horizontal pipe)

Figure 4.31 Measured phase holdup versus air flowrate at various total
liquid velocities (p = 5 har(g), water cut = 0.45-0.55, horizontal pipe)
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Figure 4.32 Measured phase holdup versus air flowrate at various total
liquid velocities (p =	 har(g), water cut = 0.45-0.55, horizontal pipe)

(2) Water cut. Figure 4.33 shows comparison of data (at near atmospheric pressure)

for two different ranges of water cut (for instance, 0.30-0.40 and (.45-0.55),

whilst the other conditions (such as outlet pressure, total liquid velocity, pipe

inclination) are fixed. In general, the total liquid holdup is relatively little affected

by the water cut in the ranges considered, though, of course the water holdup

increases with increasing water cut. Similar conclusions are also drawn from

Figure 4.34 which is plotted from the data at 5 bar(g). The complex effect of

water cut reported by Pan (1996) is not seen here: this is partly because the range

of water cut covered is smaller, and partly because Pan's work was mainly

concerned with the slug flow regime.
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Figure 4.33 Measured phase holdup versus air flowrate at a 111., = 0.10
m/s hut with two different water cuts(p= 0 bar(g), horizontal pipe)

Figure 434 Measured phase holdup versus air flowrate at UL, = 0.15 mis
hut with two different water cuts (p = 5 har(g), horizontal pipe)
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(3) Tube inclination. The effect of tube inclination is exemplified by the results

shown in Figure 4.35. In this figure, the measured phase holdups (water holdup

and total liquid holdup) for three-phase flows at similar flow conditions (i.e.

outlet pressure, total liquid velocity and water cut) in both horizontal and

downward inclined pipes arc plotted versus the gas velocity. It is shown that

both water holdup and total liquid holdup decrease for the downward inclined

tube, as would be expected. However, the data for the downwards inclined pipe

flow show the minimum in total liquid holdup with increasing gas velocity. It

was suggested above that this could he due to the formation of high viscosity oil-

water emulsions.

Figure 435 Measured phase holdup versus air flowrate for horizontal
and downward inclined flows (p = 0 bar(g), 1.11, = 0.10 m/s. water cut =

0.45-0.55)

Thus, the trends observed are generally inline with expectation though the

importance of mixing of the liquid phases is emphasised by the complexity of the

response of the water phase holdup to the gas velocity.
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4.4	 PRESSURE GRADIENT

Pressure gradients were measured for horizontal flow in the Series 3 experiments

and for flow in a 1.5° downward inclined tube in the Series 4 and 5 experiments. Again,

these data were used for detailed analysis in the work described in Chapter 6. Here, a

number of features of the data will be illustrated as follows:

( I ) Effect of phase jlowrates. Pressure gradient always increases with increasing gas

flowrate, as would be expected and as illustrated in Figures 4.36 and 4.37, for

nominal outlet pressures of 0 bar(g) and 5 bar(g). As shown in these figures, the

pressure gradient also increases with increasing liquid flowrate, again as would be

expected. For the data illustrated, the water cut was in the range of 0.25-0.75.

Figure 4.36 Measured pressure gradient versus air flowrate at various
(p = 0 bar(g), horizontal flow, range of water cut = 0.25-0.75)
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Figure 4.37 Measured pressure gradient versus air flowrate at various
Ut, (p = 5 har(g), horizontal flow, range of water cut = 0.32-0.551

(2) Effect of outlet pressure. By comparing Figures 4.38 and 4.39, the pressure

gradient increases considerably with pressure for given water cut and liquid

flowrate.

Figure 4.38 Measured pressure gradient versus air llowrate for
horizontal flow (p = 0 and 5 har(g), U,. = 0.10 and 0.15 m/s. water cut =

0.30-0.40)

'aa.
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Figure 4.39 Measured pressure gradient versus air flowrate for
horizontal flow (p = 0 and 5 har(g), U,. = 0.10 and 0.15 m/s, water cut =

0.45-035)

(3) Effect of water cut. Pressure gradients for two ranges of water cuts and lin two

different pressures (0 and 5 bar(g)) as presented in Figures 4.38 and 4.39 are

compared in Figures 4.40 and 4.41. At low gas velocities, the pressure gradient

is not strongly affected by water cut (due to the limited range studied) for a given

gas velocity. However, a high gas velocity, the pressure gradient increases with

increasing water cut at high pressure whereas the opposite is true at low

pressure. Again, this reflects the differences in interaction between the liquid

phases at the two respective pressures as is evident by the observations on flow

pattern which are implicitly included in the two figures.
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Figure 4.40 Measured pressure gradient versus air flowrate at two
different water cuts (p = 0 har(g), U,. = 0.10 m/s, horizontal flow)

Figure 4.41 Measured pressure gradient versus air flowrate at two
different water cuts (p = 5 bar(g), U = 0.15 m/s, horizontal flow)

w ater cut = 0.30-0.40
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(4) Effect of flow regime. For the downward inclined pipe, it was possible to achieve

stratified smooth flow (this was not really feasible in the horizontal pipe). Thus,

it is possible to compare the variation in pressure gradient with gas velocity

between stratified smooth and stratified wavy flows and such comparisons are

shown in Figures 4.42 and 4.43. It is apparent from Figure 4.42 (for a nominal

outlet pressure of 0 bar(g)) that the pressure gradient increases much more

rapidly with gas flowrate in the stratified wavy regime than it does in the stratified

smooth regime. The transition from stratified smooth to stratified wavy occurs at

lower gas velocities, the higher the liquid velocity. This is illustrated by the

results for a nominal outlet pressure of 5 bar(g) which is shown in Figure 4.43.

Figure 4.42 Measured pressure gradient versus air flowrate at a water
cut of 0.6 (p = 0 bar(g), 111., = 0.07-0.08 m/s, downward inclined flow)
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Figure 4.43 Measured pressure gradient versus air flowrate at a water
cut of 0.45-0.55 (p = 5 har(g), Ur, = 0.20 m/s, downward inclined flow)

Figure 4.44 Measured pressure gradient versus air flowrate at a water
cut of 0.6 (p = 5 har(g), U, = 0.25 m/s, downward inclined flow)
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Figure 4.45 Measured pressure gradient versus air flowrate at two
different UL, (p = 0 har(g), water cut = 0.45-0.55, downward inclined

pipe)

Figure 4.46 Measured pressure gradient versus air flowrate at two
different UL. (p = 5 bar(g), water cut = 0.28-0.33, downward inclined

[Age)
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4.5	 OVERVIEW

This chapter has presented and illustrated the extensive data obtained for phase

holdups and pressure gradient in three-phase flows in both horizontal and downward

inclined channels. The gamma densitometer technique has proved a powerful tool for

determination of holdup over a wide range of conditions. Experiments on the

measurement of pressure gradient showed that care needs to be taken if pressure

transmitter systems are to be used in the very low pressure gradient conditions observed

in the present tests; for accuracy, it has been preferred to use only data obtained with the

inclined manometer system. However, the disadvantages of the inclined manometer is

the rather limited ranges that it covers.

It may be concluded that a powerful new data set has been generated which has

served already (in the present work) as a basis for the systematic evaluation of closure

relationships in three-fluid models. However, the data also contains detailed information

about the nature of the flows which cannot be accounted for in such models. This

information may be an useful source in future analysis of the data.
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CHAPTER 5

MECHANISTIC MODELLING OF THREE-

PHASE STRATIFIED FLOW

5.1	 INTRODUCTION

One of the important goals in studying multiphase flows is to establish

mechanistic models for holdup, pressure drop and flow patterns, aiming to minimise

reliance on empirical correlations derived from experimental data. Such correlation are

unavoidably limited in the range of pipe diameters, inclinations, fluid physical properties

and operating conditions which they cover. The emergence of mechanistic modelling

techniques for three-phase stratified flows over recent years (Hall, 1992; Neogi et al.,

1994; Taitel et al., 1995) has provided viable alternatives to empirical correlations but

these models demand closure relationships which are themselves empirical and often

somewhat insecure.

The prime objective of this study is to develop generic prediction methods for

three-phase stratified flows. Though there have been extensive studies of two-phase

(gas-liquid) stratified flows in both tubes and rectangular channels, three-phase stratified

flows have received relatively little attention. In this chapter, a full description of a

mechanistic method designed to predict the phase holdups and pressure drop in three-

phase gas-liquid-liquid (air-oil-water) stratified flows is given together with a description

of a number of validation exercises aimed at confirming the accuracy of the basic

numerical methodology. The method uses a computer code named PRESBAL

(PRESsure-Drop BALance) where phase holdups are determined by comparing the

pressure drop in each phase; the solution is at a point where all three phases have the

same pressure gradient. This model has been developed from the simple basic

momentum balances for each phase in equilibrium. The calculated results are expressed
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in terms of the heights of the water layer (h) and the liquid layer (k) and these can be

easily transformed into phase holdups with an assumption of flat and smooth air-oil and

oil-water interfaces.

In order to check whether the methodology used in PRESBAL is fundamentally

consistent, the following comparisons were made against other solution methodologies:

(1) A two-phase version of PRESBAL was tested against the well-known model of

Taitel & Dukler (1976) for two-phase stratified flow.

(2) The three-phase version of PRESBAL was tested against the three-phase

methodology of Taitel eta!. (1995).

(3) The three-phase version of PRESBAL was compared with a revised version of

the Hall (1992) non-dimensional model.

The common theme was to match the assumptions in PRESBAL regarding the

fluid-to-wall and the fluid-to-fluid (interfacial) shear stresses with those used in the

relevant alternative methodology and to compare the numerical predictions of PRESBAL

with those using the alternative methodology.

As will be seen, there is good agreement between the PRESBAL method and the

other approaches; however, the advantage of PRESBAL over the other approaches is

that it is completely flexible in its use of closure relationships and thus allowed the

comparison of the whole gamut of such relationships with the data described in Chapter

4 and also with the more limited data set of Sobocinslci (1955). These comparisons (and

their implications on the choice of shear stress relationships) are detailed in Chapter 6.

5.2	 MOMENTUM BALANCE IN STRATIFIED FLOW

The momentum balance equations presented in the following sections describe

the conservation of momentum for each individual phase in the flow system where both
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wall and interface transfer terms are involved. Many practical models are simplified

multi-fluid models where some individual phase balances are replaced by assumptions

and the corresponding interface balances are being neglected.

5.2.1 TWO-PHASE MOMENTUM BALANCE

The most widely used modelling approach for two-phase steady state stratified

flow is to start with the simplified one-dimensional phasic momentum balance equations.

Assuming a uniform stratified flow, Agrawal (1973) defined the geometry for the system

and proposed equivalent hydraulic diameters for the gas and liquid regions bounded by

the gas-liquid interface and the pipe wall; the gas phase was assumed to be flowing in a

closed channel bounded by the wall and the interface whilst, on the other hand, the liquid

was assumed to behave as an open channel flow. The shear stresses acting upon the gas

and the liquid phases are shown in Figure 5.1:

Figure 5.1 One dimensional equilibrium stratified two-phase flow

Under steady state, fully developed incompressible flow conditions, the shear stress and

interfacial forces acting upon the gas and liquid phases in a pipe are in the forms of

Equations 5.1 and 5.2 respectively.

AG (cidzi_ v
o SG — 7-L SL – pG AG gsin 9 =0

	
(5.1)

–
 AL(

dP—dz)– TL S L + cS,– pL AL gsine = 0	 (5.2)
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where AG and AL are the cross sections occupied by the gas and liquid respectively,

(dp/dz) is the pressure gradient, zG, L and 1, are the averaged gas-wall, liquid-wall and

gas-liquid interfacial shear stresses and SG , SI, and S, are the gas-wall, liquid-wall and

gas-liquid interfacial perimeters. For horizontal flow, the hydraulic head term (or so

called gravitational term) for each phase, pAgsin0 is neglected. The cross-section of

two-phase gas-liquid stratified flow is shown in Figure 5.2:

SL

Figure 5.2 Two-phase stratified flow geometry

Following the original derivations of Agrawal et al. (1973), these forms of

equation have been used by Taitel & Dukler (1976) and Xiao (1990) and indeed have

been the framework for most one-dimensional models. The above equations contain the

implicit assumption that the pressure gradients in the two phases ((dp/dz) G and (dp/dz)L)

are equal:

dp\	( dp

=d z G	 dz L

This is only true if the liquid level is constant along the pipe, i.e. where there are no

hydraulic gradients. However, Bishop & Deshpande (1986) found the interfacial level

gradient effects could become significant when the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter, (X2)

was larger than 1, which would occur in large diameter pipes with high viscous fluids. In

these cases, great distances would be required to reach equilibrium (constant liquid level)

conditions.

(5.3)
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Two-dimensional models for two-phase flows have been developed by Shoham &

Taitel (1984), Issa (1988) and Hall (1992) and others but they are rarely used in practical

calculations because of the complexity of calculation and large computational time

required.

5.2.2 THREE-PHASE MOMENTUM BALANCE

It is a simple matter to extend one-dimensional methodology to three phase gas-

oil-water stratified flows. The shear stresses acting upon the phases (gas, oil and water)

are shown schematically in Figure 5.3:

Figure 5.3 One dimensional equilibrium stratified three-phase flow

Assuming uniform stratified flow and neglecting interfacial level gradient and inter-

entrainment of the phases, the momentum equations for each individual phase in such

three-phase gas-oil-water flow system are:

- AG (—ddzi - r, SG — Zoo S A A, g sin 0 = 0	 (5.4)

(dp
-A0 — - r0 S, +r00 S 	 Tow Sow — po A, gsin9 = 0	 (5.5)

dz

- Aw (—ddzi - rw Sw + TowS0w — A, Aw g sin° = 0	 (5.6)
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where the subscripts 0 and W refer to the oil and water phases respectively, and the

subscript GO and OW refer to the gas-oil and oil-water interfaces respectively. Figure

5.4 presents the cross-section of a gas-oil-water stratified flow:

so

Figure 5.4 Three-phase stratified flow geometry

If a three phase stratified flow with flat interfaces is assumed, then the oil, water and gas

holdups (volume fractions) E,o, 6w and 63 are related by simple geometric relationships to

AG, AG, Aw, SG, SO, SW, SGo, and Sow respectively. Prediction methods for three-phase

stratified flows based on Equations 5.4 — 5.6 have been developed by Hall (1992), Neogi

eta!. (1994), Taitel eta!. (1995) and Roberts (1996). Full descriptions of these methods

have been given in Chapter 2.

The various models differ in the choice of equations used for calculating the shear

stresses (zG, zGo, TO, TOM and TO and in the methods of solution. It should be stressed

that there are fundamental problems in trying to represent what is, at least, a two-

dimensional flow using a set of one-dimensional equations. Even for a simple stratified

two-phase laminar flow with a smooth interface, significant deviations may occur from

the commonly applied one-dimensional flow methodology (Hall, 1992; Hall & Hewitt,

1993). For turbulent flows and for wavy interfaces, these problems may be exacerbated.

Nevertheless, the one-dimensional flow methodology is the standard one used in the

nuclear, petroleum and other industries. It can be argued that a more complex

representation of the flows is currently unfeasible in any general sense and that the one-

dimensional approach is the best one available. It is in this spirit that the investigations

described here were carried out.
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The solution method adopted by Hall (1992), Neogi et al. (1994) and Taitel et al.

(1995) was to reduce Equations 5.4-5.6 to two simultaneous equations by eliminating

the (equal) pressure gradients. This mirrors the approach used by Taitel & Dukler

(1976) for two-phase flow where Equations 5.1 and 5.2 are combined and yield a single

equation. In both the two-phase and three-phase cases, the combined equations are

converted to dimensionless form by introducing simplified expressions for the shear

stresses; the equations are then solved iteratively. However, if the expressions for shear

stresses become more complex, then this approach is unsuitable. Roberts (1996)

proceeded by embodying the equations into the framework of the AEA Technology

PLAC (PipeLine Analysis Code) computer program.

In the work described here, a different approach is followed; using the selected

correlations for shear stresses, the water and oil levels were systematically adjusted until

the pressure gradients for the three phases were equal, the final values of the liquid levels

giving the phase holdups as required. This methodology has the advantage of being able

to easily accommodate a whole range of shear stress relationships as well as different

definitions of the phase hydraulic diameters. The procedure was embodied in a code

which was given the name PRESBAL, which will be introduced in the following section.

5.3	 THREE-FLUID CODE - PRESBAL

The code developed in the present work (PRESBAL—PRESsure-Drop

BALance) is a FORTRAN 77 computer code which estimates the phase holdups by

comparing the pressure drops in each phase which are derived from the momentum

balances, the rearranged expression of Equations 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6 are as follows:

Air phase:
(
L
dp)	 TooSoo	 TGSG

(5.7)— 
dz )	 AG	 AG — 

Po g sin 9 = 0

Oil phase:

Water phase:

(k')
dz

TGGSG0	 TowS0w	 roSo
(5.8)

(5.9)

_	 _—	 —po gsine = 0
Ao	 Ao	 Ao

( dp)	 TowSow	 rwSw
—	 —pwgsin0= 0

dz	 Aw	 Aw
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The desired solution is the point where all three phases have the same pressure gradient.

The input data required for the calculation are superficial velocities, fluid physical

properties, interfacial surface tensions, angle of inclination, pipe diameter and roughness.

It is also necessary to specify a degree of accuracy.

The method applied is to set the total liquid height hi, and then to vary the water

height hw in steps of 0.002k in the range 0.05k < hw< 0.95k. For each set of values of

hi, and h, the pressure gradient for each phase is calculated using Equations 5.4 — 5.6

using the selected relationships for the shear stresses. The differences ((dp/dz)G

-(dp/dz)o), ((dp/dz)G—(dp/dz)w) and ((dp/dz)o—(dp/dz)w) are calculated and the maximum

of the three differences is determined. The optimum solution (for the given value of hL)

is that value of hw for which the lowest value of the maximum difference between the

pressure gradients is obtained. The value of hi, is changed in steps of 0.001D between

0.05D and 0.65D, where D is the pipe diameter, and the procedure of stepwise change of

hw for the given hi, repeated. The solution required for the specified phase flowrate is

then that pair of values of hi, and hw for which the lowest value of the maximum

difference between the calculated pressure gradients is obtained. This procedure was

found to work efficiently, each calculation for the estimation of hi, and hw taking

approximately 1 — 2 minutes. The correctness of the solution was checked by entering

the calculated pressure gradients and shear stresses into Equations 5.4 — 5.6 and

checking that the sums were near zero as required. The algorithm of PRESBAL is

schematically illustrated in Figure 5.5.

The terms neglected in the calculations are for changes of phase velocities,

fluctuations in liquid levels, accelerational pressure gradient, surface tension and liquid

phase hydrostatic pressure gradient. The calculated phase holdups are expressed in

terms of the heights of the water layer (h w) and of the total liquid layer (hi). In the

methodology liquid heights are converted into phase holdups by assuming the interfaces

(gas-liquid and liquid-liquid) of the flow are smooth and flat. Phenomena of generation

and entrainment of liquid droplets into the gas phase at the stratified-annular flow

transition boundary, when the gas velocity increases, are not included due to the
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unavailability of a method to estimate the onset of these phenomena under stratified flow

conditions.

Input Data

Specify degree of accuracy : delta

I 

I	
Initialisation : Set DEL = delta

1

I

Figure 5.5 Algorithm of PRESBAL

5.4	 COMPARISON WITH ALTERNATIVE

METHODOLOGIES:

5.4.1 COMPARISON OF PRESBAL WITH METHODOLOGY OF

TAITEL & DUHLER (1976) FOR TWO-PHASE FLOW

The Taitel & Dukler (1976) method for two-phase stratified flow is described in

Section 2.4.1.2. It involves combining the two phasic momentum equations (Equations

5.1 and 5.2) by eliminating pressure gradient and then writing and solving the combined

equation (Equation 2.15) in dimensionless form to obtain ii = k/D.
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The solution for hi/D can be easily evaluated from the Taitel & Dukler model

using f, = fG and the values CG = CL = 0.046, nG = ilL = 0.2 for turbulent flow and CG —

CL = 16, nG = ?IL = 1.0 for laminar flow (Equation 2.14). In the present work, a

Microsoft Excel spreadsheet was set up to solve the Taitel & Dukler equation. The

resulting relationships between 12,/D and XGL for four different flow conditions, i.e.

laminar-laminar (1-1), laminar gas-turbulent liquid (1-1), turbulent gas-laminar liquid (t-

1) and turbulent-turbulent (t-t), are presented in Figures 5.6 and 5.7 respectively. Figure

5.6 shows that the differences in the calculated 14/D between laminar-laminar and

turbulent-turbulent flows become significant only at low XGL, i.e. UG.,<<UL,. More

significant differences in liquid height are obtained between the laminar gas-turbulent

liquid and the turbulent gas-laminar liquid flows, as presented in Figure 5.7.

When the relationships of hi/D and XGL for the four possible combinations of

flow conditions are plotted onto one graph as shown in Figure 5.8, one may observe that

the solution for the turbulent-turbulent case and the laminar gas-turbulent liquid are

essentially indistinguishable. A similar result is obtained for the cases of laminar-laminar

and turbulent gas-laminar liquid.

Figure 5.6 Comparison of dimensionless liquid heights for laminar
gas-laminar liquid (14) and turbulent gas-turbulent liquid (t-t) flows
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Relationship of hl/D & Xoi. (Taitel & Dukler)
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Figure 5.7 Comparison of dimensionless liquid heights for laminar
gas-turbulent liquid (1-0 and turbulent gas-laminar liquid (t-/) flows

Figure 5.8 Relationship of dimensionless liquid height and
Lockhart-Martinelli parameter for different flow conditions

For comparison with the Taitel & Dukler methodology, a two-phase version of

the PRESBAL code has been written. This version of PRESBAL was also written in

FORTRAN 77 language and the accuracy of calculation was 0.02% of the pipe diameter,
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D. Figure 5.9 summarises the algorithm used for this two-phase version of PRESBAL,

which is similar to the one illustrated in Figure 5.5 for the three-phase flow case. Less

iterations are involved in this version of PRESBAL compared to the three-phase version

and each calculation takes less than 15 seconds to complete. The calculations were

carried out at a range of 0.0ID �17L, � 0.95D, with lk stepping of 0.0002D.

Input Data

i
Specify degree of accuracy : delta

I 

Initialisation : Set DEL = delta

1
next L
	

Initial Value
= L (0.0002 D) ;L =50 to 4500

I
Evaluate

A, AL A SG SL SQL u, uL Rea Re,

I 

Shear Stress Evaluation

DEL = DEL

NO

Update DEL
DEL = DIFF (L)

YES

Compare Pressure Gradient

D1FF (L) = D1FF

IF [DIFF(L) < DEL]

iWhen hi, = 0.95D

Q
utput DiDi

Figure 5.9 Algorithm of two-phase version of PRESBAL

In the consistency test, comparing the Taitel & Dukler method with PRESBAL,

four two-phase air-water flows with similar fluid physical properties and pipe geometry

but at four different flow conditions were considered. They represented the four possible
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combinations of flow conditions for two-phase flow: laminar-laminar, laminar gas-

turbulent liquid, turbulent gas-laminar liquid and turbulent-turbulent. Shear stress

relationships identical to those of the Taitel & Dukler model were introduced into

PRESBAL for these comparisons. The flow was taken as turbulent when its Reynolds

number exceeded 2100. Superficial gas velocities of 0.2 m/s and 0.5 m/s were chosen to

give the respective laminar and turbulent gas flows. For the liquid phase, 0.01 m/s and

0.05 m/s were selected to achieve laminar and turbulent liquid flows. Hence, the

calculated Reynolds numbers for laminar and turbulent gas flows were 966 and 2416,

respectively; whilst those for laminar and turbulent liquid flows were 713 and 3567,

respectively.

Table 5.1 summarises the comparison between predictions from PRESBAL and

Taitel & Dukler model. It is shown that both models give predicted values which were

identical at the chosen level of accuracy. The comparison results are also graphically

presented in Figure 5.10. This simple consistency test demonstrates that the calculation

procedure of PRESBAL was fundamentally correct in terms of computational stability

and consistency.

(IGs L., Re Gs Re Ls Flow Logic) ill 171,

( m/s ) (m/s
U

 )
(c1 i s

dz G

(Palm)

(d 1 3
dz L

(Palm)

Type XGL (PRESB AL) (T&D)

0.20 0.01 966 713 0.0190 0.0575 /-/ 0.2399 0.479 0.479

0.20 0.05 966 3567 0.0190 0.5739 /-t 0.7396 0.721 0.721

0.50 0.01 2416 713 0.0696 0.0575 t-/ -0.0416 0.344 0.344

0.50 0.05 2416 3567 0.0696 0.5739 t-t 0.4581 0.600 0.600

Table 5.1 Tabulated comparison results between the two-phase
version of PRESBAL and Taitel & Dukler model at different flow

conditions
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Figure 5.10 Comparison between the calculated liquid heights from
PRESBAL and Taitel & Dukler model at different flow conditions

5.4.2 COMPARISON OF PRESBAL WITH METHODOLOGY OF

TAITEL ET AL. (1995) FOR THREE-PHASE FLOW

In this section, the results obtained from the three-phase version of PRESBAL

are compared with those predicted from the three-phase stratified flow model of Taitel et

al. (1995). As previously stated, Taitel et al. (1995) methodology (Section 2.6.2.3) and

PRESBAL (Section 5.4) employ similar fundamental equations but have two different

approaches in solving the three-phase flow problem. In PRESBAL, a stepwise

procedure is used to balance the pressure gradients in the respective phases. In the

methodology of Taitel et al. (1995), on the other hand, two equations (namely Equations

2.46 and 2.78) are obtained by combination of the original phasic momentum equations.

Equations 2.46 contains the fluid-to-wall shear stresses for the oil and water together

with the interfacial shear stresses whereas Equations 2.78 represents a momentum

balance incorporating the whole of the liquid region combined with the gas region and is

therefore somewhat similar to the equation for two-phase flow where dimensionless form

is given by Equation 2.15. In the Taitel eta!. methodology, Equations 2.46 and 2.78 are

solved simultaneously using an iterative method (Newton-Raphson iteration method). In

the present study, this method was embodied into a separate FORTRAN 77 computer

code.
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In comparing the results from PRESBAL and from the Taitel et al. methodology,

it was vital to use precisely the same relationships for wall and interfacial shear stresses.

The relationships used (consistent with those adopted by Taitel et al.) were as follows:

(1) foo = fow = 0.0142 (Cohen & Hanratty, 1968). The interfacial shear stresses, mo

and row, are then calculated from Equations 2.80 and 2.81 respectively.

(2) The Blasius (1913) equation

fk = 0.046 Re;° 2	 (5.10)

is used for the wall friction factors for turbulent flows where the subscript k

indicates gas, oil or water.

(3) The Poiseuille expression

f k = 16/Re k	(5.11)

is used for laminar flows (i.e. for Rek < 2100).

(4) The phase Reynolds numbers are evaluated as follows:

where Pk and 77k are the phase density and viscosity respectively; Dk is the phase

hydraulic diameter defined respectively by the expressions:

4AG 
Gs+s	 (5.13)D - GGo

4Aw
Dw — sw	 (5.15)
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(5)	 The wall shear stresses are then calculated from the expression

To provide a basis for comparison of the methodologies, 14 data points for three-

phase stratified flow were selected from the data of Sobocinski (1955) and 19 data points

from the present data obtained on the WASP facility (as given in Chapter 4). The

predictions for these 33 data points obtained using PRESBAL and using the Taitel et al

(1995) methodology are compared in Figures 5.11 (water phase holdup, ay), 5.12 (oil

phase holdups, co) and 5.13 (pressure gradient). As will be seen, the agreement between

the respective predictions is excellent thuse providing a further consistency check on the

PRESBAL methodology.

It should be stressed that the particular choices of shear stress relationships have

been used to match the original Taitel et al. (1995) methodology. The chosen

relationships are relatively simple and (as the work described in Chapter 6 shows) are not

necessarily the optimum choices. For the selected data sets, the predicted phase holdups

were typically within 20 — 30% of the measured values; and the pressure gradients were

typically underestimated by around 60% for the WASP data but overestimated by

approximately 85% for the Sobocinski data. The statistical analysis of these comparisons

are summarised in Table 5.2. However, the main objective here was to establish the

correctness of the developed PRESBAL procedure. More systematic and

comprehensive evaluations of the shear stress relationships are given in Chapter 6.

Ratio of calculated to measured values: xca/c.

Data Set Sobocinski WASP
Methodology PRESBAL Taitel et al. PRESBAL Taitel et al.

Ew 0.92 0.95 1.31 1.31

60 0.81 0.82 0.99 1.00

Q. 0.89 0.91 1.14 1.14

dp/dz 1.84 1.87 0.40 0.41

Table 5.2 Statistical analysis of the ratio of predicted to measured
flow parameters using two different methodologies
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Figure 5.11 Comparison of PRESBAL and Taitel et al. (1995)
methodologies: prediction of water phase holdup (sw)

Figure 5.12 Comparison of PRESBAL and Taitel et al. (1995)
methodologies: prediction of oil phase holdup (c9)
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Figure 5.13 Comparison of PRESBAL and Taitel et cd. (1995)
methodologies: prediction of pressure gradient (dp/dz)

5.4.3 COMPARISON OF PRESBAL WITH NON-DIMENSIONAL

THREE-PHASE FLOW MODEL

The methodology of Hall (1992) is described in Section 2.6.2.1 and is another

obvious methodology against which to compare the PRESBAL calculation procedure.

However, Hall's methodology has a number of disadvantages, for instance, the

approximations introduced to evaluate the interfacial shear stresses (see Section 2.6.2.1).

Therefore, a new model was developed in the present work for the purposes of the

PRESBAL comparisons. Though this new model (which consists of two dimensionless

equations) follows much the same lines as that of Hall, it differs in some important

details, which will be illustrated later in this section.
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By neglecting the gravitational terms (Pk Ak g sine) in Equations 5.4, 5.5 and

5.6, the respective momentum balances of each phases in a three-phase air-oil-water

stratified flow in a horizontal pipe are:

AG

rdp)
1:1z) TG S G 'TG° Sw= °

(5.17)

— Ao
dz

S 0 -I- TGO S	 — OW SOW = 0GO (5.18)

(dp)
-4

rw Sw TGIV S°W =
(5.19)

By eliminating pressure gradient and by introducing appropriate non-dimensional

parameters, these equations can be reduced to the following two non-dimensional

equations:

S +VG° F	 AGG	 fa GO GO	 Aa

71 
A72°

2 (no rio

710 G°
[ c

fo
v Fowjgow1=0
	

(5.20)

+ (LGQ F{VG fa	 GO

where,

j -S-1	 —
GO — Sw

X 2+ r-°

G	 (172 (n	 )-n
W

=OW 0 (5.21)

(5.22)

(5.23)

( 2

°

XGw	 W

2 bow oy

(DG17G)

°w

(f

n 	 GO

FG0.

Fow

17 
G

(c.,-	 )--m

( 1 _ uo/iG)

_Uw / )1

Ffo	 OW

1 _ u%G

_Uw 1/4
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The detailed derivations of these equation is given in Appendix A. These dimensionless

equations are analogous to that proposed by Hall (1992; Equations 2.62 and 2.63) but

they retain the possibility of including differences on velocity in the interfacial friction

factor relationships and also the possibility of introducing any required value of the ratios

of interface to wall shear stresses.

The dimensionless variables involved in Equations 5.20 and 5.21 can be

expressed in terms of the dimensionless heights of the water and oil layers (hw— and -1;0).

For instance, the cross sectional areas of the phases are written as:

—	 1
Aw = 71 [cos-1 (1— 2iiw )— (1— 2i-iw )i1 — (1— 2/0 2 ] (5.24)

AG =[i cos ,-
((
2 h, + h 0 ) — 1) — (2(iiw + 0 ) — 41 — (2(raw +1-70 ) — 0 2 1 (5.25)

—	 1	 — —

AO = A — AW — AG

where 2. = 44 . The dimensionless velocity of each phase (k) is defined as

— _ Uk
Uk — /I = AY1

ks	 "k

The wetted perimeter of pipe wall in contact with each phase is given by:

SGV G = cos-' (2Q + I; 0 ) — 1)

:S7w = cos-' (1— 2k,)

g 0 = 7r —  —SIG

(5.26)

(5.27)

(5.28)

(5.29)

(5.30)

The perimeters of the interfaces can be evaluated from the following expressions:
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—	 4;1
DG - siG Go (5.33)

4740
— —so + sow

(5.34)

4
15w _ (5.35)
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S'ow 	 2/7w)2	 (5.32)

The definitions of the dimensionless hydraulic diameters for the respective gas, oil and

water phases are expressed as:

As will be seen, therefore, all of the variables (apart from X Go2 and	 ) in

Equations 5.20 and 5.21 are functions of hw— and Flo . Thus, Equations 5.20 and 5.21

may be solved iteratively to yield values of 	 and 1-70 (and hence Ew and Ea Any of the

original equations (Equations 5.17 — 5.19) can then be solved to yield the pressure

gradient.

Both Hall (1992) and Taitel et al. (1995) used Equation 5.15 to define Do.

However, the comparative studies to be reported in Chapter 6 showed that the definition

given above (Equation 5. 34) gave better results and this definition has been used in the

present comparisons.

If it is assumed (following the practice adopted by Taitel & Dukler, 1976, for

two-phase flow) that 'lb, rw and r0 may be calculated from the standard Blasius equations

and that TGO r0 and Tow Tw, the relations between the dimensionless liquid heights and
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the Lockhart-Martinelli's paramters, XG0 and XGW, can be simplified and the relation is

graphically illustrated by Figure 5.14.

Predicted hl/D In A Horizontal Pipe Using PRESBAL code
(Uas = 12.0 m/s ; Uos = Uws = 0.01 - 0.06 m/s ;P = 0.0 barg)

Figure 5.14 Relations between total dimensional liquid height and the
Lockhart-Martinelli parameters

It was found that the iterative solution of the two non-dimensional equations

(Equations 5.20 and 5.21) gave much more rapid calculations than did PRESBAI.

though convergence problems were occasionally encountered, which were not evident in

applying PRESBAL to the same problems. Nevertheless, the non-dimensional solution

provides a good datum with which to compare PRESBAL and such comparisons were

again carried out.

For comparison purposes, same data selected from the WASP tests (Series 3, at

near 0 bar(g)) were used to provided input conditions to the respective calculations. The

friction factor correlations suggested by Taitel et al. (1995) (see Section 5.4.2 above)

were again used in both the non-dimensional solutions and in the PRESBAL solutions.

The predictions from PRESBAL and from the iterative non-dimensional method

were essentially identical for water phase holdup, oil phase holdup and pressure gradient

as shown in Figures 5.15, 5.16 and 6.17 respectively.
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0.00	 0.10	 0.20	 0.30	 0.40
g w Precicted From Non-Dimensional Model:

Equations 5.20 and 511 (Pa/m)

Figure 5.15 Comparison of PRESBAL and non-dimensional equations
solution for water phase holdup (6w)

Figure 5.16 Comparison of PRESBAL and non-dimensional equations
solution for oil phase holdup (E0)
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Figure 5.17 Comparison of PRESBAL and non-dimensional equations
solution for pressure gradient (dp/dz)

5.5	 OVERVIEW

The PRESBAL code (described in Section5.3) has been shown to be a flexible

and successful tool in predicting phase holdups and pressure gradient in three-phase

stratified flow. It can accommodate easily relationships for shear stresses of a wide

range of complexity and this makes it a viable tool for investigating the optimal choices

of such relationships. An investigation of this type is presented in Chapter 6.

Validation of the PRESBAL methodology has been sought by comparing the

results obtained using it with results obtained from other solution methodologies as

follows:

(1) The two-phase stratified flow solution methodology of Taitel & Dukler (1976);

here, a two-phase version of PRESBAL was created for the purposes of the

comparisons (see Section 5.4.1).
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(2) The solution methodology of Taitel et al. (1995) for three-phase flow (see

Section 5.4.2).

(3) A new solution methodology (analogous to that of Hall, 1992) which involves

numerical solution of two simultaneous non-linear, non-dimensional equations

(see Section5.4.3).

In all the comparisons, the specific closure relationships for shear stresses and

hydraulic diameters were made identical in PRESBAL and those used in the respective

methodology. In all cases, very close agreement between the PRESBAL and the other

methodologies was obtained, thus providing validation for the numerical approach

applied in PRESBAL.

Though PRESBAL has a larger running time than, say, the non-dimensional

equation approach, it has the following advantages:

(1) It reliably converges in all cases.

(2) It easily accommodate even rather complex relationships for shear stresses.

(3) It provides choice of definition for each phase hydraulic diameter.

(4) It easily accommodates choice of accuracy consistent with the physical system

(e.g. in the accuracy of predicting the liquid phase heights).

It can be concluded, therefore, that PRESBAL provides a very suitable vehicle

for assessing the closure relationships in the three-fluid model.
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CHAPTER 6

USE OF PRESBAL IN INVESTIGATION

OF CLOSURE RELATIONSHIPS IN

THE THREE-FLUID MODEL

6.1	 INTRODUCTION

In Chapter 5, a new computer code (PRESBAL) was described which allows

solution of the phasic momentum equations in a flexible and robust manner in order to

predict phase holdups and pressure gradient. In this present chapter, work is described

which was aimed at optimising the choice of closure relationships for the PRESBAL

three-fluid model. Basically, the work proceeded in a series of steps as follows:

(1) PRESBAL was used to calculate phase holdups using a range of relationships for

the shear stresses and oil phase hydraulic diameter. The calculations were for the

conditions corresponding to holdup data for three-phase stratified flow obtained

by Sobocinslci (1955) and in the first series of experiments in the present work

(Series 1, see Chapter 4).

(2) On the basis of comparison of the calculations with the experimental data in (1),

optimum choices were developed for the closure relationships.

(3) The later experimental data on pressure gradient and phase holdups (Series 3, 4

and 5, see Chapter 4) for both horizontal and downwards inclined three-phase

stratified flows were then compared with the predictions of PRESBAL using the

optimised closure relationships.

The results of steps (1) and (2) have been summarised in a published paper (Khor

eta!., 1997) but are presented in more detail here.
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In what follows, steps (1) and (2) are described in Section 6.2 and step (3) in

Section 6.3. Section 6.4 gives an overview of the status of three-fluid model predictions

based on the findings of the present work.

6.2	 OPTIMISATION OF THE SELECTION BETWEEN

PUBLISHED CLOSURE RELATIONSHIPS IN

PREDICTION OF PHASE HOLDUPS

In the work described in this section, phase holdup data from Sobocinslci (1955)

and from the stratified flow data from the first series of experiments (see Chapter 4) were

used together with PRESBAL to evaluate the applicability of the many closure

relationships proposed in the literature to the prediction of three-phase flows via the

three-fluid model. It is implicit in this model that the phases are separated; it was clear

from the experiments that inter-entrainment of the phases (and particularly the two liquid

phases) is occurring at higher superficial velocities. However, the description of such

inter-entrainment is outside the scope of the simple three-fluid model. The aim here is to

evaluate and recommend relationships which can be used pro tern for practical

calculations using the three-fluid model which is currently the maximum level of

sophistication feasible in such practical applications. We shall return to the question of

phase inter-entrainment in Chapter 7.

There are five shear stresses (lb, lb, TFV, MO and row) involved in the momentum

balances of a three-phase stratified flow (see Section 5.2.2). Appropriate shear stress

relationships are therefore very important in order to achieve satisfactory predictions in

phase holdups and pressure drop for the flow system. From Section 2.3, it is can be seen

that there are many correlations (which some of them are listed in Table 6.2) available

for shear stress evaluations.

PRESBAL has been designed in such a way that it can accommodate a wide

range of friction correlations, allowing the code to be used flexibly in investigating the

applicability of such correlations in flow predictions. The friction correlations included

in PRESBAL were as follows:
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• Gas-wall friction: Comparisons between the use of the simple Blasius (1913)

expression and the more complex Colebrook (1939) expression showed that the

Blasius equation gave better agreement and it was therefore used throughout the

present study.

• Oil-wall and water-wall friction: Blasius (1913); Colebrook (1939), Andritsos and

Hanratty (1987), Kowalski (1987), Hart et al. (1989), Hand (1991) and Srichai

(1994).

• Gas-oil interfacial friction: Linehan (1968), Tsiklauri et a/.(1979), Cheremisinoff &

Davies (1979), Sinai (1983), Lee & Bankoff (1983), Laurinat et a/. (1985), Kim et

al. (1985), Andritsos & Hanratty (1987), Kowalski (1987), Baker et al. (1988), Hart et

a/.(1989), Hamersma & Hart (1989), Hand (1991), Xiao (1991), Hall (1992), Srichai

(1994), Taitel et al. (1995).

• Oil-water interfacial friction: Baker et al. (1988) (i.e. the gas-liquid correlation

applied to a liquid-liquid interface); Hall (1992) (i.e. correction to Blasius value on

basis of parallel plate calculations); Taitel et a/.(1995) (i.e. a fixed friction factor of

fow-= 0.014).

Many of the two-fluid and three-fluid model closure relationships for friction

have their origin in single phase relationships which relate the wall shear stress ( Twa0 to a

friction factor defined as follows:

Twall 

f y
2 P

where p and U are the density and velocity of the fluid respectively. The simple Blasius

relationship:

f = 0.046 Re° 2	 (6.2)

(6.1)
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is often used where Re is the Reynolds number (Re = pU DI 77 where D is the channel

diameter and 77 the fluid viscosity). Some authors have based their development of

multi-fluid models on more complex relationships such as that of Colebrook (1939):

1 21c,	 9.35  1
—,--- = 3.48 — 4.0 log10 [ 

D + Rev f
,— .

11 f 

where ks is the pipe wall roughness. For the data used in the present study, k, had a

value of 1.52x10-6 m in the tube used by Sobocinslci (1955) and a value of 4.6x10 -5 m for

the tube in the WASP facility. Equation 6.3 is implicit and many explicit fits to this

equation have been reported in the literature, for instance that of Eck (1973):

0.0625

k }-
15 	

Re
+ 

3.715

To apply the above relationships to the calculation of wall shear stresses in

multiphase flow, the equivalent diameters for the respective phases (Dw, Do and DG)

have to be specified. There is a consensus that DG and Dw should be calculated from:

D—
G SG + SG°

4A
Dw — Sw

where AG and Aw are the respective fractions of the cross sectional area occupied by the

gas and water; SG are Sw are the respective wall to fluid peripheries and SG0 the gas to oil

periphery. However, a problem arises in defining Do, the equivalent diameter for the oil

flow. In their three-fluid models, Hall (1992) and Taitel eta!. (1995) defined Do as:

(6.3)

2 (6.4)

4A,
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4A0
Do — so

but this gives unrealistic results when the oil layer is thin. Therefore, in applying two-

phase correlations (such as that of Srichai, 1994) to the calculation of 1-0, it has been

found best to calculate the oil phase Reynolds number using an equivalent diameter

evaluated as follows:

D — 
4A

°
° So +Sow

The various multiphase flow shear stress relationships were introduced in Section

2.3 but it has been felt useful to summarise them in a consistent form in a table which is

presentd here as Table 6.1. Most of the gas-liquid interfacial friction factor correlations

include the liquid phase Reynolds number, a few use the gas phase Reynolds number and

some of them incorporate both Reynolds numbers into the friction factor evaluations.

Only Laurinat et al.'s (1984) correlation used the liquid superficial Reynolds number for

gas-liquid interfacial friction factor calculation; however, liquid fraction was also

included in the evaluation. When the correlation was used for the three-phase case, the

Reynolds number of the adjacent liquid phase (oil) was used.

In order to select which combination of shear stress correlations is the best, an

enormous amount of calculations with all the possible combinations of shear stress

correlations (up to (2 x 7 x 17 x 3) = 714 combinations in this study) were carried out

using PRESBAL. Section 6.2.1 introduces the experimental data used and describes the

comparison method applied for analysis. The shear stress correlations giving the best

predictions for phase holdups are stated in detail (for reference) in Section 6.2.3.

(6.7)

(6.8)
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6.2.1 EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND COMPARISON METHOD

Comparisons have been made between the predictions given by PRESBAL and

the early three-phase flow experimental data of Sobocinski (1955) as well as with the

three-phase stratified flow data obtained from the WASP facility and described in

Chapter 4. Sobocinski (1955) conducted his work in a 11.6 m long, 0.079 m internal

diameter horizontal test section. The diesel oil used had a density of 841 kg/m 3 and

viscosity of 3.83 mPas (at 24°C). The data was obtained at atmospheric conditions and

covered a large range of flow conditions, although it had a fairly limited number of

oil/water ratios and total mass flowrates. Some 17 data points were reported in the

three-phase stratified and ripple regions, but only 14 of them were with phase holdup

measurements. A pair of quick closing valves was used for the measurements; the

measuring accuracy was not reported.

A total of 156 WASP data points for air-oil-water stratified flows at different

pressures (ranging from 0.0 to 12.5 bar(g)) have been selected for this study. The

experiments were conducted in a 37 m long, 77.92 mm internal diameter horizontal test

section. The oil used has a density of 865 kg/m 3 and a viscosity ranging from 38 to 89

mPas dependent on the temperature; this oil viscosity is an order of magnitude higher

than that used by Sobocinslci. The average water fraction ew and the oil fraction eo

(along a series of vertical chords across the diameter) were measured using an

automatically traversing dual-energy gamma densitometer (see Section 3.3.2.4).

The procedure for the comparison was to select specific correlations for three of

the four shear stress terms and then to calculate the values of 4, and 6 .0 for each data

point for the range of relationships incorporated in PRESBAL for the remaining shear

stress term. In the statistical analysis, the average ratio of the predicted holdup to the

measured holdup (ecal -,nea,I R-- ) and the fractional standard deviation were determined, thex- 

latter from the relationship:
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6.2.2	 RESULTS OF COMPARISON

As will be realised, the work carried out encompassed a simply enormous number

of calculations. It is unnecessary to present all the results in detail here. Eventually,

there emerged from the analysis a series of "best" relationships for the shear stresses.

These were :

• Gas-wall shear stress (m): Blasius (1913)

• Oil-wall and water-wall shear stresses (1-0 and rw): Srichai (1994)

• Gas-oil interfacial shear stress (Tho): Hart et al. (1989)

• Oil-water interfacial shear stress (Tow): Taitel et aL (1995)

The procedure adopted here in presenting the results is to show how the accuracy

of the prediction varies with the use of other relationships for a specific quantity whilst

the "best" relationships for all the other quantities listed above are retained. The results

are shown in Figures 6.1 to 6.6; Figures 6.1 and 6.2 show the comparisons of models for

rw and To. Simple models using the Blasius or Colebrook (single phase flow) approach

fail badly and, of the remaining models, the model of Srichai (1994) appears to be the

best. For Too (Figures 6.3 and 6.4), the overall best results were obtained using the Hart

et al. (1889) correlation, though the Srichai (1994) correlation also performed well.

Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show comparisons between models for Tow; both the Taitel et al.

(1995) and Baker et al. (1988) methods worked quite well but, in view of its simplicity

(i.e. fow= constant = 0.014), the Taitel eta!. relationship is recommended.

(6.9)
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2.5

Correlations Used To Calculate re.
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Figure 6.3 Comparison between correlations used to calculate rco
(Sobocinski data)

Correlations Used To Calculate re.
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Figure 6.4 Comparison between correlations used to calculate rco
(WASP data)
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The average ratio of the calculated values to the measured values using the above

recommended combination of shear stress correlations and the fractional standard

deviation for the two selected sets of data are summarised in Table 6.2. Such

comparison results are also presented in a chart as shown in Figure 6.7. Generally, good

prediction is achieved for Sobocinski's low pressure data, but there is over-prediction in

water holdup for the WASP case. Comparisons of the two sets of experimental data

with the predictions are presented graphically in Figures 6.8 and 6.9, respectively.

Mean Ratio (Coil / c.c.) Fractional Standard
Deviation (Equation 6.9)

ew 60 EL Cw 60 6i,

Sobocinski data 0.93 0.94 0.93 0.13 0.17 0.10

WASP data 1.42 0.89 1.05 0.37 0.29 0.12

Table 6.2 Tabulated comparison results of predicted holdups (from
PRESBAL) to their respective measured values

water	 oil	 liquid	 water	 oil	 liquid

Phase Holdups

Figure 6.7 Comparison between the predicted holdups to the measured
holdups.
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fo or w = 0.765 (6.0, Re0,1
0.562

(6.10)
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As will be seen, considerable residual errors are present even with the best choice

of relationships. In fairness, however, it should be stated that the situation is also true of

two-phase flows!

6.2.3 RECOMMENDED FRICTION FACTOR CORRELATIONS

From the comparisons made, the following recommendations are made for the

prediction of the respective shear stress terms:

(a) Gas-wall shear stress : Similar predictions were obtained from the simple Blasius

(1913) relationship (Equation 6.2) and the Colebrook (1939) relationship

(Equation 6.3). However, over the range of conditions covered (i.e. for Reynolds

numbers up to around 240,000), the variation in friction factor is small for the

relatively smooth pipes used. The Blasius equation is preferred as it requires less

computational time and no information about the pipe roughness. However, this

relationship will not apply in the case of very rough pipes.

(b) Oil-wall and water-wall shear stresses : It is recommended that the Srichai

(1994) relationships be used here. The relevant friction factor equation is :

where 6,0 or W is the fraction of the relevant liquid phase and Reo or W is the Reynolds

number calculated from :

u0 or W POorW DOorW 
Reo or w =	 (6.11)

rk or W

where Dw and Do are defined in Equations 6.6. and 6.8, respectively.

(c) Gas-oil interfacial shear stress : It is recommended that the relationship of Hart

et al. (1989) is used; a similar recommendation was made by Spedding et al.
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= 0.52 62 374 + 0.26Fr °058 (6.12)

where,
2

Po 	 uoFr —
° (P Po) g D

(6.13)
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(1986) in their gas-liquid flow study. The model for evaluating the gas-liquid

interfacial friction factor has been modified for three-phase flow case in the present

study. The wetted wall fraction, 0 (for non annular flow) is correlated in terms of

the oil phase Froude number :

(6.14)= sw + so

The interfacial roughness, k,, is calculated from

e D
k, = 2.3 L

4 0
(6.15)

and the interfacial friction factor, f is determined from the explicit form of the
Colebrook formula (Eck, 1973) as expressed in Equation 6.4.

(d) Oil-water interfacial shear stress : The straightforward approach which uses a

fixed value of fow of 0.014 as recommended by Taitel eta!. (1995) is found to give

the best prediction.

It should be stated in concluding this section, that there is, as yet, relatively little

quantitative information on three-phase stratified flows. Because of the industrial

significance of such flows, it is important to produce recommended methods so that

these can be used now. However, these methods would be expected to evolve as time

goes on and more data is available. An important assumption in the one-dimensional

analysis is that the fluids are separated and that the interfaces are (on average) flat.

However, an important feature of three-phase stratified flows is inter-entrainment

between the fluid layers. Such entrainment phenomena are discussed further in Chapter

7.
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6.3	 COMPARISON OF PRESBAL PREDICTIONS WITH

LATER WASP DATA

The recommendations regarding friction factor correlations given in the previous

section were based on holdup data for three-phase stratified flow data obtained in the

first series of WASP tests (Series 1, see Chapter 4) and by Sobocinski (1955). In this

present section, the predictions using PRESBAL (embodying the recommended closure

relationships) are compared with two further sets of WASP data generated in the present

work (and described in Chapter 4) as follows:

(1) Data for horizontal stratified flow with test section outlet pressures of 0 and 5

bar(g) respectively (Series 3).

(2) Data for stratified flow in which the WASP test section was downwards inclined

at 1.5 0 (Series 4 and 5).

These two data sets include pressure gradient data (measured using the inclined

manometer — see Chapter 3) in addition to phase holdup data (measured using dual

energy gamma densitometry — also see Chapter 3). Full details of the data are given in

Chapter 4.

6.3.1 HORIZONTAL TUBE DATA

Figure 6.10 shows the predicted pressure gradients calculated using PRESBAL

from the recommended friction factor correlations compared with the corresponding

measured values for the horizontal tube tests. The agreement is better for the high

pressure data (at 5.0 bar(g) in this case) than for the low pressure case (i.e. at 0.0

bar(g)). A similar conclusion may be drawn from Figures 6.11 to 6.13, where the

predicted holdups for the water phase, oil phase and total liquid phases are compared to

their respective measured values.
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Measured dp/dz (Pa/n)

Figure 6.10 Comparison between the predicted and measured pressure
gradient for the second series of horizontal tube tests (Series 3)

Figure 6.11 Comparison between the predicted and measured water
holdup for the second series of horizontal tube tests (Series 3)
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Figure 6.12 Comparison between the predicted and measured oil holdup
for the second series of horizontal tube tests (Series 3)

Figure 6.13 Comparison between the predicted and measured total liquid
holdup for the second series of horizontal tube tests (Series 3)
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The summary of the statistical analysis is tabulated in Table 6.3. The fractional

discrepancy between the measured and the calculated values for each datapoint (En) is

defined as:

Xmea,n Xcal,n

X a,n

(n= 1, 2, 	 (6.16)

where, x represents ew 60, a or dp/dz, and the subscripts mea. and cal. represent the

measured and the calculated values, respectively; and N is the total number of datapoint

used in the analysis. The arithmetic average fraction error (AAE) and the standard

deviation (STDEV) were evaluated from Equations 6.17 and 6.18 respectively:

Cw CO EL dp/dZ

0.0 bar(g) AAE -0.26 0.27 0.04 0.15

(19 datapoints) STDEV 0.14 0.19 0.06 0.12

5.0 bar(g) AAE -0.05 -0.05 -0.04 0.04

(17 datapoints) STDEV 0.08 0.16 0.05 0.10

Table 6.3 Summary of comparison results with the recommended
friction factor correlations for the second series of horizontal tube tests

(Series 3)

Good agreement between the predicted and the measured values was achieved

overall, being better for the high pressure cases. For example, the average percentage

difference between the measured and the predicted pressure gradients was 4.0 % for the

high pressure flow system, but was 15.0 % for the low pressure case. Similar
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conclusions were also drawn when comparing the phase holdups, particularly when

referring to the water holdup and the oil holdup individually. At low pressure, the water

holdup was generally over-estimated, whilst the oil holdup was under-estimated. Over-

prediction in total liquid holdup is obtained for high measured total liquid holdup as

shown in Figure 6.19.

6.3.2	 INCLINED TUBE DATA

Until the present study (and to the author's knowledge), there were no three-

phase flow data for downward inclined pipes available in the literature. In this study,

two separate sets of three-phase air-oil-water stratified flow data from a 1.5 0 downward

inclined pipe collected from the WASP facility were used. Details of the data are given

in Chapter 4. The data were compared with predictions using the PRESBAL code

incorporating the closure relationships recommended on the basis of comparisons with

the Sobocinski (1955) data and with the first series of (phase holdup) data obtained in

the present work (see Section 6.2 above).

The pressure gradient data are compared with the predicted values in Figures

6.14 and 6.15. There is a tendency to overpredict the data at low superficial velocities,

probably because the data lie in the smooth stratified region at these velocities in the case

of downwards inclined flow (see Figure 6.15). The water and total liquid holdups are

also overpredicted (see Figures 6.16 and 6.18) whereas the oil holdup is, on average,

predicted well (though with considerable scatter as shown in Figure 6.17).

For the results at 5 bar(g) test section outlet pressure, similar observations may

be made to those for the 0 bar(g) results (see Figures 6.19 to 6.23). Statistical

comparisons of the results are given in Table 6.4, based on the estimates of the

respective statistical quantities using Equations 6.16 to 6.18.

It may be concluded that the optimum closure relationships for horizontal flow

are not very accurate when applied to downwards inclined flow. This may be due to the

greater extent of the stratified smooth flow region in the latter. A re-optimisation of the
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relationships for the downwards inclined case would clearly be particular but was beyond

the feasible scope of the present work.

Figure 6.14 Comparison between the predicted and measured pressure
gradient for downwards inclined flow at 0 bar(g) outlet pressure

Figure 6.15 Predicted and measured pressure gradient at various air
flowrates for downwards inclined flow at 0 bar(g) outlet pressure
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Figure 6.16 Comparison between the predicted and measured water
holdup for downwards inclined flow at 0 bar(g) outlet pressure

Figure 6.17 Comparison between the predicted and measured oil holdup
for downwards inclined flow at 0 bar(g) outlet pressure
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Figure 6.18 Comparison between the predicted and measured total liquid
holdup for downwards inclined flow at 0 bar(g) outlet pressure

Figure 6.19 Comparison between the predicted and measured pressure
gradient for downwards inclined flow at 5 bar(g) outlet pressure
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Figure 6.20 Predicted and measured pressure gradients at various air
flowrates for downwards inclined flow at 5 bar(g) outlet pressure

Figure 6.21 Comparison between the predicted and measured water
holdup for downwards inclined flow at 5 bar(g) outlet pressure
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Figure 6.22 Comparison between the predicted and measured oil holdup
for downwards inclined flow at 5 bar(g) outlet pressure

Figure 6.23 Comparison between the predicted and measured total liquid
holdup for downwards inclined flow at 5 bar(g) outlet pressure
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Pressure cw co 4 dp/dz

0 bar(g) AAE -0.53 0.17 -0.08 -1.13

STDEV 0.39 0.37 0.21 1.18

5 bar(g) AAE -0.31 -0.05 -0.06 -1.47

STDEV 0.38 0.34 0.17 1.13

Table 6.4 Summary of the comparison results for downward flows at
atmospheric pressure for downwards inclined flow at 0 and 5 bar(g)

outlet pressure

6.4	 OVERVIEW

The systematic comparison of three-phase flow holdup data (i.e. the data of

Sobocinski, 1955 and the first series of data obtained in the present work) with

predictions obtained using PRESBAL together with published relationships for shear

stresses, led to the following relationships being recommended for the various terms as

follows:

• gas-wall shear stress: Blasius (1913)

• liquid-wall shear stress: Srichai (1994)

• gas-liquid interfacial stress: Hart et aL (1987)

• liquid-liquid interfacial shear stress: Taitel eta!. (1995)

Using these relationships, pressure gradients and phase holdups were predicted

for the subsequent WASP tests and compared with the data. For horizontal flows, the

agreement was good. However, for downwards inclined flow the predictions were less

accurate, indicating that the optimal relationships for this case would be difficult.

Though the three-fluid model is the only practicable immediate option for

calculating three-phase stratified flows, it has to be recognised that effects such as inter-

phase mixing can become significant and important; and this will need to be included

ultimately in the models. Work on studying such mixing processes was therefore started

as part of the present project and is described in the next chapter, Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 7

ISOKINETIC SAMPLING TECHNIQUE

7.1	 INTRODUCTION

In Chapters 5 and 6, the development and application of a three-fluid model for

gas-liquid-liquid three-phase stratified flows was described. The essential basis of this

model is that the three phases flow in separate zones bounded by flat interfaces parallel

to the tube axis. Interfacial waves are accounted for by adjustment of the respective

interfacial friction factors. However, as the detailed descriptions of flow patterns given

in Chapter 4 show very clearly, such an over-simplified picture of the flow is not really

applicable. Specifically, inter-entrainment of the phases occurs at the interfaces as shown

in Figure 7.1.

Inter-entrainment of the gas and oil layers is not usually very significant at the

relatively low gas velocities associated with stratified flows. However, inter-entrainment

of the liquid phases occurs over wide ranges of conditions in stratified flow and often

leads to the complete dispersion of one liquid phase in the other. At high water cuts, the

oil may become completely dispersed as droplets in the water, and the reverse being true

at low water cuts (as shown in Figure 4.1 h and i, for the respective cases). The

condition at which such dispersions change from being oil continuous to water continuos

is known as the phase inversion point.

Figure 7.1 Intermixing between fluids in an air-oil-water stratified flow
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To investigate such inter-entrainment phenomena, a series of experimental studies

of three-phase air-oil-water flow in horizontal and slightly inclined pipes have been

conducted in the Imperial College WASP facility, covering a wide range of phase

velocities. Although (using a dual energy gamma densitometry) it is possible to

determine the holdup of each phase, what is not known is the extent to which the liquids

are mixed and the spatial characteristics of these mixtures. The mixing near the interface

between the two stratified liquid layers needs to be observed and quantified. Optical

techniques such as Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA) and endoscopy (Angell, 1996) are

specifically unsuitable because of the high concentrations of droplets and the complexity

of access to the measurement point. However, a promising technique for adaptation this

application is the use of an isokinetic probe by means of which the local mass fluxes of

the phases can be determined.

In the present work, the objective was to devise an isokinetic probe system

which would allow measurements to be made in all three stratified layers and to obtain

generic information about intermixing of the phases in three-phase stratified flow. In the

development of an isolcinetic sampling system for three-phase flows, an essential first

step was the testing of such a system within the context of single phase (air, oil and

water, individually) flows and two-phase (air-water and oil-water) stratified flows.

In this chapter, some general features (i.e. characteristic and capability) of the

isokinetic sampling technique are first introduced (Section 7.2), followed by a description

of the work which has been done using this measuring techniques (Section 7.3).

Detailed descriptions of the design, construction and operation of the isokinetic probe

and of the experiments applying it to two-phase (air-water and oil-water) and three-

phase (air-oil-water) stratified flows are then given (Sections 7.4, 7.5 and 7.6,

respectively). The three-phase air-oil-water experimental results reported in this chapter

include both horizontal and downward inclined flow data. The experimental measured

parameters, namely the volumetric fluxes (or local superficial velocities) and water

fraction in the liquid phase, will be presented graphically and discussed. Finally,

conclusions are drawn from the analysed results (Section 7.7).
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7.2	 GENERAL FEATURES OF ISOKINETIC PROBE

The isokinetic sampling technique uses a single sampling probe which can be

traversed across the flow field (i.e. pipe section) to obtain information about the local

flow distribution. The isokinetic probe has similar structure to a pitot-static probe, but

with a pressure tapping at the mouth which measures the difference between the pressure

in the mouth of probe and the static pressure in the flow channel. It is also a form of

sampling probe which points into the flow and draws a sample of the oncoming fluid; the

withdrawal flowrate is controlled in such a way that the fluids enter the probe in the same

mixture proportions and at the same velocities as the flow would have in the absence of

the probe. This "isokinetic" behaviour is achieved by measuring the dynamic and static

pressures near the probe mouth (Figure 7.2). The rate of withdrawal of the sample is

controlled such that the apparent dynamic pressure equals to the static pressure at the

probe mouth, a condition indicating that the velocity upstream and within the probe are

identical. The measured pressure difference when the sampling rate is zero is the

dynamic pressure of the fluid stream (as in a pitot-tube).

By measuring the flows of athe streams flowing through the isokinetic probes, it

is possible to determine the mass fluxes at the probe mouth. For a two-phase flow, these

are GG * and GL * for the gas and liquid respectively. The impact pressure (Apt) in the

absence of flow through the probe can also be measured and could also be used to give

further information about the flow. There have been a number of models for the

interpretation of such impact pressures (Gill et al., 1963; Adorni et al., 1963; Schraub,

1966 and Miller, 1967). For instance, the model of Adorni et al. (1963) suggests that

(for two-phase flow):

22

Ap, =	 +
(1— eG )eG 	 2 	 	 2

auc,2	 2

where 74G and Ili, are the local gas and liquid phase velocities and ec the local void

fraction. The local velocities are related to the local mass fluxes GG * and GL * by the

equations:

(7.1)
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UG = GsG/
/ SG PG

UL =Gy
(1— 60)

Combining equations 7.1 to 7.3, the local void fraction is given in terms of the measured

values (GG *, GL* and Ap,) as follows:

6G —	
G*2	 G12/

API	 G 2PG + /2PL.

and the slip ratio (77= UGI UL) is given by:

The local quality (x) can be expressed by a simple equation:

G; 
— GG + GL

The interpretation of Api in terms of Equation 7.1 is the subject of some controversy

which could only be resolved if independent measurements were made of CG . Thus, in

the present work, AA measurements were not used in attempting to quantify local slip.

7.3	 LITERATURE REVIEW

In this section, a literature survey focusing on the work done using the isokinetic

sampling method is performed. Isolcinetic probes were popular in the 1960s and early

1970s where they were used in several laboratories in the context of determining flow

distributions in steam-water flows (and in air-water flows simulating them) in the

channels of nuclear reactors. They were also used for fundamental studies of gas-liquid

G.L2/G*
AP'	 G 2PG	 21A 
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flows. Typical of this earlier work was that of Adorni et al. (1963), Alia et al. (1968),

Cousins & Hewitt (1968), Rao & Dukler (1971) and Schraub (1966, 1969). In these

investigations, the emphasis was on annular-dispersed type flows where the method was

successful in measuring both the liquid and gas phase local mass fluxes.

Applications in other dispersed flows include those of Todd & Fallon (1965)

(Wet Steam Turbines), Yoshida et al. (1978) (Droplets Generated by Spinning Disc

Aerosol Generators) and Ito et al. (1991) (Mixing Characteristics of a Submerged Jet).

Shires & Riley (1966) made measurements in bubbly two-phase flows and these

indicated some of the difficulties in applying the technique in this area. The liquid phase

was efficiently collected, but not so the gas bubbles because they tended to roll round the

probe tip, i.e. the relationship between the probe mouth diameter and the bubble

diameter was important.

As far as the present author is aware, the only other application of the isokinetic

sampling technique in stratified flow is that described by Tayebi et al. (1995) for an

investigation of the liquid droplet entrainment into the gas phase above an interface in

gas-liquid stratified flow. Zhang et aL (1995) also used this technique with an image

processing system for measuring droplet size in two-phase flow.

The isokinetic sampling technique is complicated in practice and hence has not

been favoured among researchers. Much of the pioneering work on isokinetic sampling

was done by the Italian group at CISE in the 1960s; their findings and those of others are

summarised below.

Adorni et aL (1963) first used a two-channel concentric isokinetic sampling

probe as shown in Figure 7.2 to investigate the phase and velocity distribution in a

vertical gas-liquid flow. However, this probe design was abandoned in favour of the

better arrangement of Figure 7.3. Adorni et al. introduced a correction for the fact that

the probe internal pressure was measured a small distance from the probe throat.

Frictional pressure drop between the throat and the pressure tapping would give a

pressure at the tapping point which was lower than that at the throat. However, this
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correction is very small and has been disregarded in the present work. Adorni et al. used

the impact pressure (Ap 1) in the absence of flow through the probe as a means of

determining local phase fractions and slip ratio (see Section 7.2 above).

Gill et ca (1963) conducted many experiments using a 1.57 mm I.D. sampling

probe to study upwards annular air-water flows in a 32 mm bore acrylic resin tube. The

probe could be traversed across the diameter of the tube and measurements were made

at a number of axial locations along the tube. It was found that the liquid mass flux

through the probe was insensitive to the gas flux through the probe over a wide range of

conditions. Gill et al. calculated local velocity of the gas/droplet mixture from the

measurements of impact pressure and droplet mass flux. The gas flow determined by

integration of the velocity profiles across the tube diameter was found to agree fairly well

with the known input gas flow; at any given gas flow, the velocity profiles across the

pipe diameter became increasingly sharply peaked as the liquid rate was increased. The

probe used is shown in Figure 7.4.

Todd et A (1965) developed a large isokinetic sampling probe as illustrated in

Figure 7.5 for the study of erosion control in a wet-steam turbine. The probe could be

yawed into the flow using the mechanism shown in Figure 7.6. Todd et al. attempted to

measure the local temperature by caloiimetry of the output flow.

Shires & Riley (1966) utilised a 0.28 mm isokinetic probe to measure the

void age distribution (with an average voidage ranging from 0.1 to 0.8) in an air-water

mixture flowing upwards in a 25.4 mm bore tube. They found that the integrated

voidage evaluated from the isolcinetic sampling was consistently lower (with a constant

mean difference of 0.07) than the value measured by sudden closure of inlet and outlet of

the test section, and the percentage error increased as the mean voidage decreased.

However, they confirmed that the principle of isolcinetic sampling was applicable to a

wide range of two-phase flow regimes.

Schraub (1966, 1969) discussed the limitations and problems, for typical results

and operating experiences with a small diameter isokinetic probe as shown in Figure 7.7
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in an adiabatic and incompressible gas-liquid flow study. With the assumptions that (i)

the local slip ratio varies as the mixture decelerates from the freestream value far from

the probe to unity at the probe (where void fraction becomes zero), and (ii) the gas

velocity varies from the freestream value far from the probe until it equals the liquid

velocity at the point where the slip ratio becomes unity, the proposed expression for the

dynamic pressure is:

6	 (1 — 6G2 )	 2 60(1- 6G)
G	 2Ap = pG— u +I	 2	 G	 2 Au/. –	 2	 PG/iGuL.

In 1969, Schraub published a review of the sampling techniques in two-phase

flows including isokinetic sampling methods, where examples of specific applications

were given and the capability of each technique was illustrated with sample data. He

claimed that the problems of using a pitot-static probe in two-phase flow were due to the

complicated relationship between the impact pressure, the velocities and densities of the

respective phases. He believed that the phases would interact and separate as the fluid

decelerated at the probe tip although the flow of each phase and their relative velocities

were unknown. Schraub concluded that isokinetic sampling was a technique which in

principle, could give the most accurate determination of all the two-phase variables but

that it was complex and time consuming.

Cousin & Hewitt (1968) used an isolcinetic sampling probe in their study of

liquid mixing in vertical two-phase air-water annular flow. The probe was of similar

design to that used by Adorni et al. (1963) (see Figure 7.3). In these experiments, a

dyestuff was injected into the flow at the channel wall and the concentration of dyestuff

measured in the liquid collected by the probe. The liquid phase radial mass transfer rate

could be determined from the variation of the concentration profile with axial distance.

Rao & Dukler (1971) presented a new simple experimental technique using an

isokinetic-momentum probe as shown in Figure 7.8 for measurements of local phase

velocities and local solid concentrations in a dispersed gas-solid flow. The designed

probe was suspended by needle bearings and responded to the forces acting on it due to

(7.7)
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drag, pressure and a change in momentum as the two-phase stream made a 90° change in

direction. They claimed that unambiguous calculations of local phase velocity and local

concentration were permitted by the use of this force measurement combined with flows

of solid and gas phases taken under isolcinetic conditions.

Yoshida et aL (1978) examined the effect of probe diameter on isokinetic

sampling errors by conducting experiments using methylene blue-uranine aerosol,

generated by a spinning disk and lycopodium spores in the small and large inertia

regions, respectively. From the results, it was found that the standard deviation of

concentration ratio (ratio of concentration measured by a probe of any diameter to that

by a one-cm diameter probe) was larger as the probe diameter decreases. In addition,

the mean concentration ratios measured by smaller diameter probes were different from

one another and deviated significantly from unity in some cases.

For a number of years from the late 1970's onwards, little attention was given to

the use of isokinetic sampling techniques. This partially reflects the fact that the

isokinetic sampling method is somewhat tedious to use; attention was switched to optical

techniques such as laser Doppler anemometry (LDA) where extra information can be

obtained (i.e. drop size and local concentration) and where the data acquisition rate is

much higher. However, LDA-based methods are not very suitable for high dispersed

phase concentrations and these limitations have led to renewed attention to isokinetic

sampling methods in the recent years, for instance,

Ito et al. (1991) developed an isokinetic probe as illustrated in Figure 7.9 to

study the flow properties and mixing characteristics of a submerged gas jet near the

injection point. Using the measured values of radial gas velocity, water velocity and void

fraction, a one-dimensional mathematical model using the dimensionless slip velocity was

proposed.

Zhang et al. (1995) utilised a system consisting of an isolcinetic sampling probe

(Figure 7.10), a droplet collection mechanism and an image processing package to

investigate the possible measurement distortion factors such as droplet deposition in the
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probe, droplet breakup and coalescence. A simple criterion for minimising the

measurement distortion from the experiments was developed from the study.

Tayebi et aL (1995) built an isolcinetic probe as shown in Figure 7.11 for their

gas/droplet experiments. The obtained samples exhibited an exponential distribution of

droplets above the liquid layer in stratified flow. The liquid distribution along the vertical

axis through the pipe centre was remarkably smooth and no discontinuity in liquid flux

was seen at the transition from the gas/droplet zone to the wave/bubble zone. It was

found that the entrained fraction increased with the gas density to the first order and with

the gas velocity to the third order, and the velocity profiles which were obtained from

stagnation pressure indicated a significant increase in gas wall friction due to droplet

deposition.

Figure 7.2 Isokinetic probe of Adorni et al. (1963)
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Figure 7.3 Recommended probe by Adorni et al. (1963)
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Figure 7.4 Isokinetic probe of Gill et al. (1963)
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Figure 7.5 Isokinetic probe of Todd et al. (1965)
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Figure 7.6 Probe with integral yawmeter (1966)

Figure 7.7 Isokinetic probe of Schraub (1966)
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Figure 7.8 Isokinetic sampling probe used by Rao & Dulder (1971)
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Figure 7.9 Isokinetic sampling probe used by Ito et al. (1991)
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Figure 7.10 Isokinetic sampling probe used by Zhang et al. (1995)

Figure 7.11 Isokinetic sampling probe used by Tayebi et al. (1995)
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From the above literature survey, it is seen that the isolcinetic sampling technique

can be used to study local flow distributions but that the experimental procedures

involved are tedious and complex. Clearly, for conditions where alternative systems such

as LDA are available and can be used, the isokinetic sampling method would not be a

natural choice. For the present system (i.e. three-phase stratified flow), the LDA system

would not be appropriate except over limited (and certainly less interesting) ranges. This

is because of the high dispersed phase concentrations commonly encountered which give

rise to complex light refraction and scattering effects, making LDA generally

inapplicable. It was for this reason that the isokinetic sampling method was chosen for

this present work.

7.4	 ISOKINETIC PROBE DESIGN AND ASSOCIATED

INSTRUMENTATION

7.4.1	 PROBE DESIGN

Most of the isokinetic probe systems used so far measure the pressure difference

between the pressure tapping on the probe and the one at the pipe wall. Such designs

are not appropriate in horizontal stratified flow because pressure varies (due to the

hydrostatic head normal to the tube axis. Therefore, a new design for the isolcinetic

sampling probe has been developed in the present study which incorporates a static

tapping in the probe itself.

For the present application, the isokinetic sampling probe had to be designed for

operation at working pressures up to 30 bar(g) and for accurate positioning across the

cross section of the 77.92 mm diameter tube used in the test rig (see Figure 3.1). To

fulfil the safety requirements, there were a number of technical considerations, together

with good practice based on the recommendations supplied by the British Standards,

involved in the design work. A sketch of the probe which was constructed in this study

is illustrated in Figure 7.12.
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5.84 1.18
Probe Static Pressure Tube

Figure 7.12 Schematic of the isokinetic sampling probe (top view)

Essentially, the probe consisted of three stainless steel tubes lying parallel to each

other. Stainless steel Type 316 was chosen as the probe material, recommended by

Parker (1988) because of its high resistance to corrosion, low surface adsorption

(especially moisture), wide operating temperature range and high pressure capability.

The central (5.84 mm diameter) tube has two 1.18 mm tubes welded to it. The chosen

internal diameter of the central tube is within the recommended size range of 0.51 mm to

6.35 mm given for pitot tubes in BS1042, and is slightly larger than the estimated

maximum size of oil droplets in an oil-water emulsion flowing under the expected rig

conditions (Kurban et al., 1995). Details of the chosen dimensions of the designed probe

are tabulated in Table 7.1.

Tube Outer Diameter
(mm)

Inner Diameter
(mm)

Wall Thickness
(mm)

Sampling 6.35 5.842 0.254

Wall Static Pressure 1.5875 1.1811 0.2012

Probe Static Pressure 1.5875 1.1811 0.2012

Table 7.1 Dimensions of the designed isokinetic sampling probe

The two smaller tubes could be used to measure the impact pressure within the

central tube and the local static pressure outside the tube respectively. A choice of the

diameter for the main tube (which extracted the sample) was a matter of compromise

between having a very narrow tube which would make a very localised measurement and

having a larger bore tube which was large compared to the phase element sizes (i.e.
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droplets, small bubbles) which might be encountered in the flows. It was felt that the

diameter of the commercial tube chosen (5.842 mm) was a reasonable compromise,

bearing in mind that the test section diameter was 77.92 mm.

It was established that the pressure difference between the throat and the inside

tapping position was negligible. The ratio of the probe outer diameter to pipe size is

0.125; the insertion of the probe is likely to significantly affect the flow downstream of

the device. However, when the probe is operating at isolcinetic conditions, the upstream

effects due to the probe are likely to be negligible, and a true measurement of the flow

conditions which would be present in the absence of the probe will be achieved.

The horizontal length of the probe was 180 mm and the vertical stem (passing

through the tube wall) was 300 mm in length. The positioning of the two static tappings

was 25 mm from the tip of the probe and the diameter of the tappings was 1.18 mm.

The positioning and diameters of the tappings were consistent with published literature

recommendations for such tappings on pitot probes. Accuracy in static pressure

measurement using a static tube is affected by the position of the sensing hole with

respect to the nose of the tube and its supporting stem. Acceleration effects caused by

the nose can lower the tapping pressure; whereas stagnation effects due to the stem tend

to raise the tapping pressure. As recommended in British Standard BS1042, a

satisfactory arrangement used a flush squared-edged pressure hole, of 1.02 mm diameter,

located 5 tube diameters back from the nose and 15 diameters forward from probe stem.

7.4.2	 MOUNTING SECTION

The mounting of the isokinetic sampling probe is presented in Figure 7.13. The

sampling probe could be traversed vertically across the pipe centre section using a screw

turning mechanism. A fine thread screw adjustment (mircometer) allowed the position of

the probe to be positioned with an accuracy of approximately ±0.2 mm across the

diameter of the channel. The probe outlet tube was sealed to the tube wall using an 0-

ring seal as shown in Figure 7.13.
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The joint flanges at both ends of the probe section allowed the section to be

independent from the other parts of the WASP facility, i.e. the probe section could be

installed or removed easily from the test section. "Shp-on" flanges were used which

allowed the mounting tube to be rotated thus enabling measurements to be taken along a

diameter at any angle to the vertical position.

tin

Screw / Turning Mechanism
(Front View)

Figure 7.13 Isokinetic probe and its mounting section

A reinforcement section was required for the probe mounting and it is shown in

Figure 7.14. The dimensions have been selected by referring to the recommendations

given by British Standard BS5500. The slot opening for probe insertion is 80 mm long

to allow the probe to be inserted into the test section without any dismantling. The

minimum thickness of the stainless steel block (which is welded onto the test section) is

15 mm, approximately eight times thicker than the actual required value for safe

operation based on BS5500. The excess thickness and space allowed convenient nut-

positioning whilst maintaining safe operation. An aluminium block with a thickness of 20

mm was used to support the micrometer head for the probe traversing mechanism.
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Figure 7.14 Dimensions of the probe mounting section

7.4.3 GENERAL ARRANGEMENT FOR MEASUREMENT

The general arrangement of the probe flow circuit is shown in Figure 7.15. The

probe was positioned underneath and close to but downstream of the gamma-

densitometer to avoid flow disturbances introduced by the probe in the gamma

measuring section. All the connections to the measuring section used 6.35 mm nylon

tubing which was able to withstand high pressure and gave satisfactory flexibility. Fluids

leaving the probe (air, oil and water in this study) could be diverted via a three-way

on/off valve (V2 in Figure 7.15) into a 50.8 mm I.D. stainless steel high pressure vessel

which was used as a gas-liquid separator. From the separator, the gas (at the top) passed

to either an inverted measuring cylinder (i.e. "water-displacement" method which was

applied for low air flows) or an air rotameter (for high air flows) to measure the air flow;

and the liquid phases (at the bottom) to a graduated cylinder to measure the liquid flows.

The internal wall of the separator was smooth to encourage draining of the liquids. A

period of stable flow was allowed before any liquid volumetric flowrate measurement

was made so as to eliminate the initial liquid accumulation on the walls of the separator.

Isokinetic operation of the probe was achieved by adjusting the manual needle valve

(V1) until the differential pressure between the two tappings on the probe was zero.
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Figure 7.15 Experimental setup with isokinetic sampling method

As with all isokinetic probe systems, the principal problem was the accurate

determination of the pressure difference. The first requirement is a method of measuring

very small differential pressures to a high degree of sensitivity. For this purpose, a

Fisher-Rosemount Smart Differential Pressure Transmitter (Model 3051C) was used

which was set to an accuracy of 0.01 Pa (0.001 mm of water gauge) for the range of

pressure drops being measured. Of course, it was not sufficient only to have an accurate

measurement of the differential pressure. Great care was needed to ensure that the

measurements are unambiguous; of crucial importance was that the lines connecting the

differential pressure transducer to the pressure tappings on the probe were full of a

known single phase. Problems of this type are reviewed, for instance, by Hewitt (1978).

By trial and error, it was found that the best policy was to fill the lines with the liquid

phase (water in the present experiment) for the case when the probe was in a primarily

liquid phase flow (i.e. in the stratified liquid layer) and to fill the lines with gas when the

probe was in a primarily gas phase flow (i.e. in the gas layer above the interface).

Repeated and careful flushing of the lines with the selected fluid was absolutely essential

to obtain reproducible results.
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When the lines were filled with liquid, a small offset on the differential pressure

transducer was observed because of adventitious small differences in level between the

two tappings on the probe. The great sensitivity of the differential pressure measurement

should be recalled and even minor differences in tapping level would give a small but

significant offset which has to be corrected for.

7.5	 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PROCEDURE

The tests described here were carried out on the WASP (Water, Air, Sand and

Petroleum) facility at Imperial College, a flow diagram of which is shown in Figure 3.1.

The test section was a 77.92 mm in diameter and 37 m long stainless steel pipe. The

pipe is fed by metered supplies of air, oil and water. Full details of the WASP rig and the

fluid properties are given in Chapter 3. In the experiments, the stratified two-phase air-

water, stratified two-phase oil-water and stratified three-phase air-oil-water flows in a

horizontal pipe were investigated. For the three-phase flow, investigation on the flow

behaviour was also conducted in a 1.5° downward inclined pipe. For all cases, the

isolcinetic probe section was positioned downstream of the gamma densitometer to

eliminate flow disturbances from the phase fraction measurements.

Although the isokinetic sampling technique is fundamentally simple, careful

procedures and great attention to detail are required in its operation and application. The

essential operating procedures for the respective single-phase and multi-phase (two-

phase and three-phase) tests are described in the following sections.

7.5.1	 SINGLE PHASE FLUID FLOW TESTS

7.5.1.1 Air Flow Tests

For single phase air flow tests, the operating procedure was simple and

straightforward. The nylon tubes connecting the Differential Pressure Gauge (DP cell,

see Section 7.4.3) to the flow measuring devices and the DP cell itself were purged with
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high pressure air from the test section. After purging, the system was left idle for a

period of time, i.e. approximately 30 — 60 minutes, before an averaged offset value of

the DP cell was taken. The sampling probe was first positioned at the bottom of the pipe

section, at a distance (y) about 0.1D from the pipe wall. The desired air flow was then

introduced into the test section and the pressure difference (read by the DP cell) was

taken. This pressure difference was the measured dynamic pressure of the flow and it

could be used to evaluate the local air velocity using Bernoulli's equation, i.e. the

isolcinetic probe was treated as a conventional pitot tube (PT). To measure the local

volumetric flow through the probe, air was withdrawn from the pipe section by opening

the needle valve, V1, until the DP cell showed a zero reading (after correcting for the

initial offset).

7.5.1.2 Liquid (Oil and Water) Flow Tests

On the WASP facility, the safety regulations require additional safety restrictions

when carrying out single phase liquid flow tests. Shock waves produced by valve

closures etc. could (in principle) produce locally high temperatures resulting from

compression of any remaining air pockets. When the rig is used for gas-liquid two-phase

flow or for gas-liquid-liquid three-phase flow, the gas volume in the test section and slug

catcher is large and compression effects consequently small. Oil being a flammable

substance could potentially ignited explosively in these pockets (see Section 3.2.4).

Therefore, safety issues had to be considered in very great detail and appropriate

operating procedures were required. The approved experimental procedures for such

tests are given below (refer to Figure 3.1 for all the valves mentioned).and these were

monitored by the WASP safety manager throughout the experiments.

(1) Before any experiment was carried out, the high pressure air supply was

disconnected from the test section. The air flow used for pressurisation was

taken solely from the college low pressure air supply. The rig was operated

carefully in such a manner as to avoid rapid pressurisation or depressurisation.
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(2) The test section was approximately half-filled with liquid. The test section was

pressurised up to around 5 bar(g) and the outlet pressure gauge (pe,dt) and the

arms of the DP cell were purged with liquid. The test section was then

depressurised whilst ensuring that the mouth of the isolcinetic sampling probe

remained submerged in the liquid phase. The system was allowed to settle down

before reading the offset value of the DP cell.

(3) With V2 (bottom of slug catcher) closed and V3 (vent valve) opened, the pipe

section was filled with liquid by opening V13 to 40% or 50%; the liquid flow

swept the remaining air from the test section. Rapid changes in liquid flowrate

were avoided. When the liquid has filled up the slug catcher, valve V3 was

closed and valve V2 adjusted until the desired liquid flowrate was achieved. V9

remained open throughout the experiment.

(4) The isolcinetic sampling probe is traversed across the pipe section using the

micrometer head. By operating the probe as a pitot tube, the dynamic pressures

of the liquid flow are measured across the pipe section. Simultaneously, liquid

flows at an isokinetic condition are sampled.

(5) At the end of the experiments, the liquid is drained to the dump tank by slowly

opening up V2 (as the test section is still at high pressure) and opening V3 to

allow air access to the slug catcher.

The values of the superficial liquid velocities tested were

• Oil superficial velocity (m/s)

• Water superficial velocity (m/s)

: 0.10, 0.20, 0.30

: 0.10, 0.16, 0.20

7.5.2 TWO-PHASE AND THREE-PHASE FLOW TESTS

The operating procedures required for two-phase and three-phase flow tests were

similar to those described in the previous sections, depending on whether the isolcinetic
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probe tapping lines were to be filled with gas or liquid. Of course, it was not necessary

(in the latter case) to fill the slug catcher with liquid at any stage. It was found very

difficult to achieve an isokinetic condition in the gas-liquid interface region when the

interface was wavy and unsteady, and usually several samplings under the same flow

conditions were repeated in order to obtain a satisfactory reading. Such problems were

not encountered at the oil-water interface but, due to the high viscosity of the WASP oil,

it was difficult to draw oil from the test section except at high pressures (for instance at 5

bar(g)). The following are the operating procedures used for the two-phase and three-

phase flow tests in the Imperial College WASP facility:

(1) For the air-water, oil-water and air-oil-water tests, pressure lines which link the

pressure measuring tubes and the differential pressure cell were purged with

liquid (water) before any measurement in the liquid layer is taken. The offset

reading of the differential pressure cell is then taken.

(2) The desired steady two-phase or three-phase stratified flow conditions are set and

the probe is positioned at the bottom of the pipe. The dynamic pressure of the

flow system in the liquid phase is measured when the sampling rate is zero.

(3) Then, the desired isolcinetic sampling flowrate (i.e. when the dynamic pressure

reads zero) is set by adjusting valve Vi.  The flow sample is drawn into a

collecting measuring cylinder to read the liquid flowrate.

(4) The probe is traversed from the liquid phase across the pipe section through the

gas-liquid interface to the top part of the pipe. To measure the local flowrate in

gas phase, the probe is positioned at the top of the pipe section and the pressure

lines are purged using the high pressure air (from the WASP Rig) before reading

the dynamic pressure in the gas phase. The sampled air is drawn into an inverted

measuring cylinder submerged in a basin of water as described in Section 7.4.3.

For a complete gas velocity profile measurement, the probe is traversed

downward towards the gas-liquid interface.
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7.6	 COMMISSIONING TESTS

7.6.1	 SINGLE PHASE FLOW TESTS

Obviously, it was advantageous to carry out experiments using only single-phase

flow to check the isolcinetic sampling technique. Such single phase tests were carried out

with air and water respectively. The isokinetic sampling results obtained from the single

phase air and water flow tests are shown in Figures 7.16 and 7.17, respectively. The

velocities were obtained by dividing the phase volumetric flowrate (corrected to

conditions at the probe tip) by the probe throat area. The flows were turbulent and the

velocity profiles fitted well Prandtl's 1/nth power law as expressed by,

1

= Umax (1 —	 n

	

(7.8)

where n = 7 for the Reynolds number range covered by the air-only tests (see Figure

7.16) and n = 5 for the Reynolds number range covered by the water-only tests (see

Figure 7.17) (Daily et al., 1993).

00	 0.1	 0.2	 0.3	 0.4	 0.5	 0.6	 0.7	 0.8	 0.9	 1 0
Yip

Figure 7.16 Single phase air test (using water-displacement method)
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Figure 7.17 Single phase water tests

The isoldnetic probes can also be operated as a conventional pitot-probe in a limit

where no fluid is extracted through the probe. Measurements using the probe in this

mode tended to give slightly higher velocities than those obtained using the probe in the

isolcinetic mode (up to 10 % differences were observed as shown in Figure 7.18) but it is

noteworthy that the isokinetic operation gave a more accurate representation of the input

velocities. This may be because the probe was not ideally suitable to operate as a pitot-

probe because though it meets the nominal range of the international standard design

criteria (for instance, BS1042) for such probes, the diameter of the isokinetic probe was

larger than normally used for conventional pitot-probes.

The results obtained in the air flow tests were found to be independent of the

direction of the traverse relative to a line passing vertically through the pipe axis. The

measured air velocity profiles as shown in Figure 7.18 are the typical results obtained

when the probe was traversing in any direction.
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Angle of Probe Inclination :90 degree from vertical

With the first measurement setup

Figure 7.18 Single phase air flow test comparing measurements using
probe in pilot (PT) and isokinetic (IS) modes

7.6.2 TWO-PHASE FLOW TESTS

Preliminary tests on two-phase air-water and oil-water flow were carried out to

verify the applicability of the isokinetic sampling probe for multiphase flow studies. The

expected velocity profiles in air-water and oil-water stratified flows are sketched in

Figures 7.19 and 7.20, respectively; it is shown that the velocity profile of the air phase

(the faster moving phase in stratified flow) exhibits a peak, whilst the water phase has its

maximum velocity at the air-water interface (Hansen & Vested, 1991). The velocity

profiles presented in Figure 7.20 are similar but in the opposite position, where the less

viscous water flowing below the oil exhibits a peak in its velocity profile. Normally, the

more viscous oil flows slower than the water in a stratified configuration (Kurban, 1997).

The viscosity ratio of oil to water for the WASP fluids ranges between 40 to 85,

depending on the temperature.
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Figure 7.19 Velocity profiles in two-phase air-water stratified flow
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Figure 7.20 Velocity profiles in two-phase oil-water stratified flow

Results were obtained for a number of representative air-water flow conditions

and are illustrated in Figures 7.21 to 7.24 (the experimental data are represented by the

points and the lines are the computer-fitted curves to the data points) for the gas and

liquid layers, respectively. Again, data obtained using the probe in pitot tube (PT) mode

and in isokinetic sampling (IS) mode are presented. The vertical dotted line represents

the position of the interface (as determined using the gamma densitometry system). The

following main points arise from these experimental results:

( I )
	

Successful operation of the isokinetic probe was observed in hath the liquid layer

and the gas layer above it in stratified flow.

(2)	 For the gas-liquid flow cases studied, there was little inter-entrainment of the two

phases (few droplets in the gas and few bubbles in the liquid). However, the

(b)
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preliminary three-phase flow experiments (presented in the next section) showed

that the isokinetic probe could detect such inter-entrainment.

(3) In the case of the two-phase flow tests, the results obtained when operating the

probe as an isokinetic collection device and operating the same probe as a pitot-

probe were in reasonably close agreement (in fact, the agreement was even better

than that observed in the single phase tests — see Figure 7.18).

(4) In the liquid phase, characteristic peaks are observed in velocity along the vertical

diameter. These have previously been observed by Lin et al. (1991) and Strand

et al. (1995), and are predicted by computation models such as that of Issa

(1988).

Because the flows are not axi-symmetric in the respective layers, it is not possible

to make comparisons with predicted flow rates as in the case of the single-phase flows.

However, the velocity profiles were generally similar to those expected. To obtain a full

velocity map of the flow would require the probe to be scanned across the diameter at a

series of different angles to the vertical. The probe design allows this to be done but

tests using the isokinetic probe are very time consuming and this was not attempted.

Instead, the available WASP rig time was used to demostrate the feasibility of using the

isokinetic probe in three-phase flow (see Section 7.6).

00 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 0
y/D

Figure 7.21 Air & water local flowrates at 1 bar(g) (IS = Isokinetic
sampling; PT = Pitot tube)
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Figure 7.22 Air & water 10(111 velocities at 10 bar(g)
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Figure 7.23 Air & water local velocities at 5 bar(g)-a

Figure 7.24 Air & water local velocities at 5 bar(g)-b
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The measured velocity profiles in the oil and water phases using the isokinetic

sampling probe for a number of representative oil-water flow conditions are presented

graphically in Figures 7.25 and 7.26. The experimental data are represented by the

points and the curves are computer-fitted to these data points. The vertical dotted lines

represent the position of the oil-water interface, as determined using the gamma

densitometer.

00 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 10

Y/D

Figure 7.25 Oil & water local velocities at 5 har(g) with constant

00 0.1 0.2 0.3 OA 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 10

YID

Figure 7.26 Oil & water local velocities at 5 bar(g) with constant U ws

The obtained results further confirmed the successful operation of the isokinetic

probe in liquid layers in the stratified flow. However, the intermixing or inter-

entrainment between the two liquid phases was detected but the samples were not
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reliable near the oil-water interface because of the high viscosity of the oil-water

emulsion. The apparent velocities at the interface were very low because of this effect.

This problem needs to be addressed if accurate velocities are to be obtained in this

region; however, further investigation of this problem was not feasible within the scope

of the present work.

7.6.3 THREE-PHASE FLOW TESTS

Measurements of velocity profiles in gas-liquid and liquid-liquid stratified flows

are reported in the literature but this is not the case for three-phase gas-liquid-liquid

flow. A qualitative frame of reference for comparison of the shapes of velocity profiles

obtained in three-phase flow can be obtained by studying the case of flow between flat

plates (the pipe flow case require a numerical solution). This case was considered by

extending the two-phase stratified flow methodology of Hansen & Vested (1991) to

three-phase flow between flat plates and this work is summarised in Appendix B. Figure

7.27 shows qualitatively the expected form of the velocity profiles of air-oil-water

(turbulent-laminar-turbulent) stratified flow between two flat plates, where the sketch (a)

represents a smooth stratified case and sketch (b) refers to a wavy stratified flow with the

occurrence of inter-entrainment between phases. Such simplified profiles are usually also

assumed to exist in a circular pipe.

Air

Figure 7.27 Theoretical velocity profiles of air-oil-water (turbulent-
laminar-turbulent) stratified flow between two flat plates
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Although a few results have been obtained for gas volumetric flux (superficial

velocity) distribution in three-phase flows, the main emphasis of the work has been on

making measurements in the liquid layers so as to investigate intermixing of the liquid

phases. Experiments were carried out with the WASP test section either in the

horizontal or in a 1.5 0 downwards declined orientation; the respective experiments are

described in Sections 7.6.3.1 and 7.6.3.2.

7.6.3.1 Horizontal Flow

The isokinetic probe was found to operate successfully in three-phase air-oil-

water flow. The type of result obtained for the superficial velocities of the two liquid

phases is exemplified by those shown in Figure 7.28. As will be seen, oil appears in the

water layer and vice versa indicating the inter-entrainment of the liquid phases.
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Figure 7.28 Measured oil and water local superficial velocities using
isokinetic sampling technique

The inter-entrainment of liquid droplets forms a layer of oil-water emulsion

between the two liquid layers. This oil-water dispersed layer exhibits a more viscous

appearance than the oil and water phases, and it flows slower than the liquid phases. An

approximation indicate of drop size could be obtained by examination of the video
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recording which were taken in all the tests. The oil droplets have a larger size than the

water droplets and their size decreases with distance from the interface towards the

bottom of the of the tube. For the water droplets in the oil phase, the drop size

decreases as the gas-liquid interface is approached.

At the air-oil interface, some of the fast moving air was entrained into the oil

phase, however, the sizes of these entrained air bubbles were much smaller than the

liquid droplets. Similarly, a small fraction of oil droplets was entrained into the gas

phase (as is consistent with Figure 7.28). The sizes of these entrained oil droplets were

found to be smaller than those entrained into the water phase.

In some cases, the liquid viscosity of the oil-water mixed layer in the oil-water

interface region was such that the pressure drop through the probe to the collection

system was too high to allow the flow to be extracted isokinetically and measurements

could not, therefore, be made. This is less of a problem the higher the test section

pressure, of course. A similar phenomenon had been observed in the two-phase liquid-

liquid flow tests.

To study how superficial air velocity affected the degree of intermixing between

the phases, two sets of air-oil-water experiments in a horizontal pipe were conducted.

The first set of experiments had a low water cut of 23 % and the other with a high water

cut of 64 %. Each set of experiments consists of four sets of local measurements with

the same liquid flowrates but at different air flowrates. Figures 7.29 and 7.30 show the

measured local superficial velocities (i.e. volumetric fluxes) of water and oil phases, and

the water fraction in the liquid sample obtained from the respective sets of experiments.

No measurements could be taken at positions less than 0.1 tube diameters from the tube

wall due to the probe geometry.

For the first set of experiments, the superficial velocities of oil and water were

kept constant at 0.10 m/s and 0.03 m/s, respectively; and the superficial air velocity was

gradually increased from 2.34 m/s to 4.80 m/s. Through the visualisation window, it was

observed that the flow changed from stratified smooth (SS) to stratified wavy (SW), and
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then to oil continuous dispersed-stratified wavy (DOSW) flows when the superficial air

velocity increased. A layer of oil-water emulsion was formed between the liquid phases

when the air superficial velocity was increased to 3.25 m/s, though both air-oil and oil-

water interfaces remained stratified. The thickness of this dispersed or emulsion layer

increased with respect to the air flowrate until it occupied the entire liquid phase.

Figure 7.29 (a) shows the local superficial water velocity measured by the

isokinetic probe as a function of ylD where y is the distance from the bottom of the pipe

and D the pipe diameter. At the lowest total superficial gas velocity (2.34 m/s), the local

water superficial velocity decreases with distance from the bottom of the tube; of course,

a peak in this velocity would be expected nearer to the tube base but this cannot be

measured since it is within the region in which the probe geometry restricts access (i.e.

for ;ID < 1. As the superficial gas velocity increases, the water becomes increasingly

entrained in the oil layer and its superficial velocity shows a peak which reflects the peak

in the velocity of the carrier phase (i.e. the oil) in this region as shown in Figure 7.29 (b).

The local superficial velocity (Figure 7.29 (b)) increases with increasing air

superficial velocity as would be expected since the liquid layer thickness is decreasing for

constant total liquid volumetric flows.

Figure 7.29 (c) shows the water fraction in the sampled liquid. In the region

nearer to the bottom of the tube, the water fraction increases with decreasing ylD (since

there is a visible clear water layer at the lowest air superficial velocity, and one may

assume that, in these conditions, the water fraction would increase to unity with closer

approach to the tube base, i.e. in the region not accessible to the present design of

isokinetic probe). Two effects are seen as the air superficial velocity increases. Firstly,

the point at which the sharp rise in water fraction occurs regresses towards the base of

the tube, indicating a reducing thickness for the water layer. Secondly, the concentration

of water in the oil layer increases, being of the order of 0.15 at the highest gas flow

studied. This composes with a fraction of 0.23 of the two liquid phases are totally

mixed, the implication being that there is still a water-rich layer near the base of the tube,

even at the highest air superficial velocity. However, it will be noted that the water
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fraction in the oil layer is reasonably constant indicating that the water that is entrained is

fairly uniformly mixed with the oil. This would be consistent with the approximately

coincident peaks in oil and water local superficial velocities in the oil region.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7.29 Measured parameters in liquid phase using isokinetic probe
at constant Uo, (= 0.10 m/s) and Uws (= 0.03 m/s) but at various (Jo,:
(a) local superficial water velocity; (b) local superficial oil velocity;

(c) water fraction in liquid sample
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For the second set of experiments (with a higher water cut), the superficial

velocities of oil and water were kept constant at 0.10 m/s and 0.16 m/s, respectively; and

the superficial air velocity was gradually increased from 2.34 m/s to 4.80 m/s (similar to

the first set of experiments). The three-phase flow changed from stratified smooth (SS)

to stratified wavy (SW), and then to oil continuous dispersed-stratified (DOSW) as the

superficial air velocity increased. A thin layer of oil-water emulsion was found near the

oil-water interface even at the lowest air flowrate. The thickness of the dispersed or

emulsified layer increased with increasing air flowrate until the liquid phases (oil and

water) became apparently homogeneous.

The measured volumetric fluxes (local superficial velocities) and water fraction in

the sampled liquid across the liquid layer are presented graphically in Figure 7.30. The

local superficial water velocities as shown in Figure 7.30 (a) are different in appearance

to those shown in Figure 7.29 (a).

This is mainly because the probe is able to penetrate further into the (thicker)

water layer at the base of the tube and the results show a sharper rise with decreasing

distance from the tube base than did the ones for a lower water cut. The oil local

superficial velocity has a peak value near to the air-oil interface. A very interesting effect

occurs as the gas velocity is increased. At first, the thickness of the liquid layer

decreases with increasing superficial gas velocity, giving a higher value of the peak local

oil superficial velocity.

With further increases in gas velocity, the thickness of the liquid layer begins to

increase with increasing gas velocity and the oil local superficial velocity then decreases.

The reason for this is seen clearly in the data for water fraction in the extracted sample as

shown in Figure 7.30 (c). At the highest gas superficial velocity, the water fraction is

virtually constant, indicating that the water and the oil have become mixed together in

the forms of an emulsion. Near the phase inversion region, such emulsion have a very

high viscosity and this reduces the velocity of the mixed liquid. Thus, to transport a

given amount of liquid, a thicker layer is required as is actually observed. This effect was

also observed in the mean holdup data as described in Chapter 4.
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(h)

(c)

Figure 7.30 Measured parameters in liquid phase using isokinetic probe
at constant 110, (= 0.10 m/s) and Uw, (= 0.15 m/s) hut at various UG.:

(a) local superficial water velocity; (h) local superficial oil velocity;
(c) water fraction in liquid sample
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An alternative method of plotting the data presented in Figures 7.29 and 7.30 is

to show the oil and water local superficial velocities on the same plot for each set of

conditions. This is done in Figures 7.31 and 7.32 for the water cuts of 23 % and 62 %

respectively. The fractions of the oil and water phases in the extracted liquid are shown

in Figures 7.33 and 7.34 respectively for each set of conditions investigated (note that

the sum of the oil and water fractions is unity). In Figures 7.31 — 7.34, the positions of

the various interfaces (as deduced from the visual observations and from the gamma

densitometer traces) are also shown. These diagrams reinforce the points made in the

discussion of Figures 7.29 and 7.30 above.
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Figure 7.31 Measured local superficial velocities (water and oil) using
isokinetic probe at constant superficial liquid velocities ((Jos = 0.10 m/s

and Utr, =0.03 ni/s; water cut = 23%) but at various U6s (horizontal pipe)
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Figure 7.32 Measured local superficial velocities (water and oil) using
isokinetic probe at constant 0, (Um = (1.10 m/s and Uw, = 0.15-0.16 m/s;

water cut =62%) but at various UG, (horizontal pipe)
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The main emphasis of the isokinetic probe studies in three-phase flow was on

investigating liquid phase mixing phenomena and relatively fe.w measurements were

made in the gas phase. However, it is important to understand the flow behaviour in the

gas phase. Figure 7.35 shows the measured velocity profiles across the pipe section for

two different three-phase stratified flows in horizontal pipe. Plot (a) is for a stratified

flow (turbulent water-laminar oil-turbulent air)with low water cut (at 23 %); and Plot

(b) is for a stratified flow (turbulent water-turbulent oil-turbulent air) with high water

cut (at 64 %). It seems likely that the peak in air velocity would occur (in these cases)

near to the top of the tube (i.e. in a region not accessible to the probe). Air local

superficial velocity measurements near the liquid interface were Ibund difficult to achieve

in three-phase flows due to the 'blocking' problem caused by the entrained liquid

droplets in the probe which was air purged before any measurement was made.

In general, the shapes of the velocity profiles obtained were qualitatively similar

to those derived from analysis of three-phase flows between flat plates (see Appendix B

and Figure 7.27). However, the behaviour is complicated by the existence of intermixing

between phases, and especially between the liquid phases. The influence of intermixing

and the associated problems of the anomalous properties of the emulsions formed can

give rise to trends which are contrary to those expected. This clearly indicate the need

for models which account for such intermixing and this is an area for potential future

development.
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7.6.3.2 Downward Inclined Flow

A limited series of tests were carried out using the isokinetic sampling probe in

three-phase flow in the WASP test section with the tube inclined downwards by 1.5 0 in

the direction of flow. The tests were conducted with an oil superficial velocity of 0.10

m/s, a water superficial velocity of 0.15 - 0.16 m/s (water cut of 60 - 62%) and at gas

superficial velocity ranging from 0.66 m/s to 2.88 m/s. Figure 7.36 shows results fbr

local superficial velocities of the liquid (sum of the water and oil values) and the gas for

superficial velocities of 0.66 and 2.13 m/s. As will be seen, the peak in gas velocity

moves towards the top of the pipe as the gas velocity increases: this probably reflects an

increase in interfacial roughness at the higher gas velocity. The liquid layer is

significantly thinner than in comparable flows with the pipe horizontal.

Figures 7.37 and 7.38 show respectively the phase local superficial velocities and

the oil and water fractions in the separated liquids. Also shown are the approximate

positions of the interfaces deduced from the gamma densitometer measurements and the

video recordings. There are some indications that entrainment of oil in the water phase

and vice versa is occurring. However, the maximum gas velocity studied was too low to

promote extensive intermixing as was found in the horizontal flow tests.

Figure 7.36 Measured local actual velocities along the pipe symmetry
using isokinetic probe in a 1.5° downward inclined pipe
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= 62%) but at various UG, (downwards inclined pipe)
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7.7	 SUMMARY

The experiments described in this chapter demonstrate that the isokinetic probe

principle can be successfully applied to stratified multiphase flows, covering both the

liquid and the gas phases. Extreme care needs to be taken on the determination of the

zero point in differential pressure, corresponding to the condition for isokinetic

extraction. A highly sensitive pressure transducer is required to achieve the desired

accuracy.

From the experimental results presented (i.e. the measured local superficial

velocity, water fraction in the liquid phase) in the study, the existence of inter-

entrainment phenomena was confirmed. The degree of intermixing between the water

and oil layers was found to increase with air flowrate; the higher the air flowrate, the

more vigorous of the intermixing. A layer of oil-water dispersed phase (emulsion) was

found sandwiched between the liquid phases and the thickness of this layer increased as

the air flowrate increased until the liquid phases became fully mixed (i.e. homogeneous);

in other words, the transition from stratified to dispersed-stratified flow took place. This

intermixing of the phases can cause anomalously high viscosities in the emulsion formed

and give rise, in some cases, to an increase in liquid layer thickness with increasing gas

velocity, contrary to the trend expected from the three-fluid model.

One of the limitations of isolcinetic sampling is that such measurements are

extremely time-consuming. For instance, each measurement or sampling point required

10 to 15 minutes, so that a complete traverse across the pipe diameter took a very long

time. Even more time was required when there were fluctuations in the flow. Certainly,

it would be preferable if the use of techniques such as LDA or hot wire anemometry

were feasible in carrying out the specific measurements described in this Chapter.

However, the whole objective of this investigation is to provide a method which can be

applied to three-phase flows and to investigate the inter-entrainment mechanisms. In this

case, alternative technologies such as LDA or hot-wire anemometry would not be

applicable. Therefore, it is concluded that despite its time-consuming nature and despite

the need for great attention to detail, the isokinetic probe is a viable technique.
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CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The main conclusions drawn from the work described in the thesis are presented

in Section 8.1. This is then followed by the recommendations for future experimental

and analytical work in Section 8.2.

8.1	 CONCLUSIONS

The main conclusions arising from the present study are as follows: ..

8.1.1 CONCLUSIONS FROM STUDIES OF FLOW PATTERNS, LIQUID

PHASE HOLDUPS AND PRESSURE GRADIENT IN THREE-

PHASE STRATIFIED FLOW

A major series of experiments on three-phase gas-liquid-liquid stratified flow has

been conducted over a range of pressures using the Imperial College WASP high

pressure multiphase flow facility. The experiments covered both horizontal and

downward inclined flows. The main experimental results were:

(a) Observations of flow patterns. These were primarily based on detailed

examinations of the video recordings taken for each experiment. In three-phase

flow, complexities arise relative to the case of two-phase gas-liquid flow, mainly

because of the mixing (inter-entrainment) of the liquid phases. The stratified flow

region was sub-divided into nine separate categories (see Figure 4.1) and each

flow condition tested was classified into these categories. The transition to slug

flow was also observed. The transition from stratified flow to slug flow is

predicted qualitatively by Taitel & Dukler (1976) map for gas-liquid flow,

assuming properties of the liquid phase which were averaged between those of
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the oil and water phase on a volumetric basis. However, the effect of pressure on

the liquid flowrate for transition was not correctly predicted, consistent with

previous findings from experiments on the WASP facility.

(b) Phase holdup measurements. The holdup of the phases (oil, water and gas) was

measured using a traversing dual-energy gamma densitometer. The holdup

generally decreased with gas superficial velocity, but there were regimes in which

this trend was reversed due to the mixing of the liquid phases induced by the

increase in gas velocity. This could lead to the formation of a highly viscous oil-

water emulsions and lead to an increase in the total holdup with increasing gas

velocity.

(c) Pressure gradient measurements. For the later series of tests, the pressure

gradient was measured using an inclined manometer. Pressure gradient increased

with increasing gas and liquid velocities and, for given velocities, increased with

increasing pressure. The effect of water cut was complex, the pressure gradient

either increasing or decreasing with water cut, depending on the flow conditions.

8.1.2 CONCLUSIONS FROM THE MECHANISTIC MODELLING

STUDIES

A computer program (PRESBAL) was developed to predict pressure gradient

and phase holdup in three-phase stratified flows on the basis of the three-fluid model,

which assumes complete separation of the phases. The main findings from the work on

PRESBAL were as follows:

(a) The methodology applied in PRESBAL was compared with other solution

methodologies and found to agree well. The advantages of the PRESBAL

methodology over the alternative approaches were its ability to produce

converged solutions for all cases and the ease by which alternative closure

relationships could be introduced into the code.

(b)	 A wide variety of closure relationships for wall and interface friction were
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programmed into PRESBAL and, using the first data series for phase holdups,

the optimal choice of closure relationships was found to be: Blasius (1913) for

gas-wall friction, Srichai (1994) for water-wall and oil-wall interfacial friction,

Hart et al. (1989) for gas-oil interfacial friction and Taitel et al. (1995) for oil-

water interfacial friction. However, even with the optimal choice of relationships,

the scatter was still large, reflecting the inability of the three-fluid model to

represent important features of the flow, particularly inter-mixing of the liquid

phases.

(c) PRESBAL was used to predict the pressure gradient data for horizontal flow

obtained in the third series of experiments. Using the optimised closure

relationships derived from (b) above, reasonable agreement was obtained

between the data and the code predictions (though the scatter was still large,

probably for the reasons mentioned above).

(d) Again, using the optimised closure relationships from (b) above, the data for

downwards inclined pipes (Series 4 and 5) were compared with predictions from

PRESBAL. Here, the agreement was less good than for the horizontal flow case.

In particular, the pressure gradient was greatly overpredicted at low gas

superficial velocities, probably reflecting the increased propensity to smooth

stratified flow in the downwards inclined case. It is concluded that the optimal

choice of closure relationships may be affected by the pipe inclination angle.

However, no attempt was made to re-optimise the choice for the downwards

inclined pipe case. Since all of the available closure relationships have been

developed for horizontal flows, it could well be that a new set of relationships is

required.

8.1.3	 CONCLUSIONS FROM THE ISOKINETIC PROBE STUDIES

An isokinetic sampling probe was developed, constructed and used in making

measurements of local phase superficial velocities in three-phase flows. The following

are the major findings arose from these studies:
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(a) The application of the isolcinetic sampling technique has proved effective in

measuring local superficial velocities over wide ranges of conditions. However,

the technique is very time-consuming and requires great attention to detail for

successful implementation. There are difficulties, in particular, in applying

method to interface regions where all three phases are present.

(b) The isokinetic probe results showed clearly the inter-entraiment of the liquid

phases, which increased progressively as the gas superficial velocity increased.

(c) The results from the isolcinetic probe study confirmed the findings of the holdup

measurements, namely that total holdup could increase with increasing gas

superficial velocity due to the mixing of the liquid phases producing a highly

viscous emulsion. For two-phase stratified flows, the holdup would decrease

with increasing gas superficial velocity, so the observed trend for some three-

phase flows is a specific features of such flows.

8.2	 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

Obviously, it would not have been possible to examine every aspect of three-

phase flows in the project described in this thesis. However, the work carried out points

the way to priority areas for further development and these are presented below,

categorised under the headings of experimental (Section 8.2.1) and analytical (Section

8.2.2) studies.

8.2.1	 EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

Although a large amount of new data has been generated in the present study,

there is obviously still much scope for further study of this complex system. Specific

suggestions for further experimental work are as follows:

(1) The present data were (necessarily) obtained for a relatively small range of water

cuts. Further data spanning the full range of water cut from 0.0 to 1.0 would be

valuable in gaining a fuller understanding of phase mixing and its implications.
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(2) The present data were essentially for average quantities in a flow where local

parameters (e.g. phase holdups) fluctuate with time, it would be valuable to

produce data on the fluctuating quantities (particularly on interfacial wave

structure) to help in interpreting the measurements of average quantities.

Though such measurements are straightforward for air-water flows (see, for

instance, Srichai, 1994) there are difficulties in making the measurements with

three-phase flows. Work is proceeding at Imperial College on the development

of fast response, multi-beam dual-energy gamma densitometers and these have

the potential to make measurements of fluctuating quantities in three-phase

stratified flow.

(3 ) It is clear from the present data that the flows are very complex and better

visualisation of the flow patterns would be advantageous. This could be achieved

by:

(a) Using high speed (and preferably) colour video photography.

(b) Using axial viewing techniques. An axial viewing device is currently being

constructed at Imperial College.

(c) Using endoscopy (fibre optic probes) to study internal structure in the

liquid layers.

(4)	 The effect of tube inclination on flow patterns and flow parameters is clearly very

significant. Data for a wider range of angles would throw light on these effects.

(5) The isolcinetic sampling probe has proved effective and could be applied over

wider ranges of conditions. In the tests described here, the probe was traversed

in a vertical line passing through the tube axis. The probe is designed to allow it

to be traversed at a variety of angles and this offers the opportunity of

investigating the liquid mixing characteristics over the entire pipe cross section.

Despite the potentially time-consuming nature of such experiments, these would

provide new insights into the mixing processes.
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(6) The high frequency impedance probe system used by Angeli (1996) should be

evaluated for application to local phase fraction data for the liquid layer in three-

phase stratified flow.

8.2.2	 ANALYTICAL STUDIES

In the analytical area, there is also much scope for future work. This might

include:

(1) Including further closure relationships into PRESBAL; such relationships are

constantly being developed (for instance, the model of Grolman, 1996) and need

to be tested.

(2) Improving the user interfaces of PRESBAL to make it more readily applicable.

(3) Improving the modelling whilst still retaining the one-dimensional treatment.

One approach here might be to define mixed zones between the phases and to

treat these through additional equations. For instance, one might have a "four-

fluid" model which incorporated an oil-water mixture layer between the oil and

water layers as a fourth "fluid". To achieve this, rates of transport between the

oil and water layers and this new layer would need to be specified.

(4) Application of two-dimensional and three-dimensional calculation methods. With

the two-dimensional method, it is possible to take account of curvature of the

interfaces and to model the shear stresses in detail (though, again, the modelling

would be limited by mixing effects etc.). With three-dimensional modelling, it

may be possible to take account of the influence of interfacial waves. Through

such multi-dimensional modelling can be achieved by writing special codes as was

done by Hall (1992 a), it may be more efficient to use a commercial

Computational Fluid Dynamics — CFD package (such as CFX) as a framework

for the calculations as was done by Srichai (1994) and Kurban (1997).
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APPENDIX A

NON-DIMENSIONAL THREE-FLUID

METHODOLOGY

The non-dimensional three-fluid model (for horizontal flow) as described in

Section 5.4.3 consists of two dimensionless and non-linear equations (expressed in

Equations 5.20 and 5.21). These equations were derived from the three-phase

momentum balances in a horizontal pipe (Equations A.1, A.2 and A.3):

dp) TGSG TG0 SG°
0

–( dz	 AG	 — A, —

_(P.') _ro So Too Soo row S--
+ 	 —	

sow 
—0

dz) A,	 A,	 A,

–(
di)) – rw Sw + rowSow
—	 	 –0
dz	 Aw	 Aw

By equating Equations A.1 and A.2 and rearranging the terms, it follows that:
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'-' ( 1	
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Similarly, equating Equations A.2 and A.3 gives:

(A.1)

(A.2)

(A.3)

(A.4)

1	 Too S 00 Tw SwTO S 0 
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And, equating Equations A.1 and A.3 gives:
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TG S G T SGO GO r SW W T SOW OW 
+	 —	 ±	 — 0

AG 	 AG	 A,	 Aw

The flow parameters are then expressed in terms of dimensionless parameters:

uG = 17G x UGs

AG = 'AG X D2

SG = 4V0 x D

(A.6)

(A.7)

(A.8)

(A.9)

DG = E•G x D	 (A.10)

The gas-wall shear stress can be related to those dimensionless parameters as follows:
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(A.11)

A similar derivation procedure leads to expressions for the respective oil-wall and water-

wall shear stresses as shown below:
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(A.12)

(A.13)

Dimensionless expressions for the interfacial shear stresses cannot be derived

directly as they involve the interfacial friction factors which cannot usually be expressed

in terms of shear constants, such as Cco or COW. However, they can be simplified into

equations in terms of interfacial friction factor, density, viscosity and the dimensionless

phase velocity. The derivation of the gas-oil interfacial into such dimensionless equation

is demonstrated as follows :

1
TOO = iG0PG(uo—uG)1140-1401
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The dimensionless equation can be further simplified to
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Similar procedure is applied to the oil-water interfacial shear stress:

1
Tow = if ow Po(u 0 —uw)luo—uwl

Taking Fow=(1-11 	
uoUos

liWU w
1 — ,z, r T S

14 0 t../ 08

The dimensionless equation can be further simplified to

1
row 

i __, TT2 	 172
. ow — i ow 2 vo‘-' Os

F 
OW 0 (A.15)

Equation A.4 can be transformed into dimensionless equation by first dividing it with TG:
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The term of 
2-G
1 can be reduced to

TG
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By sub situting Equation A.17 into the above equation, it gives
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When substituting Equations A.17, A.18 and A.19 into Equation A.16,
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Equation A.21 is the one of the non-dimensional equations proposed by Hall (1992):
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where the simplifications, i.e. rGo = TG and TOW = yro have been introduced.

Similarly, Equation A.6 can be transformed into dimensionless equation by first

dividing with le:
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AG TG AG TG Aw TG AW
(A.22)
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The term of rw	 can be reduced to dimensionless form:
TG

-n,
pw

i'l(bwilwrw [A,U;2„Cw (
DU

77: )
Tw

/7 2 (15 l7 In° —1 p u cG GG	 2G Gs G

2	 (DUG, pG ) na lrc

2 ( n ynrr, “W 'W"W 
X2	 (A.23)

rc G G17G2 (15 u- Yna GW

Substituting Equations All, A.19 and A.23 into Equation A.22, it gives

RG

+FGOfo GO GO

z• 2 (	 y-nw
"w

X2--G—§ino Giv	 w
DG G G

2

fow	 (uo
—
fo °w

and by rearranging the equation:

2	 ;.; tnw

+	 F	 — 'AG x2 g 11W) k"fg."

G A 4G° 4 GW W	 (15GGra

+ AG x2 E, ( 110) 2  (0170)-n°

	

GO OW •_--r•	—	 \--no
1-14r, 	 UG	 (DG uG )

Equation A.24 is analogous to another non-dimensional equation (Equation A.25) that

derived by Hall (1992) with the simplifications as mentioned earlier:
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SG +S _ 4
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G	(nGt70) n°

— 	 2 (130170)

-F;-4; X092 7.-S-OW 17U°

G 	
(i5GriG)

no

no =0	 (A.25)
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APPENDIX B

VELOCITY PROFILES IN THREE-PHASE

STRATIFIED FLOW

Since there are no publications on velocity profiles in three-phase flow, the

measured velocity profiles using the isokinetic sampling technique (see Sections 7.6.3.1

and 7.6.3.2) could only be compared to analytical ones such as those evaluated from a

simple flat plate model to check the measurements. Figures B.1 and B.2 present the

calculated velocity profiles for three-phase stratified flows between flat plates (the

measured values are shown in Figure 7.35) using the modified method of Hansen &

Vested (1991) for gas-liquid flows. It is found that the calculated profiles are

comparable to the measured values.

As a preliminary check, another method used was to solve the Navier-Stokes

equations for laminar-laminar-laminar three-phase flow, using Mathematica 3.0 (see

Figure B.3). Due to the complications in solving the Navier-Stokes equations for

turbulent flows, this approach was not extended to the turbulent case.

Figure B.1 Predicted velocity profiles of horizontal "turbulent water-
laminar oil-turbulent air" stratified flow between flat plates (using the

modified Hansen & Vested method, 1991)
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Figure B.2 Predicted velocity profiles of horizontal "turbulent water-
turbulent oil-turbulent air" stratified flow between flat plates (using the

modified Hansen & Vested method, 1991)

Y/D

Figure B.3 Predicted velocity profiles of horizontal "laminar water-
laminar oil-laminar air" stratified flow (Navier-Stokes equation, solved

by using Mathematica 3.0 (courtesy of Dr. C. J. Lawrence)

]

Velocity profiles for three-phase stratified flows in a downward inclined flow

between flat plates were also predicted using the modified method of Hansen & Vested

(1991) and are presented in Figures B.4 and B.5; the flows are "turbulent water-laminar

oil-turbulent air" and "turbulent water-turbulent oil-turbulent air", respectively. The

measured velocity profiles for this case are shown in Figure 7.36.
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Figure B.5 Predicted velocity profiles of "turbulent water-turbulent oil-
turbulent air" stratified flow in a 1.5° downward inclined flow between

flat plates (using the modified method of Hansen & Vested, 1991)
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